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The most beautiful thing we can experience is the mysterious.
It is the source of all true art and all science.
He to whom this emotion is a stranger,
who can no longer pause to wonder and stand rapt in awe,
is as good as dead: his eyes are closed.
[A. Einstein]
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Nederlandse samenvatting
– Summary in Dutch
Goederentransport over de binnenwateren heeft de kleinste ecologische voetaf-
druk, in het bijzonder in vergelijking met goederentransport over de weg. Des-
ondanks zet de binnenvaart ook druk op het fluviatiele milieu, door scheepsge-
ı¨nduceerde golven en stromingsveranderingen. Een varend schip veroorzaakt twee
verschillende types golfpatronen. (i) Een ‘primair’ golfpatroon dat zich voortbe-
weegt rond de scheepsromp en samen met het schip, bestaande uit een kleine wa-
terspiegelstijging ter hoogte van de boeg (de boeggolf), een waterspiegeldaling
langsheen de scheepsromp, en wederom een waterspiegelstijging ter hoogte van
het hek (de haalgolf). (ii) Een ’secundair’ golfpatroon dat ontstaat ter hoogte van
de boeg en het hek van het schip, bestaande uit transversale en divergerende gol-
ven die interferentiepieken vormen. Samen met deze golfpatronen treedt er een
retourstroming op rond de scheepsromp, dewelke tegengesteld aan de vaarrichting
van het schip is.
Deze impact van het hydrodynamische scheepsgolfgedrag dient geminimali-
seerd te worden op een zo goed mogelijke manier, zonder evenwel het goederen-
transport via binnenwateren economisch onaantrekkelijk te maken.
In lijn met de Europese kaderrichtlijn water, waardoor het bewustzijn toenam
ten aanzien van de milieuaspecten en -baten gerelateerd aan een waterweg, is er
de uitdagende taak om hiertoe voordelige oplossingen te ontwikkelen, waarbij het
ontwerp van een waterweg diens bouwtechnische, economische en milieunoden
volledig integreert.
Dit in acht genomen is het een goed idee om natuurvriendelijke oeverbescher-
ming te gebruiken ter voorkoming van oevererosie in plaats van een traditionele
’harde’ oeverbekleding, zoals bijv. betonplaten of damplanken. De integratie van
natuurlijke processen, zoals golfdemping door vegetatie in een oeverbeschermende
structuur, is de beste manier om een optimaal ecologisch streefbeeld te bereiken,
en dit met behoud van de technische functionaliteiten van een oeverbekleding. Bij-
gevolg, de gewenste ‘win-win’ situatie.
In een beperkte, niet-tijgebonden waterweg wordt het falen van oeverbekleding
en/of dijken voornamelijk veroorzaakt door scheepsgolfbelasting. Een typisch na-
tuurvriendelijk oeverontwerp voor deze waterwegen bestaat uit (i) een vooroever-
verdediging als eerste golfdempende constructie, die de golfbelasting reduceert tot
een voor de achtergelegen plasberm aanvaardbaar niveau. Deze vooroeververde-
diging werkt tevens als een zandvang, en (ii) een achtergelegen plasberm, die een
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graduele overgang vormt tussen de vaarweg en de oever, en dus tussen water- en
landgebonden ecosystemen.
Echter, een gebrek aan gedetailleerde informatie omtrent ontwerp- en instal-
latiecriteria voor natuurvriendelijke oeverbescherming leidt nog steeds herhaalde-
lijk tot een foutieve dimensionering of onbehoorlijke installatie van deze. In het
algemeen blijft het een open vraag welke natuurvriendelijke oeverbescherming ge-
schikt is, zeker in een energetisch scheepsgolfklimaat.
Ten gevolge van deze kennislacune heeft dit doctoraatsonderzoek tot algemene
doelstelling een bijdrage te leveren tot een verbeterd ontwerp voor natuur-
vriendelijke oeverbescherming op beperkte, niet-tijgebonden waterwegen be-
last met drukke scheepvaart. Dit leidt tot de tweeledige specifieke doelstelling
van dit onderzoek, nl. de begroting van de (impact van) scheepsgolfbelasting
op een bepaald type natuurvriendelijke oeverbescherming. Dit type bestaat uit
enerzijds, een gesloten houten palenrij als vooroeververdediging en een achterge-
legen plasberm, en anderzijds, een aangeplante rietkraag die het achterliggende
talud bijkomend beschermt tegen golfbelasting. Er is dus geopteerd voor een dub-
bele golfdempende configuratie.
Aangezien beide scheepsgolfpatronen beı¨nvloed worden door het profiel van
de waterweg, en dit profiel ten gevolge van de natuurvriendelijke oeverbescher-
ming het scheepsgolfgedrag danig kan wijzigen, is geopteerd om het hydrodyna-
misch gedrag van deze natuurvriendelijke oeverbescherming te onderzoeken door
een experimentele studie.
Hiertoe is de Leie, een Europese ECMT-IV waterweg, gekozen als studiege-
bied. De Leie is een drukke scheepvaartroute, waarlangs maandelijks gemiddeld
1600 schepen versluisd worden te Sint-Baafs-Vijve. Beneden deze sluis, in het
meest stroomafwaarts gelegen deel van de Leie, zijn scheepspassages gemonito-
red met behulp van 2 terreinmeetopstellingen.
Een uitgebreide meetopstelling werd ontwikkeld en geı¨nstalleerd op een vaste
locatie. Deze meetopstelling monitort accuraat de grootte van de scheepsgolfbe-
lasting op, en de responsie van de natuurvriendelijke oeverbescherming. Onder
andere de invallende scheepsgolven op de houten palenrij, hun interactie met deze
golfdempende constructie, en hun ondiep water gedrag worden opgemeten.
Daarnaast werd ook een mobiele meetopstelling ontwikkeld. Deze opstelling
dient specifiek voor het begroten van het hydrodynamische gedrag van de hou-
ten palenrij. Dankzij de modulaire, lichte structuur van deze meetopstelling kan
deze gemakkelijk ingezet worden op verschillende locaties, waardoor verschil-
lende configuraties van deze houten palenrij beoordeeld werden.
Ten eerste is het scheepsgolfklimaat in de Leie gekarakteriseerd. Een va-
rend schip is begrensd door zijn limietsnelheid, dewelke bepaald wordt door de
hydraulische randvoorwaarden voor scheepvaart op de Leie. Voor alle ongela-
den schepen overschrijdt deze limietsnelheid de geldende snelheidsbeperking van
12 km h−1, en een kapitein tracht zo dicht mogelijk bij de limietsnelheid te varen.
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De vaarsnelheid van een schip bepaalt de grootte van diens opgewekte golf-
patronen. Bijkomend verhoogt het krappe vaarwegprofiel van de Leie de vaar-
weerstand, en bijgevolg het ‘primaire’ golfpatroon. Dit domineert het globale
scheepsgeı¨nduceerde golfpatroon.
Bovenstaande kenmerken leiden ertoe dat de grootste golfbelasting veroor-
zaakt wordt door ongeladen ECMT-IV schepen, welke dichtbij of op hun limiet-
snelheid varen. Deze verhouding van de werkelijke vaarsnelheid van een schip
tot diens limietsnelheid is uitermate belangrijk. Indien een varend schip zijn li-
mietsnelheid overschrijdt, wordt eveneens de toename van de ruimte die een schip
inneemt in het dwarsprofiel van de waterweg, nl. de blockagecoe¨fficie¨nt, des te
belangrijker.
De interactie van de scheepsgolven met de houten palenrij, alsook het gedrag
van de scheepsgolven in ondiep water, zijn onderzocht voor verschillende configu-
raties van de houten palenrij (een enkele of dubbele palenrij, aan- of afwezigheid
van een dwarse palenrij,. . . ). De grootte van het ‘primaire’ golfpatroon, i.e. de
maximale waterspiegeldaling en de haalgolf, blijft behouden in de achtergelegen
plasberm op voorwaarde dat er voldoende waterdiepte is. Er treedt bijgevolg een
significante wateruitwisseling op tussen de vaargeul en de plasberm. Een rela-
tieve demping van de (maatgevende) maximale ‘secundaire’ golfhoogte treedt wel
op, en deze varieert van 20% tot 55%. Deze golfreductie is echter eerder locatie-
afhankelijk dan wel het gevolg van 1 bepaalde configuratie van de houten palenrij.
Ten tweede is het relatieve belang van de scheepsgolven tot sedimentdyna-
miek in de plasberm bepaald, en dit per scheepspassage. Hierbij is scheeps-
geı¨nduceerd suspensietransport naar de vaarweg toe beschouwd als een indicatie
voor bodem- en oevererosie.
Het bepalen van deze scheepsgeı¨nduceerde bijdrage tot sedimentdynamiek voor
de bodem en de oever afzonderlijk wordt bemoeilijkt door de grote variabiliteit en
gedeeltelijke overlap in beider korrelgroottes. Een onderscheid tussen beide is dan
ook slechts (deels) gemaakt op basis van de verschillen in sedimentopwoelings -en
transportkarakteristieken tussen verschillende korrelgroottes.
Het loskomen van lemig oeversediment gebeurt ten gevolge van een oever-
georie¨nteerde, scheepsgeı¨nduceerde watersnelheid die groter is dan 0.4 m s−1. Dit
impliceert onmiddellijk hun stroomafwaartse advectie. Voor het zandig bodemma-
teriaal leidt (re)suspensie echter niet noodzakelijkerwijs tot netto sedimenttrans-
port. Significant sedimenttransport (naar of van de oever weg) is enkel opgemeten
ten gevolge van 6 ECMT-IV en Va scheepspassages. De afzettingsrichting voor dit
in suspensie getransporteerd zandig sediment wordt bepaald door de verhouding
tussen de waterspiegeldalingsgerelateerde verdringingsstroming naar de vaarweg
toe en de haalgolfgerelateerde volgstroom naar de oever toe.
De gemeten grootte-ordes voor suspensietransport van zowel het lemig als zan-
dig oever- en bodemsediment respectievelijk, wijzen erop dat de houten palenrij
als vooroeververdeding geen afdoende bescherming biedt voor een gecontroleerde
sediment dynamiek in de achtergelegen plasberm. Een reductie van de scheeps-
golfgeı¨nduceerde watersnelheden tot minder dan 0.4 m s−1 zou het loskomen, de
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(re)suspensie en het transport van zowel bodem- als oeversediment aanzienlijk ver-
minderen.
Ten derde, en laatste, is in dit doctoraatsonderzoek gee¨valueerd of deze na-
tuurvriendelijke oeverbescherming, welke een dubbele golfdempende confi-
guratie heeft, een afdoende bescherming biedt tegen bodem- en oevererosie.
Hiertoe is opgemeten of er nog steeds geomorfologische wijzigingen optreden aan
de natuurvriendelijk beschermde oever, en of deze significant verschillen tegen-
over deze die optreden aan natuurlijk eroderende oeverzones, en dit gedurende 1
vegetatiecyclus.
Uit deze opmetingen blijken er geen duidelijke verschillen te zijn in oevere-
rosie tussen de beschermde en onbeschermde oeverzones. Er werd echter geen
direct causaal verband tussen de belangrijkste hydrodynamische belastingen (was-
en scheepsgolven) enerzijds, en de gee¨rodeerde oevervolumes anderzijds, gevon-
den. Kwalitatief is wel afgeleid dat de scheepsgolfbelasting voldoende hoog is om
oevererosie te bewerkstelligen.
Derhalve zou deze specifieke natuurvriendelijke oeverbescherming baat heb-
ben bij een verbeterd ontwerp. Het is echter een waardevolle oplossing om een na-
tuurvriendelijke oeverbescherming te vertalen in een dubbele golfdempende con-
figuratie waarbij de eerste golfdempende constructie zich reeds in de waterweg
bevindt. Een tweede, natuurlijke golfdemping door de rietkraag is een duurzame
oplossing indien de groeicondities voor het riet verbeterd worden. Hiertoe is het
noodzakelijk om de transmissie van de scheepsgolven doorheen de houten palenrij
te verminderen.
English summary
Inland waterborne transport systems have the smallest ecological footprint, es-
pecially compared to road transport systems. Nevertheless, shipping traffic puts
pressure on the fluvial environment, by producing waves and altering currents. A
sailing ship causes two different types of wave patterns: (i) a ‘primary’ wave pat-
tern around the ship’s hull, which consists of a small water level rise, i.e. the bow
wave, a drawdown along the ship’s hull, and another surge, i.e. the transversal
stern wave, and (ii) a ‘secondary’ wave pattern originating at the ship’s bow and
stern, which consist of transverse and diverging waves. Together with these wave
patterns, a return current takes place in the opposite direction to the ship’s sailing
direction.
The impact of these ship-induced hydrodynamics must be minimized in the
best possible way, without making inland waterborne transport economically un-
sustainable.
In line with the EU Water Framework Directive, which increased the awareness
on the environmental aspects and assets of a waterway, the challenging task is
to develop beneficial solutions, where the waterway design fully integrates the
waterway’s engineering, economic and environmental objectives.
On that account, it is good practice to obviate bank erosion by installing a
nature-friendly bank protection instead of a traditional ‘hard’ revetment, such as
concrete or riprap. Incorporating natural processes like wave attenuation by vege-
tation into a bank protecting structure is the way to achieve an optimal ecosystem
context while preserving the technical functionalities of a revetment; hence, the
desirable ‘win-win’ solution.
Failures of revetments, dikes or river banks are mainly caused by ship-induced
hydrodynamics in confined, non-tidal waterways. For these waterways, a typical
nature-friendly bank design features two main aspects: (i) an off-bank structure,
which reduces the ship-induced hydrodynamic forcing to a lower level, and acts
like a sediment trap, and (ii) a shallow water area behind the off-bank structure,
which is subject to a controlled, manageable level of ship-induced hydrodynamics.
This shallow water area creates a transitional zone between the fairway and the
riverine area, i.e. between water- and land-based ecosystems.
However, a lack of detailed information regarding design and installation cri-
teria still results in repetitive mistakes and inappropriate installation. In general, it
remains an open question whether nature-friendly bank protection techniques are
proven to be effective, especially in an energetic ship wave climate.
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Hereto, the general objective of this PhD-research is to contribute to a deeper
insight into an optimized design for nature-friendly bank protections in non-
tidal, confined waterways subject to heavy shipping traffic. This fundamental
research approach aims at quantifying the (impact of) ship-induced hydrody-
namics on a particular type of nature-friendly bank protection. It consists of
off-bank closed timber piling, which separates the fairway from the shallow water
and riverine area behind, and a reed belt, planted at the base of the river bank.
Hence, a double wave attenuating configuration is opted for: first, ship waves
are reduced by the off-bank timber piling, and second, ship waves are attenuated
through the reed belt.
Because ship-generated waves interact with topographic boundaries, and the
configuration of a nature-friendly protected waterway might complicate the ship
waves’ behaviour, the hydrodynamic performance of a nature-friendly bank pro-
tection is investigated based on an experimental field study.
The Lys, a EU standard scale inland waterway (ECMT-Va, tonnage up to
3000 ton), is selected as study area. Shipping traffic is heavy; a monthly average
of 1600 ships passes through the lock at Sint-Baafs-Vijve. Along the most down-
stream part of the Lys, two monitoring systems are applied to meet the twofold
objective.
An extensive monitoring system is constructed and installed at a fixed loca-
tion. This monitoring system accurately measures the magnitude of ship-induced
hydrodynamic forcing on and the response of the nature-friendly bank protection.
Among others, incident ship waves, their wave-structure interaction with the off-
bank timber piling and their shallow water behaviour are monitored continuously.
To enhance the dynamic measurement possibilities, a flexible, mobile moni-
toring system is also developed. This monitoring system measures the ship wave-
structure interaction with the off-bank timber piling. Because of its modular and
lightweight setup, it can easily be installed at various locations and it is used to
assess various configurations of off-bank timber piling.
First, the ship wave climate is characterized in the Lys. A sailing ship’s speed
is bounded to its limit speed, which, in turn, depends on the hydraulic boundary
conditions for shipping traffic on the Lys. For all light draughted ships, this implies
that the imposed speed limit Vs = 12 km h−1 can easily be exceeded.
The ship’s sailing speed dictates the amplitude of both ship wave patterns.
The Lys’ confined dimensions amplify however the ship’s ‘primary’ wave pattern,
which dominates the ship wave signature. The highest ship-induced hydrodynam-
ics are caused by light draughted shipping traffic of ECMT-class IV (tonnage up to
1500 ton), sailing at a ratio of sailing speed to limit speed Vs/Vl ≥ 1. The ratio of
sailing speed to limit speed Vs/Vl appears to be of greatest importance; the higher
the ratio Vs/Vl, the higher the ship-induced hydrodynamics. For Vs/Vl ≥ 1, an in-
crease of the space a ship occupies in the waterway’s cross section, i.e. the block-
age coefficient, additionally results in a more pronounced ‘primary’ ship wave
pattern.
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Ship wave-structure interaction with the off-bank timber piling and the ship
waves’ shallow water behaviour are examined for various configurations of off-
bank timber piling (e.g. single or double row, varying length). The magnitude
of the ‘primary’ wave pattern, i.e. the maximum drawdown and transversal stern
wave, is preserved in the shallow water area on the condition that the water level is
sufficiently high. The clear porosity effect of the timber piling yields a significant
water exchange between the fairway and the shallow water area. Relative reduc-
tion of maximum ‘secondary wave heights ranges from 20% to 55%, but is rather
location-dependent than factor-dependent.
Second, the relative importance of ship-induced hydrodynamics to sedi-
ment dynamics behind the off-bank timber piling is investigated for individual
ship passages. Suspended sediment transport towards the fairway is considered as
a proxy for bed and bank erosion.
Quantification of sediment dynamics for the river bed and bank separately is
hampered by the large variability and overlap in bed and bank grain sizes. Relying
on the differences in sediment dislodge and transport characteristics for varying
grain size (sand - silt), a partial distinction between both sediment sources is made.
Dislodgement of silty sediment might take place when the maximum bank-
oriented combined wave-induced velocity UW,bank,max exceeds 0.4 m s−1, and
directly implies their advection downstream. For the sandy bed sediments how-
ever, suspension does not necessarily lead to a net sediment transport. Significant
(yet in absolute values relatively small) net crosswise sediment transport is ob-
served due to the passage of 6 ECMT-IV and Va ships. The direction of crosswise
sediment transport is determined by the ratio between the ‘primary’ wave-induced
displacement flow (during the drawdown, and oriented towards the fairway) and
its slope supply flow (during the transversal stern wave, and oriented towards the
river bank).
The measured order-of-magnitude values of bed- and bank-related suspension
transport suggest that the off-bank timber piling does not maintain a ‘controlled’
sediment dynamics in the shallow water area. A reduction of the combined wave-
induced velocity to UW < 0.4 m s−1 behind the off-bank timber piling would lead
to a significant decrease in sediment dislodgement,(re)suspension and transport for
both sediment sources.
Third, it is evaluated whether this particular type of nature-friendly bank
protection, which has a double wave attenuating configuration, is technically
sound to prevent river bed and bank erosion, i.e. whether or not significant
(long-term) morphological changes still occur along its riverine area, and whether
or not these changes are significantly different from naturally eroding embay-
ments. Since this particular type includes a reed belt as natural wave barrier, mor-
phological changes are surveyed over one vegetation cycle.
The survey does not reveal clear differences in bank erosion rates (total and
periodic areal losses) between the nature-friendly protected and naturally eroding
embayments. Although the results do not demonstrate a direct cause and effect re-
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lation between hydrodynamic forcing parameters (occasional flooding events and
frequent ship wave action) and bank erosion, they qualitatively infer that ship-
induced hydrodynamic forcing is sufficiently high to remove slumped bank mate-
rial and to affect the bank-water contact zone.
Consequently, this nature-friendly bank protecting configuration would benefit
from an improved design. It is however a valuable solution to translate a nature-
friendly bank protection into a double wave attenuating configuration, of which
the first structure is located in the waterway, especially when limited riverine area
is available. A reed belt as second, natural wave barrier at the base of the river
bank is a sustainable option in this waterway (given its ship-induced hydrody-
namic forcing) on the condition that environmental growing conditions are more
appropriately met. To this end, it is necessary to reduce the transmission of ship-
induced hydrodynamic forcing through the first wave attenuating structure.
1
Problem statement
1.1 Framework
Inland waterborne transport systems are the most energy efficient means of trans-
port compared to rail and road transport systems and they have the smallest eco-
logical footprint, especially compared to road transport systems (PIANC, 2008).
Nevertheless, shipping traffic puts pressure on the fluvial environment, by produc-
ing waves and altering currents. This must be minimized in the best possible way,
without making inland waterborne transport economically unsustainable.
The establishment of the European Water Framework Directive (EU, 2000) al-
tered the approach of waterway development and navigation facilitation, requiring
more accountability with respect to the ecosystem. This increased(-ing) aware-
ness of the environmental aspects and assets of a waterway creates the challenging
task to develop beneficial solutions, where the waterway design fully integrates the
waterway’s engineering, economic and environmental objectives (PIANC, 2008).
In line with the European Water Framework Directive (EU, 2000), it is good
practice to obviate bank erosion by installing a nature-friendly bank protection in-
stead of a traditional, merely technology-based ‘hard’ revetment, such as concrete
or sheet piles. Incorporating natural processes like wave attenuation by vegeta-
tion (Coops et al., 1996) into a bank protecting structure is the way to achieve
an optimal ecosystem context while preserving the technical functionalities of a
revetment; hence, the desirable ‘win-win’ solution.
Failures of revetments, dikes or river banks are mainly caused by currents, wa-
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ter level variations (tidal and rainfall-driven), wind-generated and ship-generated
waves. Inland canalized waterways (or canals) are generally not subject to tidal
water level variations, and the fetch length for wind wave generation is limited.
On that account, ship-induced hydrodynamics are the most frequent and important
forcing towards the river bank.
For these waterways, a typical nature-friendly bank design features two main
aspects: (i) an off-bank structure, which reduces the ship-induced hydrodynamic
forcing to a lower level, and acts like a sediment trap, and (ii) a shallow water
area behind the off-bank structure, which is subject to a controlled, manageable
level of ship-induced hydrodynamics (Figure 1.1). This shallow water area creates
a transitional zone between the fairway and the riverine area, i.e. between water-
and land-based ecosystems (CUR, 1999). An ecologically sound layout is obtained
when the dynamics in the shallow water area are controlled in such a way that
water exchange with the fairway still takes place in order to maintain a good water
quality and to allow a reduced (cyclic) bed erosion and accretion (CUR, 1999).
Figure 1.1: Different layouts of the type of nature-friendly bank protection, which consists
of an off-bank structure and a shallow water area behind. This type is most frequently
applied along inland waterways (source: CUR (1999))
As illustrated in Figure 1.1, this type of nature-friendly bank protection covers
a variety of different layouts, which, in turn, can be realized in countless different
ways. Figure 1.2(a) depicts a large nature-friendly bank protection along the North
Sea Canal (alongstream length of 1.5 km). Its design is according to layout 1 in
Figure 1.1. Figure 1.2(b) depicts a small nature-friendly bank protection along the
Lys (alongstream length of 200 m). Its design is according to layout 2 in Figure
1.1.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 1.2: (a) Large nature-friendly bank protection along the North Sea Canal, The
Netherlands (> 100000 ship passages every year) (source: RWS) (according to variant 1 in
Figure 1.1). (b) Small nature-friendly bank protection along the Lys, Belgium (> 19000
ship passages every year) (according to variant 2 in Figure 1.1).
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Design guidelines for different layouts of this type of nature-friendly bank pro-
tection are formulated in CUR (1999). However, a lack of detailed information
regarding design and installation criteria still results in repetitive mistakes and in-
appropriate installation. In general, it remains an open question whether these
nature-friendly bank protection layouts are proven to be effective, especially in an
energetic ship wave climate.
On that account, this PhD-research focusses on a particular design of this type
of nature-friendly bank protection (Figure 1.1, type 2), installed in a confined, non-
tidal waterway subject to heavy shipping traffic. This implies that maximum ship-
induced hydrodynamic forcing acts on the bank protection. The nature-friendly
bank protection under study consists of off-bank closed timber piling, which sepa-
rates the fairway from the shallow water and riverine area behind, and a reed belt,
planted at the base of the river bank (Figure 1.2(b)). Hence, a double wave attenu-
ating configuration is opted for: first, ship wave action is reduced by the off-bank
timber piling, and second, ship waves are further attenuated through the reed belt.
No ‘hard’ bed or bank protecting materials are used in this design.
Ship-generated waves and their associated currents are considered to be the
normative hydrodynamic forcings on the nature-friendly bank protection. The jet
currents induced by a ship’s propeller are not taken into consideration. They are
mainly of importance when ships manoeuvre, e.g. near a berthing place, and this
is outside the scope of this PhD-research.
To ensure an ecologically sound and technically effective nature-friendly bank
protection, it is important to find a balance between the ship-induced hydrody-
namic forcing on and the nature-friendly protection of the river bank. Hereupon,
the objectives of this PhD-research are established.
1.2 Objectives
The general objective of this PhD-research is to contribute to a deeper insight into
an optimized design for nature-friendly bank protections in confined, non-tidal
waterways subject to heavy shipping traffic. This fundamental research approach
aims at quantifying the (impact of) ship-induced hydrodynamics on a particular
design of nature-friendly bank protection (as illustrated in Figure 1.2(b)). Its layout
is of interest for installation in confined waterways since it takes up little space in
the waterway’s wet section and its riverine environment.
To meet this twofold general objective, the following specific research ques-
tions will be answered:
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1. What are the characteristics of the ship wave climate in a confined, non-
tidal and nature-friendly protected waterway?
The hydraulic boundary conditions for the ship wave climate are defined by the
relation between the dimensions of the waterway and the characteristics of the
shipping traffic. The magnitude and behaviour of the ship-generated waves depend
on a ship’s sailing characteristics and its sailing environment.
On that account, the ship wave climate is characterized based on its input
and output variables. The input is defined by the hydraulic boundary conditions
for shipping traffic. The ouput is determined by (i) the magnitude of the ship-
generated waves, (ii) their wave-structure interaction with the off-bank timber pil-
ing, and (iii) the ship waves’ behaviour in the shallow water area behind the off-
bank timber piling.
2. To which extent do ship-induced hydrodynamics contribute to sediment
dynamics behind the off-bank timber piling?
The open structure of the nature-friendly bank protection makes water exchange
between the fairway and the shallow water area possible. It is however unclear
whether this off-bank timber piling configuration provides sufficient protection
against ship-induced hydrodynamic forcing in order to maintain a dynamic balance
in its bed sediment budget behind the off-bank timber piling, i.e. a ‘controlled’
(cyclic) bed erosion and accretion, and to prevent bank erosion.
Therefore, ship-induced hydrodynamics and their relative importance to sedi-
ment dynamics are investigated for individual ship passages in the shallow water
area behind the off-bank timber piling. Suspended sediment transport towards the
fairway is considered as a proxy for bed and bank erosion. In this way, shipping
traffic’s role as a system-driving parameter for (short-term) morphological changes
is estimated.
3. Is this type of nature-friendly bank protection effective to obviate river
bed and bank erosion?
The nature-friendly bank protection under study consists of a double wave attenu-
ating configuration: (i) the off-bank timber piling, and (ii) the reed belt before the
river bank. In a confined, non-tidal waterway, flood and ship waves are considered
to be the external hydrodynamic forcing parameters on the river bank.
Accordingly, the effectiveness of this type of nature-friendly bank protection
is monitored on various locations to assess if this double wave attenuating config-
uration is technically sound to prevent river bed and bank erosion, i.e. whether or
not significant long-term morphological changes do occur along the riverine area.
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Because ship-generated waves interact with topographic boundaries, and the
cross sectional and longitudinal profile of a nature-friendly protected waterway
might further complicate the ship waves’ behaviour, the hydrodynamic perfor-
mance of this nature-friendly bank protection is investigated based on an exper-
imental field study.
1.3 Outline
Now the framework of the research is presented which led to the three formulated
research questions, you are guided through this PhD-manuscript in 5 Chapters to
find them answered.
Chapter 2 briefly discusses the basics of ship-generated waves and their be-
haviour in a confined waterway.
Chapter 3 introduces the study area for this experimental field study, i.e. the
confined, non-tidal Lys. Subsequently, it provides a detailed description of the
designed and constructed monitoring systems.
The subsequent 3 chapters each correspond to one of the three research ques-
tions in Section 1.2.
Chapter 4 elaborates on the characteristics of the ship wave climate in this
confined, non-tidal and nature-friendly protected waterway. It consists of two
main parts. The first part deals with the characteristics of shipping traffic on the
Lys. The second part handles the ship wave-structure interaction with various con-
figurations of the off-bank timber piling and discusses the ship waves’ shallow
water behaviour. For the latter part, the developed analysis methodology for ship-
generated wave measurements is additionally described.
Chapter 5 treats the relative importance of ship-induced hydrodynamics to sed-
iment dynamics in the shallow water area behind the off-bank timber piling.
Chapter 6 addresses the effectiveness of the nature-friendly bank protection
under study to obviate bed and bank erosion.
Chapter 7 presents the general conclusions of this PhD-research and summa-
rizes the acquired knowledge for each of the three research questions separately. It
concludes with suggestions for further research.
2
Ship waves in a confined waterway
2.1 An introduction to ship waves
From a hydrodynamical point of view, a sailing ship resembles to flow around a
body (Schiereck, 2001). The ship experiences frictional resistance (due to motion
of the ship’s hull through a viscous fluid), eddy resistance, air resistance and wave-
making resistance (due to the energy that must be supplied continuously by the
ship to the wave system created on the water surface) (SNAME, 1988b).
In order to overcome its resistance, the sailing ship transfers energy to the water
body in the form of a water displacement from the front to the back of the ship.
Its forward motion results in a pressure distribution and corresponding velocity
pattern according to Bernoulli’s principle (SNAME, 1988b). Along a streamline
around the ship’s hull, for 2 arbitrary points A and B, the Bernoulli equation states
that (in an incompressible, frictionless fluid):(
z +
p
ρg
+
V 2s
2g
)
A
=
(
z +
p
ρg
+
V 2s
2g
)
B
= constant (2.1)
where z is the vertical distance from the reference level [m]; p is the pressure [Pa];
g is the acceleration of gravity, g = 9.81 m s−2; ρ is the fluid density, for fresh
water: ρ = 1000 kg m−3 and Vs is the ship’s sailing speed [m s−1] (relative to the
water’s flow velocity).
Figure 2.1 shows that, at the bow and stern, the pressure is increased whereas
along the ship’s hull a water level depression is observed; the velocity distribution
changes accordingly. This wave pattern is frequently named the ship’s ‘primary’
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the water pressure and velocity distribution of an ideal fluid along
a simple wedge-shaped hull of a ship (source: Bertram (2000)). This Bernoulli wave pattern
is frequently named the ship’s ‘primary’ wave pattern.
wave pattern. The ‘primary’ wave pattern propagates in the sailing direction, and
has a wave length which is about the ship’s length L (Schiereck, 2001). Its am-
plitude is quadratically dependent on the ship’s sailing speed Vs (relative to the
water’s flow velocity), although its general wave shape is not (Bertram, 2000).
Note that a ship’s sailing speed Vs is restricted to the celerity of its own generated
‘primary’ wave pattern, which depends on the ship length, unless the ship is able
to plane (e.g. pleasure cruising) or it is being towed (Schiereck, 2001).
Transverse and diverging waves are caused by the pressure pattern due to
discontinuities in the ship’s hull profile, which are found at the bow and stern
(Schiereck, 2001) (Figure 2.2). They form interference cusps, of which the (con-
stant) wave envelope, i.e. the cusp locus line, makes an angle of 19◦28 with the
ship’s sailing line in deep water. Accordingly, the direction of wave propagation
for this cusp locus line is at an angle of about 35◦to the sailing line; hence, the an-
gle of attack towards a river bank parallel to the sailing line is 55◦. The diverging
waves are dominant in Figure 2.2, which shows a typical subcritical wave pattern
(for depth-based Froude number Frd < 0.75, equation 2.6). These interfering
transverse and diverging waves were first investigated by Lord Kelvin in 1887,
and are referred to as the ‘secondary’ Kelvin wave pattern.
In deep and unconfined water, this Kelvin wave envelope can propagate over
long distances (several kilometers), in which the maximum wave height of the
transverse waves decreases with the square root of the distance to the sailing line
and the maximum wave height of the diverging waves (and interference cusps) di-
minishes with the cubic root (Osborne and Boak, 1999; PIANC, 2008; Schiereck,
2001). Conversely, the ‘primary’ wave pattern is displayed only locally and has a
small amplitude (Garel et al., 2008).
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of the ‘secondary’ wave pattern, consisting of transverse and diverg-
ing waves. They interfere and form a cusp locus line (the Kelvin wave envelope), which
makes an angle of 19◦28 with the sailing line of the ship in deep water and in shallow water
for Frd < 0.75 (source: Schiereck (2001)).
2.2 Ship waves in confined water
The aforementioned ship resistance is sensitive to the effects of waterway con-
finedness, which is indicated by a (significant) change in the potential flow around
a ship’s hull. Because of the limited depth and width of an inland waterway, the
pressure and velocity distribution around the ship’s hull are more pronounced,
leading to an increased sinkage, trim and resistance for the sailing ship (Figure
2.3) (SNAME, 1988b). A return current takes place in the opposite direction to the
ship’s motion. The enlarged sinkage and trim due to the proximity of the river bed
(small under keel clearance), is named the squat effect. It is proportional to the
square of the sailing speed Vs and occurs when the depth to draught ratio is less
than 4 (USACE, 2006).
The water motions due to a ship passage can be approximated by a 1-D flow
situation, where the ship is at rest and the water flows around its hull with a velocity
equal to its sailing speed Vs (relative to the water’s flow velocity) (Figure 2.4).
Schijf (1949) was the first to use this approach, and following assumptions were
hereby made: the ship’s sailing line is in the axis of the waterway, and the ship
sails in a horizontal position; the ship and waterway cross section are prismatic;
the return current and drawdown are constant over the waterway cross section; and
the ship’s sinkage, i.e. the squat, equals the drawdown (Schiereck, 2001).
Because of the increased ship resistance, the Bernoulli equation 2.1 along a
streamline between the cross sectional waterway area without (point A) and with
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a ship (point B), becomes (illustrated in Figure 2.4B):
zA +
ρgh
ρg
+
V 2s
2g
= zB +
ρg(h−∆h)
ρg
+
α(Vs + ur)
2
2g
(2.2)
where zA = zB ; p = ρg(h(−∆h)) equals the hydrostatic pressure, in which
h is the water depth [m] and ∆h is the drawdown [m]; ur is the return current
[m s−1] and α = 1.4− 0.4Vs/Vl is a parameter which takes into account the ratio
of a ship’s sailing speed Vs to its limit speed Vl (advocated by Przedwojski et al.
(1995), found in GBB (2010)).
The continuity equation, which indicates the conservation of mass between the
2 points A and B, equals:
AwVs = (Aw −As − b∆h)(Vs + ur) (2.3)
where Aw is the waterway cross sectional area [m2]; and As is the immersed
midship cross sectional area [m2].
Combination of the equations 2.2 and 2.3 gives the average drawdown ∆h and
return current ur occasioned by a ship passage. Note that these equations also hold
for a trapezoidal cross section of the waterway when the water depth h is replaced
by the average water depth hm = AwWSWL , using the ratio of the waterway cross
sectional area Aw to its width on the still water level WSWL (GBB, 2010).
A ship’s limit speed Vl is now not only dependent on the celerity of its ‘pri-
mary’ wave pattern, but also on the resistance conditions because of waterway
confinedness. The ‘primary’ wave pattern acts in an area of reduced water depth
and it runs against the return current ur, which is scaled with the ship’s sailing
speed Vs and blockage coefficient m (PIANC, 2008). When the return current ur
becomes critical, the limit speed Vl is reached (GBB, 2010; Schiereck, 2001).
The ship’s limit speed Vl can be calculated as:
Vl = Frd,cr ·
√
gh (2.4)
where the critical depth-based Froude number Frd,cr for a ship is obtained from
(Schijf (1949), adapted by Lataire et al. (2009)):
Frd,cr =
(
2sin
(
arcsin(1−m−1)
3
))3/2
(2.5)
where m is the blockage coefficient, i.e. the space a ship occupies in the water-
way’s cross section. It is defined by the ratio of the waterway cross sectional area
Aw to the immersed midship cross sectional area As = B ·D, in which B is the
ship’s beam [m] andD is the ship’s actual draught. The midship section coefficient
β = 0.995 is considered negligible and therefore not taken into account (value for
inland shipping traffic, advocated by Georgakaki and Sorensen (2004)).
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Figure 2.3: 1. In deep water, a sailing ship causes a pressure distribution and velocity profile
around its hull according to Bernoulli’s principle. 2. In confined water, sailing results in a
more pronounced potential flow around the hull, and an increased sinkage and trim because
of small under keel clearance (source: Wikipedia (2013))
Figure 2.4: Longitudinal and cross section of the 1-D flow approximation of water motions
due to a ship passage in a confined waterway. The symbol of the water level depression z
corresponds to ∆h in equation 2.2, the symbolAc toAw in equation 2.3 (source: Schiereck
(2001)).
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The Kelvin wave envelope might have an altered angle of attack towards the
river bank in shallow water (SNAME, 1988b). This angle variation can be esti-
mated using the depth-based Froude number Frd:
Frd =
Vs√
gh
(2.6)
Until a depth-based Froude number Frd < 0.75, the deep water conditions are
preserved (GBB, 2010; Schiereck, 2001). A further increase of the depth-Froude
number towards Frd = 1 results in a widening of the Kelvin wave envelope until
a maximum angle of 78◦is obtained for the cusp locus line to the sailing line at
Frd = 1. The wave height, of the predominantly diverging waves, also reaches
a maximum when Frd approaches 1 (Houser, 2011), and is thus dependent on
the sailing speed Vs. A higher increase of Frd > 1 results in a decrease of the
Kelvin wave envelope’s angle but the ‘secondary’ wave pattern now only consists
of diverging waves (SNAME, 1988b).
Figure 2.5 illustrates the ship-generated wave and flow pattern of a displace-
ment ship, sailing in a confined waterway with a trapezoidal cross section. Al-
though the duration of its passage is very limited at a certain location, its motion
is associated with a complex wave and flow pattern, of which the different hydro-
dynamic components are superimposed.
At the top of Figure 2.5, the ship’s ‘primary’ wave pattern is shown. At a
certain location, it successively consists of a small water level rise, i.e. the bow
wave Hbow, a drawdown ∆h along the ship’s hull passage, and another surge, i.e.
the transversal stern wave Hstern (cf equation 2.2).
At the bottom of Figure 2.5, the behaviour of the ‘primary’ and ‘secondary’
wave patterns, and associated currents, in the trapezoidal cross section is depicted.
To preserve continuity of flow, the velocity distribution between the ship and
river bank changes accordingly; which might result in a high return current ur
(Bhowmik et al., 1995; Mazumder et al., 1993). The transversal stern waveHstern
mainly affects the riverine area. This (sloping) shallower water area results in a lo-
cal depth-Froude number Frd ≥ 1 (because of the limited water depth and/or
drawdown), which goes from Frd ≥ 1 to Frd < 1 at the transition of the draw-
down trough to the still water level. This is indicated by the wave breaking, and
associated slope supply flow. The Kelvin wave envelope approaches the river bank
at an angle of 55◦(thus Frd < 0.75), in which both the transverse and diverging
waves are discernible. Superposition of the diverging bow waves and the transver-
sal stern wave occurs but it is not relevant for the design of a bank protection since
the distance to the river bank is smaller than the ship length times the tangent of
55◦(GBB, 2010) (this generally holds for goods traffic).
Note that for short displacement ships, e.g. push tugs or tug boats, the su-
perposition between the ‘primary’ wave pattern (the transversal stern wave) and
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‘secondary’ bow wave pattern might become important, dependent on their sailing
speed and sailing distance to the river bank (GBB, 2010).
Figure 2.5: Planview of the ship-induced water motions, i.e. wave and flow pattern, on the
river bed and banks at a certain location along a confined waterway with trapezoidal cross
section (source: USACE (2006)).
The relative importance of the ‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ wave patterns de-
pends on the ship type. In a broad sense, inland shipping traffic can be subdivided
into two groups, displacement and planing ships. The first group, e.g. goods traf-
fic, always sails at subcritical speed (Frd < 1) (because of blockage coefficient
restrictions, see equation 2.5). These ships have a large underwater volume and
corresponding water displacement. Their ‘primary’ wave pattern is of great im-
portance, whereas their ‘secondary’ wave pattern wil be less pronounced because
of their slow sailing speed Vs.
The latter group, e.g. pleasure cruising, is able to sail at (super)critical speed
(Frd ≥ 1). Their underwater volume is small and thus, their ‘primary’ wave
pattern is of little importance but they are able to plane on the water, i.e. the ship
rides its own bow wave. The ship’s planing speed depends on its ship length (GBB,
2010). To reach the planing speed range, a ship tries to overcome the steep slope of
its ‘secondary’ bow wave. It needs therefore a high engine power, which results in
the largest ‘secondary’ wave heights (occurring in the semi-planing speed range)
(PIANC, 2008).
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2.3 Conclusion
A sailing ship causes two different types of wave patterns: the Bernoulli wave
pattern and the transverse and diverging Kelvin wave pattern, which are referred
to as the ‘primary’ wave pattern and the ‘secondary’ wave pattern respectively.
The first wave pattern is only displayed locally around the ship, the latter wave
pattern travels a much longer distance.
Sailing in a confined waterway increases the ship resistance, as a result of
which the potential flow around the ship hull becomes more pronounced. The
more confined the waterway’s dimensions, the more important the hydrodynamics
of the ship’s ‘primary’ wave pattern become. This holds specifically for displace-
ment ships, e.g. goods traffic, to which the ‘primary’ wave pattern is of greatest
importance. The ‘primary’ wave-induced water motions, i.e. the drawdown ∆h
and transversal stern wave Hstern, together with the return current ur, act as the
most important energy contributor towards the river bed and banks (Bauer et al.,
2002; Ten Brinke et al., 2004; Verney et al., 2007). The ‘secondary’ wave pattern,
which consists of transverse and diverging waves, generally has a limited wave
height, except when ships are able to sail in the semi-planing speed range (e.g.
pleasure cruising).
The ship’s sailing speed Vs dictates the amplitude of both ship wave patterns,
and will therefore be an important parameter for the quantification of the (impact
of) ship-induced hydrodynamics.
3
Experimental field setup for the
monitoring of ship wave action
3.1 Introduction
Heavy shipping traffic complicates the development of nature-friendly bank pro-
tection on confined, non-tidal waterways. For its proper design, accurate input
data on the magnitude of ship-induced hydrodynamic forcing is essential.
A significant variability exists in ship data records on different times at the
same locations, and between different locations (Parnell and Kofoed-Hansen, 2001;
Soomere et al., 2003). On the one hand, ship wave characteristics, such as prop-
agation directions, wave heights and wave periods, vary with ship design and op-
eration (different types, laden or light draught, sailing speed). On the other hand,
ship-generated waves interact with topographic boundaries, and the bathymetry
of the waterway might further complicate the ship waves’ behaviour by means
of reflections, amplification and resonance (Stockstill and Berger, 2001). Con-
sequently, a ship passage alters, locally and temporarily, the hydraulic boundary
conditions of the waterway significantly.
This variability in ship waves’ behaviour, together with varying methodologies
and assumptions on which analytical solutions are based (cf Section 2.2), make
that ambiguity is likely to persist for the quantification of (the impact of) ship-
induced hydrodynamics in the absence of direct measurements (a.o. Dam et al.
(2008); Taylor et al. (2007); Torsvik et al. (2009)). By field monitoring, the con-
tribution of various controlling variables can be measured and taken into account
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accordingly.
In this PhD-research, a stand-alone monitoring system is designed and con-
structed, which accurately measures the magnitude of ship-induced hydrodynamic
forcing on and the response of a particular type of nature-friendly bank protection
(Figure 1.2(b)). After the stand-alone monitoring system was installed in the field,
the instrumentation was re-engineered and extended to develop a mobile monitor-
ing system, enhancing the dynamic measurement possibilities.
This chapter introduces the study area chosen for the experimental study on
the hydrodynamic performance of this type of nature-friendly bank protection.
Subsequently, a detailed description of the fixed and mobile monitoring system is
provided, together with good installation practices.
3.2 Study area
Within the context of the Trans-European Transport Network (TEN-T, EU (2006)),
which aims at improving the transport mobility within Europe, the connection of
the Seine and Scheldt river basins is one of the 30 TEN-T priority projects (EU,
2007-2020). The main objective of the priority project 30 ‘inland waterway Seine-
Scheldt’ is to optimise the connection between the French inland waterway net-
work and ports and the Belgian, Dutch and German waterway networks and ports.
A part of this project, the improvement of the navigability between Deuˆle´mont
and Ghent, is situated in the Lys river basin. The Lys is a European standard
scale ECMT-IV inland waterway (ECMT, 1992). Adaptations include a.o. the
deepening of the Lys’ waterway profile and the enlargement of locks to upgrade
the waterway to a narrow (one-way traffic) ECMT-Vb waterway (tonnage up to
4500 ton, with a draught restriction of 3.5 m, Maes et al. (2006)).
To comply with the European Water Framework Directive (EU, 2000), the
Flemish government decided to directly incorporate measures to restore this heav-
ily modified water body to a waterway having a good ecological potential. Aside
from the improvement of fauna migration and the enhancement of river dynam-
ics, this involved the installation of nature-friendly bank protections (Maes et al.,
2006).
Hence, the Lys is a nice example of reconciliation of various ‘stakeholder’
needs, i.e. the economic EU Trans-European Transport Network and the environ-
mental EU Water Framework Directive. The most downstream part of the Lys is
selected as study area.
3.2.1 History of the Lys
Forming a subbasin of the river Scheldt catchment, the Lys is a typical lowland
river, which runs through a part of northern France and western Belgium (Figure
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3.1(a)). In the seventies, the meandering course of the river Lys was straightened
and a calibrated channel was excavated to allow inland navigation up to ECMT-
class IV (tonnage of 1350 ton, ECMT (1992)) (Figure 3.1(b)). This resulted in
the construction of several locks with a small head, regulating the water level and
resulting in very small flow velocities.
The channelised Lys was designed with a trapezoidal cross sectional area of
144 m2, 50.7 m wide (at still water level) and 3.5 m deep (Figure 3.4). Armoured
concrete slabs were placed as revetment under a 10/4 slope, supported by a hori-
zontal concrete beam which was installed in an underwater berm 1.5 m wide at a
regulated water depth of 1.3 m. Underneath, the 12/4 underwater slope remained
unprotected, like the river bed (Figure 3.2).
In the past decade however, the demand of benefit maximization in goods traf-
fic urged the waterway administration to allow ships up to ECMT-class Va (ton-
nage up to 3000 ton with no imposed draught restrictions, ECMT (1992)). Heavy
shipping traffic resulted however in the failure of the armoured concrete revetment
(Figure 3.3(a)). The revetment was undermined and broke, which resulted in pro-
gressive bank erosion. Instead of the 10/4 design slope, progressive bank erosion
adjusted the river banks to a natural geomorphology (Figure 3.3(b)).
Belgium
France
(a) (b)
Figure 3.1: (a) Location of the Lys subbasin within the Scheldt river basin. (b) The mean-
dering course of the Lys (blue line) was straightened and calibrated for ECMT-IV shipping
traffic (source: DOV (2009)).
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.3: Heavy shipping traffic resulted in the failure of the armoured concrete revetment
(a) Initially, the concrete slabs were undermined and broke (b) Frequent ship-induced hy-
drodynamic forcing progressively scoured semi-circular embayments into the river banks.
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3.2.2 The Lys nowadays (and in the future)
Semi-circular embayments were scoured into the river banks, in which a vertical
cut-bank gradually developed with at its base a gently sloping beach of eroded
sediments (Figure 3.3(b)). Given these environmental boundary conditions and
having limited riverine space available, the waterway authorities decided to install
a type of nature-friendly bank protection, which consists of off-bank timber piling,
which separates the fairway from the shallow water and riverine area behind, and a
reed belt at the base of the vertical cut-bank (cf Figure 1.2(b) and 3.5). From 2008
onwards, heavily eroded locations along the most downstream part of the Lys were
tackled using this type of nature-friendly bank protection.
The first, off-bank wave attenuating barrier is made up of a closed row of tim-
ber piles, having a length of 5 m and a diameter of 0.2 m. They are piled until a
freeboard of 0.50 m to the regulated water level is obtained, and bank-connected.
Water exchange between the fairway and the shallow water area is provided with
lateral in- and outflow openings, of varying length. This shallow water area has a
variable depth, dependent on the eroded slope. The second, natural wave attenuat-
ing barrier consists of reed patches, planted at the base of the vertical cut-bank.
The bank protection’s working principle relies on a reduction of ship wave
energy by the row of timber piling to a lower, manageable level in the shallow
water area behind, where ship wave energy is further dissipated by bottom friction
and attenuated through the reed belt before reaching the river bank.
In the near future, the (theoretical) trapezoidal cross sectional area will be
dredged to 177 m2 and will have a water depth of 4.5 m in the fairway (deepening
of the profile in orange in Figure 3.4). The cross sectional area behind the off-bank
timber piling remains unaffected (Maes et al., 2006).
Shipping traffic is heavy in the most downstream part of the Lys; a monthly
average of 1600 ships passes through the lock at Sint-Baafs-Vijve (W&Z, 2009-
2011). It consists for the greatest part of goods traffic. Pleasure cruising is limited
to occasional passages during fair weather days. A speed limit of Vs = 12 km h−1
(3.3 m s−1) is imposed on the Lys.
3.3 Site selection for the monitoring systems
Site selection for the large, fixed monitoring system was guided by the need to find
a nature-friendly protected location in a rather straight section of the waterway.
This allows ships to sail at their maximum speed Vs and hence, to cause maximum
ship-induced hydrodynamic forcing on the nature-friendly bank protection, the
river bed and the river bank.
A site in Machelen, situated southwest of the city of Deinze, satisfied these
criteria (Figure 3.1(b), and Figure 3.6B and 3.6C). It is located 1.5 km upstream of
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25m
4.5m
1.3m50.7m
3.5m
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1:3
1:3
28m
Figure 3.4: The Lys’ theoretical trapezoidal cross sectional area, nowadays (blue) and in
the future (orange).
the waterway’s bifurcation into the Lys derivation canal, leading navigation into
the adjacent basin of the Gentse Kanalen, and the Tourist Lys, a smaller tributary
which discharges into the Scheldt at Ghent. At this site, which is nature-friendly
protected since March 2008, the off-bank timber piling has a length of 160 m. It is
bank-connected piled (length of 5.1 m and 4.8 m for the up- and downstream piling
respectively), and lateral water in- and outflow openings are present on both sides
(as indicated on the location and cross section maps of W & Z (drawn up date:
April 27, 2011)). A reed belt additionally protects the natural river bank over 60%
of its alongstream length.
The flexible, mobile monitoring system, which was subsequently developed,
was applied at various nature-friendly protected locations which differ in off-bank
timber piling configuration (Figure 3.6B and 3.6D).
Since 8 of the 10 measurement locations are situated in the most downstream
part of the Lys, a short description of the Lys’ boundary conditions in this section
is given in following subsections. These hydro-environmental boundary condi-
tions are largely determined based on field samples, taken in the nature-friendly
bank protection where the fixed monitoring system is installed. Since spatial het-
erogeneity in natural properties (e.g. grain size distribution, flow patterns) is un-
doubtedly present, it should be noted that the measured (and calculated) (thresh-
old) values are location-dependent.
3.3.1 Hydrodynamics
The regulated water level of +5.6 m TAW (Tweede Algemene Waterpassing, Bel-
gian reference datum) in the section downstream the lock of Sint-Baafs-Vijve cor-
responds to an average discharge of 30 m3 s−1 (HIC, 1983-2012). Peak discharges
of 200 m3 s−1 occur occasionally, resulting in high water levels.
For the monitoring period from July 2009 to September 2010, the water level
raised to more than 6.10 m TAW during 16.5 days (HIC, 2009-2010). During
these flood wave conditions, the off-bank timber piling, and often the reed belt,
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were submerged. Discharge data were however not available (during the entire
monitoring period), nor was the average cross sectional flow velocity measured.
Lock-induced translation waves are noticeable during the day, leading to small
water level fluctuations.
Over a cross sectional measurement transect (of the fixed monitoring system,
see Section 3.4.1), flow velocity is measured at various distances from the off-
bank timber piling and at various heights z above the river bed during normal
weather conditions (Table 3.1). During these steady flow conditions, i.e. without
a ship passage, the average flow velocity is low in the measured verticals, uX =
2.0·10−2 m s−1 (in streamwise direction), and its magnitude is similar over the
measurement transect (column 2 in Table 3.1). Because of the Lys’ canalised
layout, this is as to be expected.
Bed shear velocity, u∗, and bed shear stress, τ , are calculated using (Dyer
(1986), cited in Kim et al. (2000); checked for fluvial studies by Biron et al.
(2004)):
τ =
1
2
ρC(u′2X + u
′2
Y + u
′2
Z ) (3.1)
u∗ =
√
τ
ρ
(3.2)
where u′X , u
′
Y and u
′
Z are respectively the fluctuating velocity components in
horizontal (stream- and crosswise) and vertical direction (the overbar indicates the
average over the sampled period of 230 s, and
∑
u′ = 0 in X, Y and Z-direction
over the sampled period); C is a proportionality constant, hereC = 0.19 (as applied
in Biron et al. (2004); Kim et al. (2000)).
The Lys’ slow flow velocity uX causes low bed shear stresses τ , which are also
rather uniform over the measurement transect (column 4 in Table 3.1).
Table 3.1: Flow characteristics along the cross sectional measurement transect of the fixed
monitoring system, under steady flow conditions (measured on May 24, 2011)
Location * Average velocity uX [m s−1] ** Shear velocity u∗ Bed shear stress τ [N m−2]
(at height z [m]) [m s−1] (at height z [m])
-1 2.2·10−2 (1.10) 4.1·10−3 1.7·10−2 (0.10)
3 1.8·10−2 (0.47) not calculated not measured
7 2.0·10−2 (0.29) 2.7·10−3 0.7·10−2 (0.07)
9.5 not measured 3.2·10−3 1.0·10−2 (0.06)
* Distance from the off-bank timber piling:
− :location in fairway,+ : location in nature-friendly bank protection
** According to the theoretical Prandtl-Von Karman logarithmic velocity profile, at z = 0.37h
the average velocity over the vertical is measured
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3.3.2 Sediment dynamics
River bed and bank soil samples were taken on various locations in the shallow
water area behind the off-bank timber piling to get a better view on the spatial het-
erogeneity in bed and bank sediments. Water samples were also taken in this area.
Particle size distributions of these samples were determined using a Mastersizer
2000 (Malvern Instruments), and listed in Appendix A.
In what follows, sediment characteristics from these 3 different sources, i.e.
the river bed, the river bank and the water column, are separately described.
 The river bed
The sandy river bed of the shallow water area has a top layer composed of
sediment having a median grain size of d50 = 197 ± 13µm and ranging from 50
to 409µm (USDA soil texture classification). The top layer is poorly sorted, which
indicates that the bed material was deposited over a wide range of flow velocities
(sorting coefficient S =
√
d90/d10 = ±1.80 with d90 and d10 respectively the
grain sizes for which 90% and 10% by weight of the material is finer (Chanson,
2004b)).
An illustrative comment to this calculated value is the observation that a ship
passage is able to cause locally and temporarily considerable higher flow velocities
compared to the steady river flow. Associated with these higher velocities is the
appearance of suspended sediments clouds in the water column during (and after)
a ship passage.
The critical shear stress for incipient motion of the river bed is τcr = 0.16 N m−2,
calculated from (Chanson, 2004b; Van Rijn, 1993):
τcr = θcr (ρs − ρ) gd50 (3.3)
where θcr is the critical Shields parameter; ρs is the sediment density, here: ρs =
2650 kg m−3; d50 is the median grain size: the grain size for which 50% by weight
of the sediment sample is finer, here d50 = 1.97·10−4 m.
The critical Shields parameter is θcr = 5.2·10−2, calculated from (Van Rijn,
1993):
θcr = 0.14D
−0.64
∗ for 4 < D∗ ≤ 10 (3.4)
whereD∗ =

(
ρs
ρ − 1
)
g
ν2
1/3 d50 = 4.65 (3.5)
where ν is the kinematic fluid viscosity, for water: ν = 1.1·10−6 m2 s−1 (in a
water temperature of 15◦C).
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Comparison of the critical shear stress τcr with the shear stresses τ occasioned
by the river flow (Table 3.1) indicates a one order of magnitude difference. Incipi-
ent motion of the river bed does not take place (during normal flow conditions).
Inception of sediment suspension is related to the balance between the tur-
bulent velocity fluctuation and the particle fall velocity (normal to the river bed)
(Chanson, 2004b):
u∗cr
ws
= 1⇔ u∗cr = ws (3.6)
where u∗cr is the critical shear velocity for incipient bed motion, here: u∗cr =
1.3·10−2 m s−1 (calculated with equation 3.2, using the τcr value) and ws is the
particle fall velocity of the sandy bed sediments, expressed as (formula of natural
sands, Soulsby (1997)):
ws =
ν
d
(10.362 + 1.049D3∗)
0.5 − 10.36 (3.7)
which is valid for all D∗ (in the range of d > 62µm).
The eroded condition of the river banks and the river bed behind the off-bank
timber piling makes that the present (and future) cross sectional areas, as indi-
cated in Figure 3.4, do not correspond with the actual ‘field’ situation. Moreover,
measurement of the bed profile along the measurement transect of the fixed mon-
itoring system, indicates that the river bed is mobile behind the off-bank timber
piling (Figure 3.7).
Measurement of the bed profile was carried out with a gauge rod (measurement
accuracy of 1·10−3 m) until 0.75 m from the off-bank timber piling. Closer to
the timber piles, broken concrete slabs hindered an accurate sounding of the river
bed. For this measured bed profile, a local cross sectional area of roughly 8 m2 is
determined, instead of its theoretical triangular area of 1.3 m2 (surface areas are
calculated for the regulated water level of 5.61 m TAW). Throughout the measured
months, a 5-6 % enlarged cross sectional area was observed for this particular cross
section, compared to the theoretical trapezoidal area of 144 m2 (Table 3.2).
However, since these measurements are carried out (i) locally and temporarily,
and (ii) only along a part of the cross sectional profile, it is decided to use the
theoretical trapezoidal cross sectional area of 144 m2 for theoretical calculations
in this PhD-research.
 The river bank
River bank samples, randomly taken in the bank-water contact zone, show a
higher variability in sand and silt sediment mixture, having median grain sizes
varying from d50 = 29 to 205µm. Cohesive clay material, i.e. d < 3.9µm, is
limited to maximum 7%. Soil textures are classified as ‘silt loam’, ‘loamy sand’,
‘sandy loam’ or ‘sand’.
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Figure 3.7: Bed profile along the measurement transect of the fixed monitoring system,
measured with a gauge rod. The gray rectangles indicate the position of the monitoring
system’s supporting piles.
Table 3.2: Local and total cross sectional area for the measurement transect of the fixed
monitoring system
Cross sectional area [m2]
Local Total
April 2011 7.43 151.83
May 2011 7.90 152.30
July 2011 8.90 153.30
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 The water column
Water samples are taken at various heights above the river bed in the shallow
water area behind the off-bank timber piling (in a water depth h = 0.8 m) during
steady flow conditions (on April 14, 2011 25 min after a ship passage). Given that
a minimum laser obscuration of 10 % is necessary for particle size analysis with
the Mastersizer 2000, water samples are depth-averaged. Particle size analysis
of these depth-averaged samples indicates a median grain size d50 = 13µm for the
suspended sediments and classifies 86% of the suspended sediments as ‘silt’ (2µm
< d < 62µm).
Table 3.3 gives the suspended sediment concentrations at the sampled heights.
Despite the time lag with the hydrodynamic disturbace caused by a ship passage,
an equilibrium Rouse-Vanoni concentration profile is not established; instead, the
development of local suspension clouds is observed.
According to the Rouse number (equation 3.8), which dictates the mode of
sediment transport, the average shear velocity u∗ = 3.3·10−3 m s−1 (in steady flow
conditions, cf Table 3.1) causes sediment particles with a diameter up to 44µm to
be fully transported as suspended load (0.8 < Rouse # < 1.2) while diameters up
to 64µm might partly be transported in suspension (1.2 < Rouse # < 2.5).
The particle size distributions of the water samples and the bed soil samples
support this theoretical Rouse # classification. The lower boundary limit of the
latter’s particle size distribution is 50µm, inferring that dislodged bank material
having a smaller particle size than this, i.e the silt and clay fraction, can be advected
downstream.
Rouse # =
ws
κu∗
(3.8)
where κ is Von Karman’s constant, κ = 0.4; ws is the particle settling velocity
[m s−1], calculated using Stokes’ equation for the fall velocity of spherical parti-
cles with a d ≤ 100µm (Van Rijn (1993)):
ws =
(
ρs
ρ − 1
)
gd2
18ν
(3.9)
where d is the median particle size diameter d50 [m].
It must be noted that natural sediment particles, as in this study, are non-
spherical particles to which the abovementioned formula theoretically cannot be
applied. However, since the shape effect of non-spherical particles becomes more
important for particles having a d > 300µm (advocated by Van Rijn (1993)), and
the particles under study have a d << 100µm, their terminal fall velocity is deter-
mined using the Stokes’ equation.
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Table 3.3: Suspended sediment concentrations sampled on various heights z above the river
bed (water depth h = 0.8 m). Water samples are taken 25 min after a ship passage on April
24, 2011.
Height z Suspended sediment concentration
above the river bed [m] SSC(z, t) [g m−3]
0.1 67
0.2 49
0.3 121
0.4 125
0.5 107
3.4 A large, fixed and a flexible, mobile monitoring
system
3.4.1 Experimental setup
Neglecting the Kelvin’s angle at which the cusp locus line of the secondary waves
propagates, a perpendicular cross sectional structure was chosen for the measure-
ment setup (Figure 3.8 and Figure 4.6). To hold the measurement infrastructure
of the fixed monitoring system, cylindrical galvanised steel piles were opted for
as the support frame. Anchored 2 m deep to withstand hydraulic uplift forces, de-
sign dimensions were further decided upon survival of an extreme water level rise
with a return period of 10 years. This corresponds to a water level rise of 3.3 m
above the regulated water level of 5.6 m TAW (return period analysis using the
data records of HIC (1983-2012)).
A platform, installed across the off-bank timber piling, supports the securing
of a laser distance meter (LD in Figure 3.8) and camera equipment (C in Figure
3.8), and provides extra space for additional devices. Another two steel piles hold
the lateral extension of the platform, made of cylindrical galvanised steel tubes,
so measurement equipment can be placed in a cross-shore array. The length of
the lateral extension spans the shallow water area to the river bank. In this way,
access to the platform is also assured. Devices are mounted on these tubes within
a housing having adjustable brackets, allowing their easy repositioning (Figure
4.6). The entire monitoring system is powered using a solar panel (SP in Figure
3.8), which continuously feeds batteries to which all measurement equipment is
connected. This provides permanent stand-alone data acquisition during summer
time, throughout the winter period batteries (Yuasa, 72 Ah for 12 V) need to be
additionally charged. Given these robust and flexible design conditions, the mon-
itoring system is also ready-to-use in the post-upgrading waterway configuration
(cf Figure 3.4).
A variety of physical processes related to ship-generated waves were taken
along in the design of the fixed and mobile monitoring systems. Table 3.4 gives an
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overview of the monitored physical processes, together with the applied measure-
ment equipment at a specific measurement location.
For the mobile monitoring system, designed for swift and easy-to-handle in-
stallation, a lighter, more modular method of mounting is chosen (Figure 3.9),
which is made out of aluminium parts. The entire monitoring system is easily
transportable and the buildup requires limited manpower and only a few hours
work. It stays operational for about 6 months using 2 non-rechargeable Lithium
D batteries, providing the highest energy capacity (19 Ah for 3.6 V). The mobile
monitoring system deals only with the characteristics of wave-structure interac-
tion with the off-bank timber piling. Its modular design is also usable once the
waterway is converted to its narrow ECMT-Vb profile.
3.4.2 Measurement equipment
The eligibility criteria for the selection of measurement devices are: good reli-
ability in harsh hydraulic conditions (even during flood events), possibility for
stand-alone use and automatic triggering and economical power consumption.
To connect ship data of the lockhouse with measurement data of the fixed mon-
itoring system, a Day and Night Outdoor Camera (Abus, Germany) is crosswise
directed towards the fairway (C in Figure 3.8). When motion occurs in user-
specified cells, the camera starts to record for an appointed period and footage
is stored on a SD flash memory card. If the ship’s name or the number of certifi-
cate of tonnage are registered, both data sources can be linked. Ship data queries
are also used to doublecheck the actual number of ship passages along the mea-
surement sites. This is, however, just a rough evaluation of detected ship passages
because (small) pleasure cruising can bypass the lock using the meandering loop.
Four Druck PTX 1830 pressure sensors (GE Sensing & Inspection Technolo-
gies, Leicester, UK) are deployed in a cross-shore array on the fixed monitoring
system (PS in Figure 3.8 and Figure 4.6). Pressure sensor 4 (PS 4) is located very
close to the river bank, with the other gauges (PS 3 and PS 2) located sequentially
further into the waterway, up to a distal point of 15 m from the river bank and 1 m
before the off-bank timber piling (PS 1). Two Druck PDCR 1830 pressure sensors
are deployed in the mobile monitoring system, one at each side of the timber pil-
ing, respectively 1 m in front of the off-bank timber piling (in the fairway) and 2 m
behind the off-bank timber piling (Figure 3.9B).
The major difference between these two types of pressure sensors relates to
the output signal and, in this specific application, to the method of pressure mea-
surement. PTX 1830 has a venting tube connecting the rear side of the sensor
membrane with the atmospheric air pressure, and thus measures relative pressure.
The sensor consists of two parts: a transducer, converting the water pressure to
an electrical tension and a transmitter, modulating the current of the power supply
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from 4 to 20 mA. PDCR 1830 registers the absolute pressure, which is directly
translated into a voltage signal. The PTX 1830 pressure sensors operate at a fac-
tory set measurement range from 0 to 1 bar, the PDCR sensors measure from 0
to 1.5 bar. Both types of pressure sensor have a six times permissible overpres-
sure and the signal precision to linearity is specified to be ±0.06% of full-scale of
the best straight line. All pressure sensors were laboratory calibrated via progres-
sive stepwise hydraulic pressure generation with a pressure calibrator, determining
scaling and offset parameters of each sensor. Output voltages at fixed pressures
were recorded for 100 bursts and averaged.
Because ship waves at a specific location disturb local hydrodynamic condi-
tions only within a small time window, it is irrelevant to consider the atmospheric
pressure fluctuation in data records. Therefore, the use of PDCR pressure sen-
sors is slightly preferred as they are more energy-efficient (1.8 mA vs. pressure
dependent power consumption), require less electronics, and all equipment can be
placed underwater. The current loop indeed makes the PTX 1830 pressure sensor
less sensitive to disturbances but the distance between sensor and data acquisition
of the mobile monitoring system can be kept significantly shorter and therefore,
within acceptable limits.
The laser distance meter DLS-B 15 (Dimetix, Herisau, Switzerland) is moun-
ted on the front side of the platform, perpendicular to the waterway’s cross section
(LD in Figure 3.8). The device is attached to a pulley with a spring damper system,
which assures that a fixed height above the free water surface is kept during water
level rise. In this way, a good contact with the reflection plate on the opposite river
bank is established at all times, imperative for a proper distance measurement. The
laser beam continuously measures the cross sectional width. When a ship passes,
the measured distance is reduced to the spacing between the hull of the ship and
the position of the laser distance meter, giving the ship’s sailing distance from the
off-bank timber piling. Indirectly, ship speed is derived combining the duration of
ship passage with ship length data. These ship characteristics (ship dimensions,
navigation direction, power, load) are obtained from the lockhouse at Sint-Baafs-
Vijve, located 8 km upstream of the measurement site.
Two suspended solids profilers ASM-IV (Argus, Ritterhude, Germany) are
deployed in the shallow water area (SSP in Figure 3.8 and Figure 4.6). The pro-
filer is 2.4 m long and consists of a battery powered central unit in the head of the
instrument and a 1.44 m long stainless steel rod with an active board of backscatter
infrared laser sensors (850 nm), equally placed at 0.01 m distance of one another
(Figure 4.6D). Both instruments are fixed onto a moveable lateral arm in order
to have the possibility of measuring a suspended solids concentration profile in
the water column on variable distances from the off-bank timber piling, taking
into consideration a distance of five times the pile diameter to the supporting steel
piles in order to avoid disturbed suspended solids patterns. The device detects sus-
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pended solids in the water column and records their reflections and the dynamic pa-
rameters at the user-defined (maximum) frequency of 1 Hz. At this sampling rate,
the profiler’s calibration is carried out using in situ water samples, taken manually
or automatically by an ISCO sampler (Full-size portable sampler, Teledyne ISCO,
Lincoln, USA) close to the profiler’s location. By analysing these water samples
on organic matter and suspended sediment content, the turbidity signal of the pro-
filer can be fitted to a particular suspended sediment concentration, leading to a
calibration curve for these specific hydro-environmental conditions. To prevent
(bio)fouling, the suspended solids profilers are cleaned before every measurement
day.
An acoustic Doppler velocimeter (ADV Vectrino, Nortek AS, Rud, Norway)
is applied in the shallow water area simultaneously with the suspended solids pro-
filers (ADV in Figure 3.8 and Figure 4.6). When a ship is approaching and passing
the fixed monitoring system, flow velocities are recorded in 3-D with a frequency
of 25 Hz. By doing so, the relative importance of the flow velocities perpendicular
and parallel to the sailing direction is quantified. Positioning of the device near the
bottom gives the possibility to calculate bottom shear stresses (Figure 4.6C).
3.4.3 Data acquisition
The continuously monitoring devices, i.e. camera, pressure sensors and laser dis-
tance meter, of the large, fixed monitoring system deliver an output signal that is
transmitted through cables to locked storage boxes located on the river bank. The
storage boxes contain the battery power supply and solar panel charger together
with the data logger and camera screen.
The data logger has a signal conditioning unit where the current modulated
signal of the relative PTX 1830 pressure sensors is converted to a voltage mod-
ulated signal, varying between 0.48 and 2.42 V. Applying sensor specific scaling
and offset calibration values, voltage output is a linear function of the measured
water pressure. Output from the pressure sensors is separately connected to an
analogue low-pass filter to eliminate high-frequency noise. Subsequently, data ac-
quisition hardware converts on-line the voltage signals of all channels into digital
data, using a sampling frequency set to 10 Hz. After Analogue-to-Digital (A/D)
conversion, the raw data is stored in binary format (which requires the least disk
space) on a memory card located in the data logger. The A/D converter has a 12 bit
resolution, resulting in 4096 bit levels for a 2 V range and a measurement accuracy
of 0.3·10−3 bar/bit (3.6 mm water column). The laser distance meter is connected
by means of a digital serial output. Its raw data is simultaneously appended to the
binary file containing the pressure time series. Off-line, the raw data is prepared
for processing by reorganising it from a per time in a per channel structure. The
signal processing and analysis methodology for pressure time series is described
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in Section 4.3. Data from temporally applied measurement equipment is not stored
in the data logger but handled immediately during these field campaigns.
For the mobile monitoring system, data acquisition and storage are assembled
in a compact waterproof PVC housing which can be mounted underwater (Figure
3.9C). Water pressure variations are registered directly as voltage fluctuations such
that only high-frequency noise elimination must be done using a low-pass filter
subsequently. Conversion of the voltage signals to digital data is done using a
sampling frequency set to 8 Hz. After A/D conversion, the raw data are also stored
in binary format on a memory card. The mobile data logger has a largely improved
resolution of 24 bit. Still, electrical noise inhibits the use of the full A/D conversion
range because of the small signal. Practical measurement resolution is therefore
limited to 16 bit, which results in 0.1·10−3 bar (1 mm water column) being the
smallest measureable pressure variation.
3.5 Conclusion
In order to account for the different controlling variables that influence ship-induced
hydrodynamic forcing on the nature-friendly bank protection under study, an ex-
perimental field approach is chosen to evaluate its hydrodynamic performance.
To this end, 2 monitoring systems were developed and constructed. Both are
applied in the most downstream part of the Lys. The Lys is a European stan-
dard scale ECMT-IV waterway, along which nature-friendly bank protections are
recently installed to obviate progressive bank erosion (within the framework of
the EU TEN-T project ‘inland waterway Seine-Scheldt’). A speed limit of Vs =
12 km h−1 is imposed on the waterway.
A large monitoring system was constructed at a fixed location. It accurately
measures the magnitude of ship-induced hydrodynamic forcing on and the re-
sponse of the nature-friendly bank protection. Therefore, a variety of physical
processes related to ship-generated waves are taken along its design, a.o. incident
ship-generated waves, wave-structure interaction with the off-bank timber piling,
sediment supsension, . . . .
The hydro-environmental boundary conditions at this nature-friendly protected
site indicate that, during steady (and normal) flow conditions, i.e. without shipping
traffic, the Lys’ flow velocity uX is low. Associated bed shear stresses are lower
than the critical bed shear stress τcr = 0.16 N m−2, which means that incipient mo-
tion of the river bed does not take place. Soil and water sample analysis revealed
that (i) the river bed has a sandy top layer, (ii) the river bank in the bank-water
contact zone has a higher variability in sand and silt sediment mixture, (iii) the
water column contains a background silty suspended load with d50 = 13µm, and
(iv) silty particles (d < 64µm) are (partly) transported in suspension and can be
advected downstream given the river flow’s shear velocity characteristics (based
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on the Rouse #).
After the fixed monitoring system was installed in the field, the instrumentation
was extended to develop a mobile monitoring system. This flexible monitoring
system was applied at various locations to evaluate various configurations of off-
bank timber piling on their wave-structure interaction.
4
Ship wave climate in a confined,
non-tidal, nature-friendly protected
waterway
4.1 Introduction
The ship wave climate in a waterway is dependent on its hydraulic boundary con-
ditions (cf Section 3.2). Confined dimensions of a waterway enlarge the mag-
nitude of the ‘primary’ ship wave pattern, which, in turn, depends on the ship’s
specific characteristics like dimensions, power, sailing speed, (laden) draught,. . ..
Inland waterways and their hydraulic structures (e.g. locks) are therefore classi-
fied in terms of ship types (ECMT-classes), which are in this PhD-research used
to categorize the results of ship-induced hydrodynamic forcing. Table 4.1 gives an
overview of the ship properties for the relevant ECMT-classes on the Lys. Ships
within each class do not differ distinctly in shape design; they are all of very full
form so as to maximise carrying capacity at shallow draughts and to maintain low
air draughts (Georgakaki and Sorensen, 2004).
In order to characterize the ship wave climate on the Lys, this chapter com-
bines its input and output variables, and consists therefore of 2 main parts: the
first part describes the characteristics of shipping traffic (input) (Section 4.2); the
second part discusses the magnitude and behaviour of ‘primary’ and ‘secondary’
ship wave patterns in this confined, non-tidal and nature-friendly protected wa-
terway (output) (Section 4.4 and 4.5). For the latter analysis, measurements of
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ship-generated waves are used. The developed analysis methodology for these
wave measurements is described in Section 4.3.
To define the characteristics of shipping traffic on the Lys, ship data records are
obtained from the nearby lockhouse at Sint-Baafs-Vijve, except for (small) plea-
sure cruising that can bypass the lock. Additional ship characteristics are deduced
from these data or are measured using the fixed monitoring system. Table 4.2 gives
an overview of all ship characteristics used.
To determine the relative importance of both ship-generated wave patterns,
monitored data are used which were measured by the fixed and mobile monitoring
systems (as described in Section 3.4).
Table 4.1: Classification of inland waterways based on ship types (ECMT, 1992)
Length L Beam B Design draught Ddesign Tonnage
[m] [m] [m] [ton]
ECMT-I 38.5 5.05 1.8−2.2 250−400
ECMT-II 50−55 6.6 2.5 400−650
ECMT-III 67−80 8.2 2.5 650−1000
ECMT-IV 80−85 9.5 2.5−2.8 1000−1500
ECMT-Va 95−105 10.4−11.4 2.5−4.5 1500−3000
ECMT-Vb* 172−185 11.4 2.5−4.5 3200−6000
* in the (future) Lys: up to 4500 ton after the 1 m deepening of the trapezoidal
profile.
Table 4.2: Ship characteristic data
Ship data from lockhouse Deduced ship characteristics Measured ship characteristics
Locking time Sailing speed Vs Duration of ship passage
Ship dimensions Limit speed Vl Sailing distance to
Sailing direction depth-based Froude-number Frd off-bank timber piling y
Installed power Displacement ∆
Tonnage ECMT-class
Amount of cargo
4.2 Characteristics of shipping traffic on the Lys
Ship data records from the lockhouse (from July 2009 to May 2011) give a broad
picture of the characteristics of the shipping traffic sailing on the downstream sec-
tion of the Lys (N = 36037: (Ntot = 36251)− (Nincomplete = 216)). 93.4% of
the ships, and hence, their ship-induced hydrodynamics, fit within the calibration
standards of this ECMT-IV waterway. After all, the traditional ‘older’ ships of
ECMT-0, I, II, III and IV are constructed concurrently with the inland waterways.
Nowadays, reduction of specific freight costs (and improved steerability (PIANC,
2008)) lead to an enlargement of the ship’s dimensions, maximized to just match
the existing hydraulic infrastructure, i.e. ECMT-Va up to a ship length L = 110 m.
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Figure 4.1: Composition of the average monthly shipping traffic which locks at Sint-Baafs-
Vijve (± 1 standard deviation (SD)), categorized by ECMT-class (based on data from W&Z
(2009-2011)). ECMT-I lockings are the most frequent; the number of locked ECMT-II, III
and IV ships is rather similar while ECMT-Va shipping traffic is clearly much less. ECMT-0
classifies all other ships having a length L < 38 m, e.g. passenger boats, push tugs,. . . .
Navigation statistics show that the majority (89%) of shipping traffic consists
of self-propelled ship types. Convoys occupy the second place (9.5%). Convoys
include self-propelled ships pushing another one (85%) and push tugs or tow boats
with a barge (15%); and have a maximum overall length equal to the maximum
length of an ECMT-Va ship. The remainder of the shipping traffic (1.5%) includes
service boats, pontoons and passenger boats. Only 1 locking of pleasure cruis-
ing was recorded, which underlines that, generally, pleasure cruising bypasses the
lock.
On monthly average, 1567 ships lock at Sint-Baafs-Vijve (Figure 4.1). The
most frequently recorded lockings are from ECMT-I shipping traffic, which in-
cludes 13% barges or pushed motor ships. ECMT-class II, III and IV ships com-
prise rather similar proportions whereas ECMT-Va ships correspond to just a few
lockings a day. ECMT-class 0 classifies all other ships having a length L < 38 m,
e.g. passenger boats, push tugs,. . . .
The confined dimensions of the Lys make that the pressure and velocity dis-
tribution around a ship’s hull are more pronounced, as a result of which a ship
experiences an increased frictional resistance (cf Section 2.2). However, the ef-
fective width of the waterway influenced by a ship’s long period ‘primary’ wave
pattern and return current ur, is restricted laterally. Its distance dLP can be deter-
mined by dLP = pi/2(L + 3B), which is valid for a trapezoidal cross sectional
profile with an equal slope on both river bank sides (GBB, 2010). For the Lys,
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this formula gives an approximate influence width ranging from 85 m to 247 m for
a light draughted ECMT-I ship to a loaded ECMT-Va ship respectively. This in-
dicates that shipping traffic of all ECMT-classes affects the entire cross sectional
width of the Lys, except for a push tug or tow boat alone (dLP = 46 m, and these
have a small draught).
4.2.1 Ship’s displacement ∆
Following Archimedes’ buoyancy principle, the actual weight of a ship equals the
weight of water displaced by its hull (SNAME, 1988a). The ship’s volumetric
displacement ∆ [m3], i.e. its underwater volume, is calculated as:
∆ = CBLBD (4.1)
where CB = 0.85 is the block coefficient, L is the ship’s length overall [m]; B
is the ship’s beam [m]; D is the ship’s actual draught. Note that the ship’s block
coefficient depends on its loading condition; however, since inland shipping traffic
has a full form, an average value of CB = 0.85 is used (advocated by Georgakaki
and Sorensen (2004)).
Data records on the draught of a ship indicate the buoyant position of the ship at
its design load line, i.e. the design draught (cf Table 4.1). The actual draughtD of a
ship however varies with its loading condition. To estimate a ship’s actual draught
D, use is made of information regarding inland navigation available in a report
of the EU Artemis project (Georgakaki and Sorensen, 2004). It states that a light
draughted ship rarely sails with a draught less than 0.4 times its design draught, in
order to maintain adequate stability and good balance (Georgakaki and Sorensen,
2004). The varying draught D to variable loading conditions are calculated using
a linear correlation (R2=0.99) set up by the European Development Centre for
Inland- and Coastal Navigation (Georgakaki and Sorensen, 2004):
deadweight
deadweightdesign
= 1.3377
D
Ddesign
− 0.3421 (4.2)
where deadweight is assumed to be equal to the ship’s carrying cargo [ton],
deadweightdesign to the ship’s tonnage [ton] and Ddesign corresponds to the de-
sign draught [m]. Since deadweight tonnage is the ‘gross’ carrying capacity of a
ship and tonnage its ‘net’ carrying capacity, some inaccuracy is involved in the use
of this equation, leading to an underestimation of the draught.
It is evident that the larger a ship’s dimensions are, the larger its immersed vol-
ume and hence, water displacement become. Based on their weight, a one order
of magnitude difference is already observed between ECMT-I and ECMT-Va ship-
ping traffic, displacing 166 and 1183 m3 respectively. This increase in underwater
volume between the ECMT-classes results in an even more pronounced difference
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Figure 4.2: Average displacement ∆ (± 1 SD) of inland shipping traffic, categorized by
ECMT-class and utilized carrying capacity (Full: utilized carrying capacity> 80%) (calcu-
lated with the number of data records shown in Figure 4.3). The larger a ship’s dimensions
are, the larger its water displacement becomes.
Figure 4.3: Composition of the shipping traffic on the Lys, from July 2009 to May 2011, in
absolute numbers, categorized by ECMT-class. Upstream sailing generally indicates laden
transport for ships of ECMT-II, III, IV and Va.
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for (fully) loaded ships, where ECMT-Va ships occupy 5 times the volume of an
ECMT-I ship (Figure 4.2). The displacement ∆ of tug and passenger boats is
negligible compared to the displaced volumes induced by goods traffic. Convoys
mainly consist of two coupled ECMT-I ships, of which the overall displacement
∆ equals the sum of both underwater volumes. Mean displacement ∆ values are
obtained using the number of data records of Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.3 illustrates the composition of the shipping traffic. Up- and down-
stream sailing reflects the main (un)loading direction on the Lys, i.e. 83% of the
ships transports cargo upstream (U) whereas 60% does not transport cargo down-
stream (D). Upstream sailing corresponds to loaded transport for ECMT-II, III, IV
and Va shipping traffic; of which the majority of ECMT-II and III ships utilizes its
full carrying capacity (30% half vs 65% full (utilized carrying capacity > 80%)).
Draught restrictions result in capacity loss for ECMT-IV and Va ships, 60% sails
half loaded and only 37% fully loaded. Remarkably, roughly 70% of the ECMT-
II and III ships, and 80% of the ECMT-IV and Va ships sail empty downstream.
ECMT-I ships sail equally with light or laden draught upstream while 80% car-
ries cargo downstream. Only 20% is fully loaded (up- and downstream sailing).
In 70% of the lockings, tug boats (Ntug = 405) were pushing or towing a barge.
Passenger boats (Npas = 23) are seldom locked.
Since the Lys’ flow velocity is small (cf Section 3.3.1), no difference in mag-
nitude of ship-induced hydrodynamic forcing is expected for up- or downstream
sailing.
4.2.2 Ship’s limit speed Vl
A speed restriction of Vs = 12 km h−1 (3.3 m s−1) applies to the Lys. Apart from
this speed limit, a ship’s sailing speed Vs is (theoretically) bounded by its limit
speed Vl. It is calculated using equation 2.4, in which the average water depth
of the Lys is used hm = AwWSWL = 2.85 m, and the critical depth-based Froude
equation 2.5 is entered. Equation 2.5 includes also the Lys’ dependent blockage
coefficient m.
Important to note with these theoretical calculations is that they are determined
using the calibrated values for the waterway’s cross sectional area Aw and depth
h. In reality, the actual water level is frequently higher at the location of the fixed
monitoring system, and its cross sectional profile differs from the calibrated trape-
zoidal profile (see Section 3.3.2). Given the eroded condition of large stretches of
the Lys’ river banks, a deviant cross sectional area is expected to be found along
its course. The more a particular cross section deviates from the calibrated profile,
the higher (or lower) a ship’s limit speed Vl will be. Consequently, the calcu-
lated values for ship-related variables, like the ship’s limit speed Vl, are minimum
values.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.4: Parameters determining the ship’s limit speed Vl, categorized by ECMT-class
and utilized carrying capacity (Full: utilized carrying capacity> 80%). (a) Average block-
age coefficient m (± 1 SD): the larger a ship’s midship section, the lower its blockage
coefficient. (Long and short dashed line indicate m = 5 and m = 7 respectively) (b) av-
erage critical Froude number Frd,cr (± 1 SD) reflects the blockage coefficient differences,
within and between the ECMT-classes.
Figure 4.5: Average limit speed Vl (± 1 SD) of shipping traffic in the Lys, categorized by
ECMT-class and utilized carrying capacity (Full: utilized carrying capacity > 80%). The
speed limit Vs = 12 km h−1 is indicated with a long dashed line. All light draughted ships
are able to exceed the imposed speed limit while the limit speed is below for fully loaded
ships as from ECMT-II.
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The blockage coefficient m must ideally be higher than 7 (with lowest limit
on 5) to minimize the sailing ship’s resistance (De Rouck, 2008-2009). Figure
4.4(a) indicates the average blockage coefficient m, categorized by ECMT-class
and utilized carrying capacity (only self-propelled ship types are taken into ac-
count). Squat is not taken into account in the blockage coefficient’s determination.
Passenger and tug boats are not displayed, their blockage coefficients equal 57 and
61 respectively. ECMT-IV and Va ships experience an increased resistance when
carrying cargo; fully loaded ECMT-III ships sometimes. Comparison of the ac-
tual and future blockage coefficients for (full) laden draught indicates an increased
blockage coefficient because of the enlarged waterway cross section. No signifi-
cant difference for fully loaded ECMT-IV and Va ships is however observed.
In the current data set, only 18 ship records had an actual draught D of more
than 3 m (using equation 4.2) while 4574 ships had a design draught Ddesign ex-
ceeding 3 m. For the future situation, calculations are based on this design draught
Ddesign, taking into account the draught restriction of 3.5 m. This restriction had
to be applied for 1104 ship records, indicating 18 unique ECMT-IV ships and 66
ECMT-Va ships which will not be able to sail fully loaded on the Lys.
From July 2009 to May 2011, 1.6% of the locked ships sailed with a blockage
coefficient m < 5, indicating that, generally, a captain tried to avoid these very
confined conditions in order to be able to sail with considerable speed. In the future
waterway layout, 4.6% of the fully loaded shipping traffic will have a blockage
coefficient m < 5. Frictional resistance might be further increased when a sailing
ship has no over depth of 30-40% to its draught (De Rouck, 2008-2009). For the
Lys, this holds when 1.2 m water depth is maintained under the keel, which is not
the case for fully loaded shipping traffic of all ECMT-classes and for half loaded
ships as from ECMT-class IV.
Critical depth-based Froude numbers Frd,cr reflect the blockage coefficient
differences, ranging from Frd,cr = 0.64 to 0.77 for empty ECMT-Va to I ships
and from Frd,cr = 0.50 to 0.66 for fully loaded ECMT-Va to I ships respectively.
The limit speed Vl is well below the imposed speed limit for fully loaded ship-
ping traffic as from ECMT-class II whereas light draughted ships of all ECMT-
classes are able to exceed this limit (Figure 4.5). The limit speed Vl ranges from
Vl = 12.2 km h−1 (ECMT-Va) to 14.8 km h−1 (ECMT-I) for light draughted ship-
ping traffic, and from Vl = 9.6 km h−1 (ECMT-Va) to 12.6 km h−1 (ECMT-I) for
fully loaded shipping traffic. Tug boats and passenger boats are able to sail at
somewhat higher limit speeds than light draughted shipping traffic.
In the future situation, only fully loaded ECMT-IV and Va will not be able to
sail beyond this speed limit. This limit speed Vl will be somewhat reduced when
the frictional resistance of the long period ‘primary’ wave pattern on river bed and
bank leads to a stern or bow heavy trim.
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4.3 Analysis methodology of the ship characteristic
pressure time series
By analogy with the generally adopted method for (wind) wave analysis, signal
analysis of ship waves is handled by combining processing steps in the time and
frequency domain. Various ways of implementing this methodology on ship waves
are however found in literature. A classification can be made between methods in-
terpreting the ship wave pattern in itself (e.g. Chwang and Chen (2003); Hofmann
et al. (2008)) and methods separating the ship wave pattern into the ‘primary’ and
‘secondary’ wave pattern (e.g. Teschke et al. (2008); Verney et al. (2007)). Since
one of the objectives is to estimate the magnitude and behaviour of every ship wave
pattern individually, a method in accordance with the latter approach is opted for
(see research question 1 in Section 1.2).
Pressure data (pre-)processing and analysis are carried out using a self-designed
routine, implemented in Labview (National Instruments), which is partly based on
the established in-house knowledge about wind waves. The data processing con-
sists of the sequential execution of following steps: 1. a ship wave event is detected
and selected in the pressure time series; 2. correction and filtering of the signal
takes place in the frequency domain; 3. the ship wave parameters are determined
after transformation of the pressure time series to a water elevation time series.
4.3.1 Identification and selection of a ship event
In the raw pressure time series, a minimum water level fluctuation of 0.06 m and
an interval time of 100 s between two pressure peaks are set as conditions to be
met upon selection as a ship wave event (Figure 4.6A). Furthermore, this peak
detection algorithm is carried out on the reverse pressure time series in order to
minimize multiple selection of the same ship event (avoidance of both drawdown
and stern wave detection). The amplitude of the peak, i.e. the maximum drawdown
∆hmax, and the location of the peak, i.e. the occurrence time of the maximum
drawdown t∆hmax , are both identified and collected in the ship event data base.
The cutoff length for an isolated ship wave event includes the pressure time
series from 120 s (2 min) before the occurrence time of the maximum drawdown
t∆hmax until 600 s (10 min) after (Figure 4.6B). Shipping traffic is however dense
on the Lys, and regularly ships follow or cross each other closely with little clear-
ance. This hampers the correct selection and cutoff of an identified ship wave event
in two ways. On the one hand, the determined criteria of the peak detection algo-
rithm occasionally result in the non-separation of two ships following or crossing
each other more closely than the interval criterion of 100 s. They are treated as one
ship event. On the other hand, dense shipping traffic results in the interference of
several ships’ wave patterns. An identified ship wave event may consist of the su-
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perposition of various wave signals, which leads to a misrepresentation of a single
ship’s hydrodynamics. The latter problem is tackled by dynamically adapting the
cutoff length of a particular ship event i, based on the time interval between this
event and both the preceding i− 1 and next i+ 1 ship events. Table 4.3 shows the
decision matrix for the cutoff length.
4.3.2 Filtering of the ‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ ship wave pat-
terns out of the selected ship event
The pressure time series of a selected ship event is detrended by subtracting the
average hourly water pressure. It then consists of pressure fluctuations due to
wind- and ship-generated waves. Their contribution can be separated out because
wind- and ship-generated waves are characterised by different wave periods, i.e. a
wave period below and above 2 s respectively (in confined waterways). In addition,
ship wave energy occurs in bimodal peaks (for displacement ships). The ship’s
‘primary’ wave pattern, which has generally a long period, and its ‘secondary’
wave pattern, which has a shorter period, are distinguished from one another by
their difference in wave period. The ‘primary’ long period wave pattern is filtered
out on the condition of a period TLP ≥10 s. The ‘secondary’ shorter period wave
pattern is situated in the interval (2 s < TSP < 10 s) between the ‘primary’ wave
pattern and the wind-generated waves.
As separation is carried out based on distinct wave periods, and hence, wave
frequencies (f = 1/T ), a fast Fourier transform with a 10 % cosine tapered win-
dow is applied to convert the pressure time series into the frequency domain. After
correction of the pressure signal for depth attenuation using linear wave theory
(based on Ellis et al. (2006)), band pass filters are used to separate out the 2 ship
wave patterns. A low pass filter (frequency f < 0.1 Hz) preserves the long period
‘primary’ wave pattern; a band pass filter between 0.1 < f < 0.5 Hz determines
the short period ‘secondary’ waves. Subsequently, an inverse Fourier transform
converts both the frequency series back to the time domain. A water elevation
time series is now obtained for both wave patterns (Figure 4.6C and D).
4.3.3 Determination of the characteristic wave parameters of
the ‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ ship wave pattern
Figure 4.7 indicates the characteristic wave parameters for both ship wave patterns,
which are obtained using the zero downcrossing method. For every ship wave
pattern, the wave height and wave period are computed for all two consecutive
zero downcrossings within the ship event. A sorting routine selects the largest
wave height and its wave period out of all the zero-downcrossing intervals. This
results in the transversal stern wave Hstern and the ‘primary’ wave period TLP ,
and the maximum ‘secondary’ wave heightHSP,max and its wave period TSP,max.
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Figure 4.7: Characteristic wave parameters of the ‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ wave pattern,
determined from the water elevation time series. Illustration of these ship wave patterns for
a heavy trimmed displacement ship.
For the ‘primary’ wave pattern, following additional parameters are deter-
mined: the bow wave Hbow (and its occurrence time tHbow ); the maximum water
level rise after the maximum drawdown occurred Hsurge; the drawdown duration
until the maximum drawdown ∆hmax is reached: Tsuction = [tHbow ; t∆hmax ]; the
duration of refilling of the maximum drawdown: Tsurge = [t∆hmax ; tHsurge ].
4.4 Ship wave-structure interaction and (confined)
shallow water behaviour
Ship wave-structure interaction and shallow water behaviour are discussed for a
week-long subsample of the monitored data, from May 24-31, 2011. During this
measurement period, settled weather conditions prevailed, resulting in a freeboard
of 0.50 m between the top of the off-bank timber piling and the still water level at
the location of the fixed monitoring system.
330 ship passages were monitored with adequate completeness and quality to
be analysed. 9 ship events corresponded to pleasure cruising while 216 different
displacement ships were recorded. Thereof, 72 ships crossed the measurement
transect multiple times. Up- and downstream sailing were in balance, of which
the majority of upstream shipping traffic carried cargo (and vice versa). Table
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4.4 gives an overview of the monitored shipping traffic. As is to be expected,
since the Lys has a very small flow velocity (cf Section 3.3.1), no differences
in magnitude of the ship-generated wave patterns were found between up- and
downstream sailing. Both sailing directions are therefore merged in the result
interpretation, where ECMT-class and utilized carrying capacity are applied as
principal categorical variables. Note that the small number of ship events in some
categories (e.g. fully loaded ECMT-Va) might slightly bias the results.
A fourth of the ship passages are isolated ship events, which have a measured
ship wave signature of 720 s (12 min). Another fourth of the ship passages is char-
acterized by a wave event duration of less than 350 s (5.8 min). This indicates that,
especially during daylight hours, shipping traffic is dense.
ECMT-I, II and III ships each occupied 20% of the monitored ship events,
of which 8 ECMT-I ship passages consisted of 2 coupled ships. 26 % and 11 %
of the monitored records corresponded to ECMT-IV and Va respectively. Plea-
sure cruising accounted for the remaining 3 %. The number of ECMT-II, III and
IV ship passages match comparatively well with the overall monthly navigation
statistics (Figure 4.1), whereas relatively less ECMT-I and more ECMT-Va ships
sailed along.
Table 4.4: Monitored up- and downstream shipping traffic over the measurement period
May 24-31, 2011, categorized by ECMT-class and utilized carrying capacity (Full: utilized
carrying capacity > 80%)
Carrying cargo? # ships ECMT-I ECMT-II ECMT-III ECMT-IV ECMT-Va
Empty 15 13 0 2 0 0
UP Half 68 8 11 12 25 12
Full 88 12 27 24 22 3
Empty 100 5 26 24 30 15
DOWN Half 26 13 4 3 5 1
Full 24 8 3 8 4 1
Total U: 171 - D: 150 59 71 73 86 32
Although the limit speed Vl decreases with increasing ECMT-class (Figure
4.5), a difference in sailing speed Vs between the ECMT-classes is less clearly
observed. Average sailing speeds, which depend on the utilized carrying capacity,
are comparable; and sailing speeds range from Vs = 6.5-7 km h−1 to 15.5 km h−1
(14 km h−1 for ECMT-class Va) (Figure 4.9).
One-third of the passing ships exceeded the speed limit of Vs = 12 km h−1,
irrespective of ECMT-class. Generally, light draughted ships always sail above
the speed limit while cargo carrying ships only occasionally exceed this threshold
(fully loaded ships never do, except for a single ECMT-I ship passage). Captains
tend to sail very close to their ship’s limit speed, which is always above the im-
posed speed limit for unladen ships.
The limit speed Vl can only be overtopped unsteadily if a ship separates from
its own bow wave system. The higher a ship’s ECMT-class, the more frequent
the ship exceeds its limit speed (Figure 4.9 and 4.8). 30% of the ECMT-Va ships
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Figure 4.8: Number of ships, categorized by ECMT-class, that sails at a specific ratio of
sailing speed to limit speed Vs/Vl, i.e. the relative ship speed. The higher a ship’s ECMT-
class, the more frequent it exceeds its limit speed. 67 ships, which are all light draughted,
sailed at a ratio Vs/Vl ≥ 1
sails above their limit speed while only 4% of the ECMT-I ships surpasses it. To
cross its limit speed, a ship needs a large engine power, which is standard in larger,
modern motor ships but restricted in smaller, traditional ships. This is reflected in
the ratio of sailing speed to limit speed Vs/Vl, i.e. the relative ship speed, which
increases from an average Vs/Vl = 0.83 for ECMT-I to Vs/Vl = 0.96 for ECMT-
Va. In total, 67 ships, which are all light draughted, sailed at a ratio Vs/Vl ≥ 1.
Ships mainly sail in the middle of the waterway, which implies that, on av-
erage, ships sail at a distance of 15 m (ECMT-Va) to 17.8 m (ECMT-I) from the
off-bank timber piling (distance to ship’s hull). Within the ECMT-classes, a ratio
of 65 to 35% for centric to eccentric sailing was found for this monitoring period,
except for ECMT-class III which has a ratio of 80 to 20%. Deviation of centric
sailing generally occurred when ships had to cross each other. A minimum dis-
tance of 9 m to the off-bank timber piling was always kept, while the maximum
distance was 20-25 m. Small differences in sailing speed with increasing distance
to the off-bank timber piling reflect the principal (un)loading direction on the Lys
(cf Table 4.4), and hence, sailing speed might be higher further away from the off-
bank timber piling. However, the ratio of sailing speed to limit speed Vs/Vl shows
no correlation with ship eccentricity.
Ship hydrodynamics are registered with 4 pressure sensors (PS), crosswise in-
stalled at various distances from the off-bank timber piling (Figure 3.8). Table 4.5
shows their layout for this monitoring period. The very shallow water conditions
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at pressure sensor 4 (PS 4), located at a distance of 2 m from the river bank, re-
sulted in a frequent surfacing of the sensor, i.e. whenever the drawdown of a ship
exceeded 0.09 m. This takes place during 270 ship passages (85 %), and as such
pressure sensor 4 was left out for the result interpretation.
Table 4.5: Location and position of the pressure sensors for the measurement period of May
24-31, 2011.
Distance to Water depth [m] Height above
timber piling [m] river bed [m]
PS 1 -1.0 2.85 2.08
PS 2 4.0 1.00 0.20
PS 3 7.5 0.67 0.28
PS 4 12.0 0.24 0.15
4.4.1 Long period ‘primary’ wave pattern
The long period ‘primary’ wave pattern, and associated currents below and beside
the ship, alter with increasing sailing speed Vs, and hence, with a changing ratio
of sailing speed to limit speed Vs/Vl. This key parameter, indicating the transition
from a sub- to supercritical return current ur (Vs/Vl < 1 → Vs/Vl ≥ 1) (cf
Section 2.2), is therefore used as explanatory variable.
In what follows, the characteristic wave parameters of the ‘primary’ wave pat-
tern are discussed, which are normative for the ‘primary’ wave-induced forcing on
the nature-friendly bank protection, the river bed and the river bank. The height of
the bow wave Hbow is less pronounced than the transversal stern wave Hstern. On
that account, the bow wave Hbow is not considered.
 The maximum drawdown ∆hmax
The drawdown effect is directly related to the ship’s underwater volume and
corresponding water volume that needs to be displaced. The drawdown ∆h is thus
expected to increase with increasing ECMT-class (Figure 4.10). This holds for
light draughted shipping traffic, where the average maximum drawdown equals
∆hmax = 0.07 to 0.26 m for ECMT-I to IV and Va ships. (Fully) loaded shipping
traffic however shows that the buildup of the drawdown trough is also dependent on
the ship’s sailing speed Vs. Except for ECMT-I ships, which have a (smaller) aver-
age maximum drawdown of ∆hmax = 0.09 m, the differences in maximum draw-
down are very small between the ECMT-classes. An average maximum drawdown
of ∆hmax = 0.17 m was measured for cargo carrying ships as from ECMT-class
II. Large maximum drawdowns ∆hmax ≥ 0.3 m regularly occurred for ECMT-IV
shipping traffic (and occasionally for ECMT-II, III and Va).
When a ship approaches its limit speed Vl, a strong increase in maximum draw-
down ∆hmax takes place (Figure 4.11). The lower a ship’s blockage coefficient
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m, roughly reflected by its higher ECMT-class, the higher the increase in maxi-
mum drawdown. For example, an ECMT-IV ship sailing at ratio Vs/Vl = 0.8 has
a maximum drawdown ∆hmax = 0.13 m, while sailing at Vs/Vl = 1 increases
the maximum drawdown to about ∆hmax = 0.33 m, or to 250 %! Displacement
flows are maximal when sailing occurs close to the limit speed (Vs/Vl = 1), and
increase with increasing ship beam B and draught D.
The drawdown ∆h generally decreases with increasing distance from the ship.
Given the Lys’ confined dimensions, the entire cross sectional area is however af-
fected by the ‘primary’ wave pattern (cf Section 4.2). This implies that (i) within
every ECMT-class, no difference in maximum drawdown ∆hmax is observed (at
PS 1) for increased sailing distance to the off-bank timber piling y, and (ii) no
difference in maximum drawdown ∆hmax (or occurrence time t∆hmax ) is found
over the measurement transect (from PS 1 to PS 3). Note that, statistically, there is
a significant difference between the maximum drawdowns ∆hmax at PS 1 and PS
3 for ECMT-I to III (paired t-test, 95% confidence level). This difference amounts
however to a very small decrease from PS 1 to PS 3 of about 0.015 m. The magni-
tude of the drawdown trough is thus preserved on the condition that the water level
is sufficiently high.
Taking into account the local topography of the bed profile (cf Figure 3.7), this
results very often in the surfacing of a part of the river bed behind the off-bank
timber piling (close to the river bank). During 85 % of the ship events, at least, 2 m
of the river bed surfaces, and 4 ship events even caused surfacing of the river bed
up to 4 m from the river bank (one-third of the width of the shallow water area).
To reach the maximum drawdown ∆hmax, it takes for the majority of the ships
almost the duration of their passage along the measurement transect, which indi-
cates that ships are generally stern heavy trimmed (Figure 4.12(a)). For ECMT-I,
the maximum drawdown ∆hmax always occurred when the ship’s stern passed
the measurement transect. For the other ECMT-classes, the maximum drawdown
∆hmax took place after two-third of the ship crossed it (98 % for ECMT-II and III
- 80 % for ECMT-IV and Va).
Drawdown velocity is calculated by dividing the maximum drawdown ∆hmax
(Figure 4.10) by the time it takes to reach the maximum drawdown Tsuction (Fig-
ure 4.12(a)). Average drawdown velocities are similar for all ECMT-classes, and
range from 0.2·10−2 to 1.5·10−2 m s−1 (except for ECMT-I: up to 0.9·10−2 m s−1).
Figure 4.12(b) shows however that drawdown velocity rapidly increases with in-
creasing ratio of sailing speed to limit speed Vs/Vl. Since the largest maximum
drawdowns for Vs/Vl ≥ 1 occur within ECMT-classes IV and Va (cf Figure 4.11),
a similar drawdown velocity for e.g. an ECMT-II or ECMT-IV ship passage in-
duces the highest impact on river bed and bank for the latter ship event (e.g. high
shear stresses).
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Figure 4.11: The maximum drawdown ∆hmax in relation to the ratio of sailing speed to
limit speed Vs/Vl, categorized by ECMT-class. When a ship approaches (and exceeds) its
limit speed Vl (Vs/Vl ≥ 1), a strong increase in maximum drawdown takes place. The
lower a ship’s blockage coefficient m, roughly reflected by its ECMT-classification, the
higher the increase in drawdown trough. (A dashed line indicates the ratio Vs/Vl = 1).
(a) (b)
Figure 4.12: (a) The time it takes for a ship to reach its maximum drawdown ∆hmax,
categorized by ECMT-class. For the majority of the shipping traffic, it takes almost the
duration of their passage at the measurement transect, which indicates that ships are gener-
ally stern heavy trimmed (b) Drawdown velocity in relation to the ratio of sailing speed to
limit speed Vs/Vl, categorized by ECMT-class. It rapidly increases with increasing ratio of
sailing speed to limit speed Vs/Vl. (A dashed line indicates the ratio Vs/Vl = 1).
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 The return current ur
The lateral distribution of the return current ur spans the entire cross sectional
width, and it might, together with the displacement flow, lead to an increased sus-
pended sediment concentration. The ship’s return current ur, together with its
sailing speed Vs, are the hydrodynamic relevant velocities in the Lys since it has a
very small flow velocity (cf Section 3.3.1). The return current ur is considered to
be the effective velocity to the ground.
During the monitoring period of May 24-31, 2011, the return current ur is not
measured. Instead, its maximum value is calculated using the Bernoulli equation
2.2. Solving this equation with the maximum drawdown ∆hmax, the ship’s sail-
ing speed Vs and the parameter α, which depends on the ratio Vs/Vl, gives an
estimation of the maximum return current ur,max caused by the ship’s passage.
Note that for this theoretical calculation the same important remarks hold as for
the determination of the limit speed Vl (cf Section 4.2.2).
For light draughted shipping traffic, the average maximum return current
ur,max increases with increasing ECMT-class, from ur,max = 0.20 m s−1 to 0.68
m s−1 for ECMT-I to ECMT-IV respectively (Figure 4.13). ECMT-Va ships have
a somewhat lower average of ur,max = 0.60 m s−1 but high return currents up
to about ur,max = 1 m s−1 occur within ECMT-IV and Va. For cargo carrying
ships, the differences between the ECMT-classes are less marked, i.e. the average
maximum return current equals roughly ur,max = 0.50 m s−1, except for the lower
ECMT-I value ur,max =0.20 s−1. Within ECMT-I and II, carrying cargo results in
a slight increase in maximum return current ur,max; within ECMT-III, IV and Va,
an increasing underwater volume does not give rise to a higher maximum return
current ur,max.
An increase of the blockage coefficient m is thus less important to the mag-
nitude of a sailing ship’s maximum return current ur,max than the approach to its
limit speed Vl (Figure 4.14). A higher ratio of sailing speed to limit speed Vs/Vl
significantly increases the maximum return current ur,max caused by a ship’s pas-
sage. This is rather independent of its ECMT-classification although exceedance
of the ratio Vs/Vl = 1 indicates that the highest values of maximum return cur-
rents ur,max correspond to light draughted ECMT-IV and ECMT-Va ships. The
higher ECMT-I outlier (ur,max = 0.40 m s−1 for Vs/Vl = 0.61) corresponds to
2 fully loaded and coupled ships; the ECMT-II outlier (ur,max = 0.26 m s−1 for
Vs/Vl = 0.57) indicates a fully loaded ship sailing close to the off-bank timber
piling.
On average, the magnitude of the maximum return current ur,max amounts
to 6%, 15% and 20% of the ship’s sailing speed Vs for ECMT-I, ECMT-II and
ECMT-III, and ECMT-IV and ECMT-Va shipping traffic respectively.
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Figure 4.13: Boxplot of the maximum return current ur,max generated by a ship’s sailing,
categorized by ECMT-class and utilized carrying capacity (E: Empty, H: Half, F: Full:
> 80%). (Besides the median (full line), a dotted line indicates the mean for every category.
The category Full of ECMT-class Va has only 4 ship events, no 10th and 90th percentiles
can be calculated.)
Figure 4.14: The maximum return current ur,max in relation to the ratio of sailing speed
to limit speed Vs/Vl, categorized per ECMT-class. The magnitude of the maximum return
current significantly increases when the ship’s sailing speed Vs approaches its limit speed
Vl, independent of its ECMT-class. (A dashed line indicates the ratio Vs/Vl = 1).
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 The transversal stern wave Hstern
The transition of the drawdown trough to the undisturbed water level is char-
acterised by a transversal stern wave Hstern. Besides the maximum drawdown
∆hmax, its height is determined by a following small water level rise Hsurge (as
indicated in Figure 4.7).
This small water level rise Hsurge generally accounts for 20 to 35% of the
transversal stern wave Hstern when the ship sails below its limit speed Vl (at PS
1). When the sailing speed Vs approaches the limit speed Vl, its part reduces to
roughly 15-20%. The reduced water depth from PS 1 to PS 3 leads to a very small,
yet significant, extra surge of 0.02-0.03 m at PS 3 (paired t-tests, 95% confidence
interval). Combination of the slightly higher surgeHsurge and less deep maximum
drawdown ∆hmax results in an identical transversal stern waveHstern at PS 1 and
PS 3 (paired t-tests, 95% confidence interval).
As the transversal stern waveHstern is strongly related to the maximum draw-
down ∆hmax, its height is largely determined by the drawdown characteristics
(Figure 4.15 and 4.16). For light draughted shipping traffic, it increases with in-
creasing ECMT-class from an average Hstern = 0.13 m to 0.36 m for ECMT-I to
ECMT-IV. ECMT-Va ships have a somewhat lower average: Hstern = 0.31 m.
Except for ECMT-I ships (Hstern = 0.14 m), (fully) loaded shipping traffic results
in a similar average stern wave height Hstern = 0.25 m. Maximum values can rise
to Hstern = 0.45-0.50 m for all ECMT-classes but ECMT-I. Higher transversal
stern waves occur more frequently for light draughted ships, as indicated in Figure
4.16 too. A higher ratio of sailing speed to limit speed Vs/Vl results in a higher
transversal stern wave Hstern.
A ship’s transversal stern wave Hstern might break when the ship sails close
to its limit speed Vl because it comes from the area behind the stern and tries,
following its dynamics, to overtake the ship (GBB, 2010). Given that the Lys is
a confined waterway, and the off-bank timber piling yields a clear porosity effect,
the probability that a transversal stern wave breaks, or at least causes a significant
slope supply flow, is high because of the (very) shallow water conditions near the
river bank. Figure 2.5 illustrates this phenomenon.
The behaviour of the transversal stern wave can be assessed by two breaker
criteria (according to GBB (2010)), in which the conditions at PS 3 are considered
to be representative for the shallow water and riverine area. Figure 4.17 indicates
the combination of the two breaker criteria: 1. in the vertical axis: the ‘primary’
wave steepness s = Hstern/dship−PS3 > 0.15: the ratio of the transversal stern
wave Hstern to its length, which is about the ship’s length (cf Section 2.1). How-
ever, the wave length is limited because of the shorter distance between the ship’s
trajectory and the river bank dship−PS3, and 2. in the horizontal axis: the (local)
squared depth-Froude number Fr2d = (Vs + ur,max)
2/g(h−∆hmax) > 1.5, tak-
ing into account the ship’s sailing speed Vs, its maximum return current ur,max
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Figure 4.16: The transversal stern wave Hstern in relation to the ratio of sailing speed to
limit speed Vs/Vl, categorized by ECMT-class. A higher ratio of sailing speed to limit
speed Vs/Vl results in a higher transversal stern wave Hstern. (A dashed line indicates the
ratio Vs/Vl = 1)
and its maximum drawdown ∆hmax at PS 3. The dashed line indicates the transi-
tion between unbroken transversal stern waves without and with significant slope
supply flow; the full line indicates the transition between unbroken and broken
transversal stern waves with significant slope supply flow.
The latter breaker criterion, which indicates the flow characteristics at the tran-
sition of the maximum drawdown trough towards an undisturbed water level, is
clearly the governing parameter. For 284 ship passages, the (local) depth-Froude
number equals Fr2d ≥ 1.5. On that account, a significant slope supply flow accom-
panied the transversal stern wave, which had characteristics similar to a hydraulic
jump. According to the classification in Chanson (2004a), this hydraulic jump
generally had an undular wave front (1.5 < Fr2d < 2.9, 169 ship passages) or
showed a (weak) jump (Fr2d ≥ 2.9, 115 ship passages). Note that this classifica-
tion is only indicative since no observations took place, and undular wave fronts
might be observed until Fr2d = 16 (Chanson, 2004a). For 26 ship passages, the
transversal stern wave did not break but a significant slope supply flow occurred
(1 < Fr2d < 1.5).
The (turbulent) characteristics of the transversal stern wave Hstern, and its
accompanying slope supply flow, depend on the refilling velocity of the draw-
down trough. For 133 stern heavy trimmed ships, where the maximum drawdown
∆hmax occurred just before the transversal stern wave Hstern, the refilling ve-
locity of the drawdown trough is calculated by dividing the transversal stern wave
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(a) (b) zoom on (a)
Figure 4.17: Combination of the 2 breaker criteria of the transversal stern wave height
Hstern, which characterize its breaking behaviour, categorized by ECMT-class (according
to GBB (2010)). The (local) depth-Froude number Fr2, indicating the flow characteristics
at the transition of the maximum drawdown trough towards an undisturbed water level, is
clearly the governing parameter. For 284 ship passages, the transversal stern wave Hstern
had characteristics similar to a hydraulic jump.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.18: (a) Duration for refilling of the drawdown trough in relation to the ratio of sail-
ing speed to limit speed Vs/Vl, categorized per ECMT-class. Its duration tends to decrease
quadratically for a higher ratio of sailing speed to limit speed Vs /Vl, levelling off at 11 s.
(b) Refilling velocity of the drawdown trough in relation to the ratio of sailing speed to limit
speed Vs/Vl, categorized per ECMT-class. (A dashed line indicates the ratio Vs/Vl = 1).
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Hstern (Figure 4.15) by the time it takes to refill the maximum drawdown trough
Tsurge (Figure 4.18(b)). This duration tends to decrease quadratically for a higher
ratio of sailing speed to limit speed Vs /Vl, levelling off at Tsurge = 11 s.
Refilling velocity ranges from 0.5·10−2 to 4.5·10−2 m s−1, and increases rapid-
ly with increasing ratio of sailing speed to limit speed Vs/Vl (Figure 4.18(a)). Re-
filling velocities can thus be up to 2.5 times higher than drawdown velocities (cf
Figure 4.12(b)). The highest refilling velocities are occasioned by ECMT-IV ship-
ping traffic.
4.4.2 Short period ‘secondary’ wave pattern
The short period ‘secondary’ wave pattern originates at the ship’s bow and stern
and consists of transverse and diverging waves which form interference cusps (as
described in Section 2.1). The maximum wave height in this wave train HSP,max
is considered to be normative for the ‘secondary’ wave-induced forcing on the
nature-friendly bank protection, the river bed and the river bank.
For this analysis, a subset of 187 ship passages is used because only for these
events the maximum ‘secondary’ wave height HSP,max corresponded for all pres-
sure sensors, i.e. it took place at (nearly) the same time at all pressure sensors. An
identical selected maximum ‘secondary’ wave height at all locations is essential to
determine its reduction (see below).
The ‘secondary’ wave height is mainly dependent on the ship’s sailing speed
Vs. Because of the (relative) slow sailing speed of displacement ships, a small
maximum ‘secondary’ wave height HSP,max is measured (compared to the ‘pri-
mary’ transversal stern wave Hstern) (Figure 4.19). For the majority of the ship
passages, the maximum ‘secondary’ wave height amounts to less thanHSP,max ≤
0.08 m. The largest values, up to HSP,max = 0.13 m, are occasioned by light
draughted ECMT-I ships, which are able to sail at the highest speed (Figure 4.9).
Note that the ratio of sailing speed to limit speed Vs/Vl is of no importance because
the ‘secondary’ wave pattern is not bound to the limit speed criterion; instead,
‘secondary’ waves are able to act and propagate like free water waves (within the
boundary conditions of a ship’s wave-making resistance, reflected in its depth- and
length-based Froude numbers).
Exceedance of the depth-based Froude number Frd = 0.8 (at PS 1, equation
2.6) never takes place (only 16 ship passages caused a Frd > 0.7). The angle
of attack towards the river bank equals thus approximately 55◦for the (dominant)
diverging waves, like in deep, unconfined water (cf Figure 2.2). In one-third of the
ship events, the maximum ‘secondary’ wave height HSP,max is measured before
or at stern passage along the measurement transect. Superposition of the maximum
‘secondary’ wave height HSP,max and the transversal stern wave Hstern occurs
in half of the ship passages, and for all ships with a ratio of sailing speed to limit
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speed Vs/Vl ≥ 1.
No reduction in ‘secondary’ wave height is measured based on the difference
between the incident maximum height HSP,max,i at PS 1 and transmitted maxi-
mum wave heights HSP,max,t at PS 2 and PS 3 (significant difference amounts to
2·10−3 m, paired t-tests, 95% confidence interval).
Figure 4.19: Maximum ‘secondary’ wave height HSP,max in relation to the ship’s sail-
ing speed Vs (at PS 1), categorized per ECMT-class. The (relative) slow sailing speed of
displacement ships results in a small maximum ‘secondary’ wave height HSP,max. Light
draughted ECMT-I ships generate the highest maximum ‘secondary’ wave heights. The
imposed speed limit Vs = 12 km h−1 is indicated with a long dashed line.
4.4.2.1 Pleasure cruising
The short period ‘secondary’ wave pattern is normative for the potential impact
of pleasure cruising, of which the largest waves occur when sailing takes place
in the semi-planing speed range. Compared to displacement shipping traffic, its
frequency of occurrence is very low within this monitoring period.
4 ship events corresponded to speed boats, the other 5 passages were motor
boats. Pleasure cruising’s sailing speed ranged from Vs = 6.7 to 14 km h−1 (Fig-
ure 4.20). Note that these values are not calculated but estimated based on the
camera footage (no data records on ship length L). Maximum short period wave
heights, about HSP,max = 0.04-0.06 m for motor boats and more variable (and
higher) for speed boats, fall within the range of goods traffic. Speed boats how-
ever, with their specific hull design and quasi no displacement, will generate higher
waves when their sailing speed approaches the semi-planing range.
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Figure 4.20: Maximum ‘secondary’ wave height HSP,max of pleasure cruising in relation
to its sailing speed Vs (at PS 1). Maximum ‘secondary’ wave heights, about HSP,max =
0.04-0.06 m for motor boats and more variable (and higher) for speed boats, fall within the
range of goods traffic for this monitoring period.
4.5 Ship wave transmission and reduction by vari-
ous configurations of off-bank timber piling
During the months June - December 2011, several off-bank timber piling config-
urations are successively investigated on their wave-structure interaction, i.e. ship
wave transmission and reduction, making use of the mobile monitoring system.
Table 4.6 gives an overview of the 9 monitored locations, Appendix B provides
additional figures of the various configurations of off-bank timber piling.
At 2 locations (1 and 3), a double row of off-bank timber piling is installed
parallel to the fairway. The other 7 locations are piled with a single row parallel to
the fairway. The lateral water in- and outflow to the shallow water riverine area is
bounded by the length of the bank-connected timber piling, which determines the
variable width of the water in- and outflow openings. Except for location 3 and 4,
all locations have a single or double row of bank-connected timber piling. Thereof,
2 locations are entirely closed laterally (location 1 and 2). To check the influence
of the various bank-connected piling configurations on the ship wave behaviour,
the monitoring system was always installed in the middle of the off-bank timber
piling.
The length of the off-bank timber piling varies significantly between the lo-
cations, but the width of the shallow water area is rather similar. Locations 1, 2,
6 and 7 are close, i.e. a distance of less than 200 m, to a widening of the cross
sectional area (e.g. secondary channel, turning basin).
At the time of result interpretation, no ship data were available from the lock-
house at Sint-Baafs-Vijve. Analysis of the hydrodynamic behaviour of the timber
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piling is focussed on the differences between the incident and transmitted wave
heights, Hi and Ht respectively, for both ship wave patterns separately. In to-
tal, 2800 ship events were measured. All locations were monitored for about one
week, except for location 1 which was monitored for 3 weeks. Table 4.7 lists
the general information for every monitored period. Relative differences in wa-
ter depth before and after the off-bank timber piling are around 50-55%, but are
distinctly higher for locations 1, 4 and 9.
Table 4.7: The number of ship events analysed for the measurement periods at the 9 lo-
cations, with indication of the average water depth at the pressure sensors of the mobile
monitoring system.
Location Measurement period # ship events Water depth [m]
2011 PS 1 PS 2 % (PS 2 / PS 1)
1 08/06 − 30/06 653 1.75 1.50 86
2 06/09 − 14/09 219 1.40 0.82 59
3 14/09 − 20/09 173 1.88 0.86 46
4 20/09 − 27/09 215 2.10 1.63 78
5 27/09 − 07/11 405 2.30 1.30 57
6 07/11 − 17/11 364 2.40 1.15 48
7 17/11 − 24/11 253 2.17 1.01 47
8 24/11 − 30/11 251 2.10 1.12 53
9 30/11 − 07/12 267 1.70 1.10 65
4.5.1 Long period ‘primary’ wave pattern
The incident transversal stern wave has an average heightHstern,i = 0.17−0.22 m
(lowest mean value: location 1 - highest mean value: location 3) (Figure 4.21). Ex-
cept for the somewhat lower values at location 1 and 2, 25% of the transversal stern
waves is generally higher than 0.25 m. Their magnitude amounts to a maximum
Hstern,i = 0.40 m to 0.55 m (lowest maximum value: location 9 - highest max-
imum value: location 3). Minimum values are very small, which indicates that
pleasure cruising took place throughout the entire monitoring period.
The boxplots of the transversal stern wave show a rather similar wave height
distribution for the various locations. This indicates that (i) although environmen-
tal characteristics slightly differ between the locations, this does not significantly
affect the incident transversal stern wave heightHstern,i, and (ii) the varying mea-
surement period (and duration) does not significantly affect the composition of the
monitored shipping traffic.
No difference between incident and transmitted stern wave heights, Hstern,i
and Hstern,t respectively, is measured at all locations (paired t-test, 95% confi-
dence interval) (Figure 4.23(a)). Location 4 shows a slightly deviant yet not signif-
icant result. No reduction in ship-induced hydrodynamic forcing is thus obtained
irrespective of the varying timber piling configurations.
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Figure 4.21: Boxplot of the incident transversal stern wave height Hstern,i at 9 locations
with various configurations of off-bank timber piling. Although environmental character-
istics (slightly) differ between the locations, the incident stern waves have a rather similar
wave height distribution. Besides the median (full line), a dotted line indicates the mean for
every category.
4.5.2 Short period ‘secondary’ wave pattern
The incident maximum ‘secondary’ wave has an average height HSP,max,i =
0.04− 0.05 m for all locations (Figure 4.22). 90% of these maximum ‘secondary’
wave heights is smaller than 0.10 m, except for location 4 where the 90th percentile
is at 0.15 m. Large values, frequently up to HSP,max,i = 0.20 m and occasionally
up toHSP,max,i = 0.30−0.35 m (at location 1 and 4), are however also measured.
A significant difference between incident and transmitted maximum ‘secondary’
wave heights, HSP,max,i and HSP,max,t respectively, is found for all locations
(paired t-test, 95% confidence interval), which amounts to an average wave height
reduction of 0.01-0.03 m (lowest mean value: location 6 - highest mean value:
location 4) (Figure 4.23(b)). A very small difference in absolute terms, yet it cor-
responds to a relative location-dependent wave height reduction of 30% to 60%,
i.e. the higher the maximum ‘secondary’ wave height, the larger its wave height
reduction. This wave height reduction is determined based on the wave transmis-
sion coefficient KT =
HSP,max,t
HSP,max,i
· 100. Both the relative wave height transmission
and reduction are listed in Table 4.8 for all locations.
Between location 1 and 2, having a row of off-bank timber piling of the same
length and being entirely closed laterally, a double row of timber piling resulted
in 30% extra wave height reduction (55%) compared to the single row (25%). A
similar difference in reduction is obtained between both double piled locations 1
and 3, where closure of the lateral in- and outflow openings resulted in a 55%
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Table 4.8: Relative transmission and reduction in maximum ‘secondary’ wave height be-
tween HSP,max,i and HSP,max,t at the 9 locations with various configurations of off-bank
timber piling
Wave height transmission Wave height reduction Determination coefficient R2
KT [%] 100 - KT [%] of linear regression for KT
location 1 45 55 0.78
location 2 75 25 0.80
location 3 72 28 0.73
location 4 46 54 0.84
location 5 61 39 0.77
location 6 77 23 0.82
location 7 69 31 0.89
location 8 59 41 0.80
location 9 55 45 0.81
reduction (compared to 28%). However, between location 3 and 4, which do not
have a bank-connected row of timber piling, the single row of off-bank timber
piling at location 4, being much longer than the double row at location 3, gives
also 55% reduction (compared to 28%). Between locations 5 to 9, piled with a
single off-bank row of variable length, an increase in length does not result in a
significantly higher wave height reduction, e.g the shortest length (165 m, location
8) result in a similar reduction as the longest length (365 m, location 5), being 41%
and 39% respectively.
As such, installation of a single or double row of off-bank timber piling does
not consistently result in significant differences in wave height reduction, nor does
the length of the off-bank timber piling. Between the various locations, large rela-
tive differences in wave height reduction are measured but they are rather location-
dependent than factor-dependent. The ‘good’ performance of the off-bank timber
piling at location 4 is rather surprising, and no clear explanation is found.
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Figure 4.22: Boxplot of the incident maximum ‘secondary’ wave height HSP,max,i at 9
locations with various configurations of off-bank timber piling. 90% of these maximum
wave heights is smaller than 0.10 m, except for location 4 where the 90th percentile is at
0.15 m. Besides the median (full line), a dotted line indicates the arithmetic mean for every
category.
(a) Hstern,i −Hstern,t (b) HSP,max,i −HSP,max,t
Figure 4.23: Average differences between the incident and transmitted wave heights, Hi
andHt respectively, for both wave patterns at 9 locations with various configurations of off-
bank timber piling. Between the locations, no difference in transversal stern wave height
Hstern is found, and a very small yet significant difference in maximum ‘secondary’ wave
height HSP,max.
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4.6 Conclusion
Characterization of the ship wave climate on the Lys was accomplished by analysing
both its input and output variables, i.e. the characteristics of shipping traffic (input)
and the magnitude and behaviour of the ‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ wave patterns
in this confined, nature-friendly protected waterway (output).
The characteristics of shipping traffic were defined by analysing 36037 data
records of ships, locked at Sint-Baafs-Vijve throughout the period July 2009 -
May 2011. A sailing ship is bounded to its limit speed Vl, which ranges from Vl =
12.2 km h−1 (ECMT-Va) to 14.8 km h−1 (ECMT-I) for light draughted shipping
traffic, and from Vl = 9.6 km h−1 (ECMT-Va) to 12.6 km h−1 (ECMT-I) for fully
loaded shipping traffic. The imposed speed limit of Vs = 12 km h−1 can thus
easily be exceeded by all light draughted ships.
Sailing at limit speed Vl corresponds to a maximum critical depth-based Froude
number Frd,cr = 0.77 (occasioned by light draughted ECMT-I ships), indicating
a subcritical sailing regime for displacement ships. A small blockage coefficient
m < 5 does generally not occur. A captain tries to avoid such a high ship resis-
tance in order to be able to sail at considerable speed. This implies however that
he has to limit the ship’s cargo.
For 330 ship passages (from May 24-31, 2011), the magnitude of both ship
wave patterns was linked to specific ship characteristics. Given the Lys’ con-
finedness, the ‘primary’ wave pattern clearly dominates the ship wave signature.
Maximum values for its characteristic parameters are: a maximum drawdown
∆hmax = 0.35 m; a transversal stern wave Hstern = 0.50 m, and a maximum
return current ur,max = 1 m s−1. These highest values of ship-induced hydrody-
namics are caused by light draughted shipping traffic of ECMT-class IV, sailing at
a ratio of sailing speed to limit speed Vs/Vl ≥ 1. The latter aspect is of greatest
importance; the higher the ratio Vs/Vl, the higher the ship-induced hydrodynam-
ics. Vs/Vl ≥ 1 corresponds to light draughted shipping traffic, which generates a
more pronounced ship wave signature with increasing ECMT-class. (Fully) loaded
shipping traffic of all ECMT-classes (except ECMT-I) causes a similar ‘primary’
wave pattern (for a similar Vs/Vl). Captains tend to sail close to their ship’s limit
speed Vl, thereby, if possible, disregarding the imposed speed limit.
Ship wave-structure interaction and shallow water behaviour were examined
for the latter monitored data, and (successively) for various configurations of off-
bank timber piling throughout June-December 2011. The magnitude of the ‘pri-
mary’ wave pattern, i.e. the maximum drawdown ∆hmax and transversal stern
wave Hstern, is preserved on the condition that the water level is sufficiently high
in the shallow water area. The intended ship wave reduction by off-bank timber
piling is thus not obtained. Instead, the clear porosity effect yields a significant
water exchange between the fairway and the shallow water area, which frequently
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dries a part of the shallow water riverine area. Combination of the large ‘primary’
wave transmission and the limited water depth along the river bank might lead to
a severe impact of the transversal stern wave Hstern on this riverine area.
A small absolute, yet significant, average difference in incident and transmit-
ted maximum ‘secondary’ wave height HSP,max is observed for the various lo-
cations with varying configurations of off-bank timber piling. Relative reduction
of maximum ‘secondary’ wave heights HSP,max ranges from 20% to 55%, but is
rather location-dependent than factor-dependent. None of the various configura-
tions of off-bank timber piling does clearly lead to a better result. Maximum ‘sec-
ondary’ wave heights HSP,max occasioned by pleasure cruising might be higher
than those generated by goods traffic, especially those generated by speed boats.
Pleasure cruising however just occasionally sails along the Lys. Because of their
limited occurrence compared to goods traffic, pleasure cruising does not seem to
contribute an important hydrodynamic forcing.
The future waterway layout includes an enlarged trapezoidal cross section be-
cause of the 1 m deepening of the bed profile. As a result, an increased blockage
coefficient m is calculated for all ECMT-classes except for ECMT-IV and Va (be-
cause of the (now vs future) difference in blockage coefficient restrictions). The
ships’ limit speed Vl will increase, which results in a higher amplitude for both
ship wave patterns and hence, a larger impact of the ship-induced hydrodynamic
forcing. A restriction to the imposed speed limit will therefore be of a even bigger
importance. Based on their limit speed Vl, only fully loaded ECMT-IV and Va
ships will not be able to exceed this limit.
5
Importance of ship-induced
hydrodynamics
to sediment dynamics
5.1 Introduction
The grouped wave structure and non-linear form make ship-generated waves ca-
pable of entraining and suspending (significant) quantities of bed and bank sedi-
ments (Bauer et al., 2002; Garel et al., 2008; Houser, 2011; Osborne and Boak,
1999; Parchure et al., 2001; Rapaglia et al., 2011; Schoellhamer, 1996; Verney
et al., 2007). They cause pressure changes and shear threshold exceedance (de-
Wit and Kranenburg, 1997; Verney et al., 2007). The magnitude of the suspended
sediment concentration is commonly related to the relative ship wave height and
near-bottom orbital wave velocities (Bauer et al., 2002; Rapaglia et al., 2011). Be-
cause of the characteristic ship wave asymmetry in confined water, this suspension
phenomenon displays a distinctive temporal structure (Osborne and Boak, 1999).
Direction and magnitude of sediment transport is however not clear-cut de-
termined; it seems largely dependent on the transformation of the ship-generated
waves, which travel away from the sailing line and interact with the local bathy-
metry (Houser, 2011; Osborne and Boak, 1999; Parchure et al., 2001). Research
focusing on the far-wave field, i.e. only the ‘secondary’ wave pattern, indicates a
tendency towards landward sediment transport (Osborne and Boak, 1999; Parnell
et al., 2007; Ravens and Thomas, 2008) whereas studies involving the near-wave
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field, i.e. also the ‘primary’ wave pattern, point out river bed erosion and bank
retreat (Bauer et al., 2002; Garel et al., 2008; Houser, 2011; Nanson et al., 1994;
Verney et al., 2007). In any case, the way in which sediment transport is facili-
tated, is determined by its grain size and erodibility (e.g. continuous advection of
cohesive sediments: Bauer et al. (2002); temporal suspension load transport for
sandy sediments: Nanson et al. (1994)).
The open structure of the nature-friendly bank protection makes water ex-
change between the fairway and the shallow water riverine area possible. It is
however unclear whether this off-bank timber piling configuration provides suffi-
cient protection against ship wave action in order to maintain a dynamic balance
in its bed sediment budget behind the off-bank timber piling, i.e. a ‘controlled’
cyclic bed erosion and accretion.
This chapter addresses the results of a quantitative field study, which focused
on the magnitude of ship-induced hydrodynamics and their relative importance to
sediment dynamics in the shallow water area behind the off-bank timber piling. For
these short-term morphological changes, sediment transport towards the fairway is
considered as a proxy for bed and bank erosion.
5.2 Field setup
The measurement campaign is carried out in early spring, April 13-15, 2011, under
normal weather conditions (cf Section 3.3.1). Making use of the fixed monitoring
system (cf Section 3.4), instantaneous water level fluctuations, turbidity levels and
current velocities are measured for individual ship passages. This measurement
transect is situated in a non-vegetated riverine area; a possibly different sediment
dynamics in the vicinity of the reed belt is thus not taken into account.
Figure 5.1 provides a schematized overview of the equipment deployment and
the cross section’s bed profile. In following paragraphs, this field setup is ex-
plained tersely; a detailed technical description of the measurement equipment
can be found in Section 3.4.2.
Two pressure sensors of the fixed monitoring system are used; the pressure
sensor (PS 1 in Figure 5.1) which is located in the fairway, 1 m before the off-bank
timber piling (water depth hPS1 = 3.2 m), and the pressure sensor (PS 2 in Figure
5.1) located 4 m behind the off-bank timber piling, in the shallow water area (hPS2
= 1.1 m).
The two suspended solids profilers (SSP) are placed 7.5 m and 12 m behind the
off-bank timber piling (SSP A and SSP B in Figure 5.1 respectively). The sensor
array is oriented downstream, which is defined as the positive X-direction. Given
that the maximum water depth is hSSP A = 0.8 m (at location SSP A), a suspended
solids concentration profile of the entire water column can be obtained. In situ test-
ing of the profilers revealed however that a significant higher turbidity response to
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ship wave action mainly occurs in the lowest 0.3 m of the water column. In situ cal-
ibration of suspended solids profiler A is therefore only carried out for heights z =
0.1 m, 0.2 m and 0.3 m above the river bed. Intense mixing of suspended sediments
takes place over the entire water column at suspended solids profiler B. In order to
balance the immersion time of the sensors during a ship passage, in situ calibra-
tion is carried out at height z = 0.10 m above the river bed. Linear least squares fit
calibration curves between turbidity levels and suspended sediment concentrations
are obtained for the 5 optical backscatter sensors around these heights, making use
of water samples taken at the respective heights. Determination coefficients of the
calibration fits are R2 = 0.84, 0.72, 0.60 and 0.70, for the heights z = 0.1 m, 0.2 m
and 0.3 m at SSP A and z = 0.1 m at SSP B respectively. The somewhat lower cal-
ibration fit for 0.30 m is due to the higher variability in suspended sandy sediments
since not all ship passages cause a suspension process until this height.
An acoustic Doppler velocimeter is installed almost equidistant between both
suspended solids profilers, at the edge of maximum water withdrawal because of
the ship-induced drawdown (ADV in Figure 5.1). 3-D velocity components are
measured for a manually selected time frame around the ship’s passage along the
measurement transect, i.e. until the ship wave-induced velocities are quasi entirely
dampened. Positioned near the river bed (ADV at height z = 0.05-0.07 m above
the river bed), these velocity components can be used to estimate the ship-induced
hydrodynamic forcing on the river bank and the ship-induced shear stresses on
the river bed. Orientation of the orthogonal coordinate system is aligned with the
profilers; positive X-direction is downstream and positive Y-direction is crosswise
towards the river bank.
5.3 Methodology
5.3.1 Analysis of ship-induced hydrodynamics
The ‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ wave patterns, measured with PS 1 and PS 2, are
extracted out of the pressure time series using the analysis methodology described
in Section 4.3. In the same way, spectral analysis of the directional velocity com-
ponents provides information on the ship’s frequency-dependent wave and turbu-
lence characteristics.
Each velocity component is decomposed in varying wave-induced and turbu-
lence-induced contributions:
uX = uX,LP + uX,SP + u
′
X (5.1)
where uX is the horizontal velocity component in the X-direction; uX,LP and
uX,SP are the long period ‘primary’ and short period ‘secondary’ wave-induced
contributions, and u′X is the fluctuating turbulent component (u
′
X = 0) For uY and
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uZ , the horizontal velocity component in the Y-direction and the vertical velocity
component in the Z-direction respectively, a similar subdivision is obtained. The
magnitude of the vertical velocity component uZ is very small compared to the
horizontal components; its behaviour is therefore disregarded. The prefix ‘hori-
zontal’ is further omitted in the discussion of velocity results. The horizontal ship
wave-induced velocity components are indicated in Figure 5.1.
Summation of the directional wave-induced velocity components leads to the
combined wave-induced velocities uX,W and uY,W in the X- and Y-direction. The
resultant of the long period ‘primary’ ULP and short period ‘secondary’ USP
wave-induced velocity components determines the instantaneous wave velocity
just outside the boundary layer for both wave patterns separately, and is calculated
as (similar for USP ):
ULP =
√
u2X,LP + u
2
Y,LP (5.2)
The resultant of the combined wave-induced velocity components UW is obtained
using the same calculation method as equation 5.2. The resultant bank-oriented
velocity UW,bank indicates the combined wave-induced velocity directed towards
the river bank, and accounts for the ship-induced hydrodynamic forcing on the
river bank.
5.3.2 Calculation of ship-induced bed shear stresses
Frictional forces exerted on the river bed are a combination of the ship-generated
‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ wave patterns and the river flow. In the Lys, the river
flow is very slow (cf. Section 3.3.1). Its added contribution to ship-induced hydro-
dynamics is therefore considered negligible and is not independently included as
a forcing parameter for bed shear stress calculation.
Bed shear stresses are calculated because exceedance of the critical shear stress
τcr = 0.16 N m−2 (cf Section 3.3.2) indicates incipient motion of the river bed.
Subsequently, sediment suspension might take place when the balance between
the turbulent velocity fluctuation, which is related to the bed shear velocity u∗,
and the particle fall velocity ws (normal to the river bed) equals 1 (cf equation
3.6).
The combined ship wave shear stress τW is obtained by the cross product of
the ‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ wave contributions, τW,LP and τW,SP , which are
separately calculated using the general expression (e.g. found in Soulsby (1997);
Van Rijn (1993)) (similar for τW,SP ):
τW,LP =
1
2
ρfW,LPU
2
LP (5.3)
The wave friction factor fW depends on the turbulent characteristics of the
flow. In this study, flow is assumed to be hydraulically rough during a ship passage
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and the friction factor is obtained from (Soulsby, 1997) (similar for fW,SP ):
fW,LP = 1.39
(
ULPTLP
2piz0
)−0.52
(5.4)
where z0 is the bed roughness length, taken as z0 = 4·10−4 m (mean value for
unrippled sand, advocated by Soulsby (1997)); TLP is the ‘primary’ wave period
[s]. The wave period is calculated using data from pressure sensor 2. Both the ‘pri-
mary’ and ‘secondary’ wave period, TLP and TSP,max respectively, are indicated
in Figure 4.7.
As a measure of instantaneous turbulence intensity, turbulent kinetic energy
(TKE) is used and calculated from the instantaneous fluctuating velocity compo-
nents (Dyer, 1986):
TKE = 1/2
(
u
′2
X + u
′2
Y + u
′2
Z
)
(5.5)
The turbulence kinetic energy approach is not selected as shear stress calcula-
tion method because of impracticability of shear separation between both ship-
generated wave components.
5.3.3 Determination of suspended and transported bed and
bank sediments
Quantification of sediment dynamics because of ship-induced hydrodynamic forc-
ing on river bed and bank separately, is hampered by the large variability and
overlap in bed and bank grain sizes. Suspended sediment concentrations measured
by SSP A, positioned at considerable distance from the river bank, indicate the
entrained and suspended bed sediments. At SSP B, a mixture of suspended bed
and bank particles is reflected in the measured suspended sediment concentration.
Relying on the differences in sediment dislodge and transport characteristics for
varying grain size (here: (fine) sand - silt), a partial distinction between both sedi-
ment sources is made.
Entrained silty bank particles stay, once dislodged, prolonged in suspension
and are advected downstream (based on the Rouse #, cf Section 3.3.2). An esti-
mate of the added suspended silt concentration SSCsilt [g m−3] to the suspended
sediment concentration is obtained by subtraction of post and pre ship passage
suspended sediment concentrations. The pre concentration corresponds to the sus-
pended load averaged over a 15 min time frame before a ship passage, the post
concentration is determined after turbulence due to ship-induced hydrodynamics
settled down (based on ADV signal analysis).
Suspension of bank sediments having a mean diameter that falls in the range
of the river bed is indirectly regarded in this study. It is argued that dislodgement
of sandy sediments results first in near-bank deposition on the river bed, where
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they become part of the top bed layer. Their sediment resuspension and transport
is taken into account in the calculation of bed sediment dynamics.
Depth-averaged integration of the increased suspended sediment concentration
at SSP A, i.e. total suspended sediment concentration minus pre ship passage sus-
pended sediment concentration, represents the average concentration of sandy bed
sediments (re)suspended over the water column at a time t because of an individual
ship’s wave action Cm,bed(t) [g m−3]:
Cm,bed(t) =
1
hSSP A
∫ hSSP A
0
SSC(z, t)dz (5.6)
where hSSP A is the water depth at the location of SSP A [m], z is the height above
the river bed [m], t is time [s], SSC(z, t) is the suspended sediment concentration
at height z and time t [g m−3]. This suspended sediment concentration SSC(z, t),
measured at height z = 0.10, 0.20 or 0.30 m above the river bed, is assumed to
hold for the entire 0.10 m water column below its measurement height at time t,
i.e. SSC(z = 0.10 m,t) holds for a height z = 0 7→ 0.10 m at time t. Based on this
assumption, a weighted depth-averaged suspended sediment concentration is used
for the sediment transport calculations.
Integration of this depth-averaged concentration of (re)suspended sandy bed
sediments Cm,bed(t) over the duration of a ship’s hydrodynamic disturbance T0
represents the cumulative concentration of sandy bed sediments (re)suspended be-
cause of an individual ship’s wave action C∑,m,bed(T0). It gives a better view
on sediment dynamics than the maximum suspended sediment concentration on a
certain height above the river bed SSC(z, t)max.
The cumulative quantity of (re)suspended bed sedimentsC∑,m,bed(T0) [g m−3]
follows from:
C∑,m,bed(T0) =
∫ T0
0
Cm,bed(t)dt (5.7)
where T0 is the duration of an individual ship’s hydrodynamic disturbance [s].
The time- and depth-averaged quantity of (re)suspended bed sedimentsCm,bed
[g m−3 s−1] is obtained by dividing equation 5.7 by the duration of a ship’s hydro-
dynamic disturbance T0.
While transport of the silty bank sediments directly (and continuously) fol-
lows from the assumption of downstream advection, suspension transport of the
sandy bed (and bank) particles incorporates a temporal aspect in its sediment dis-
charge. Assuming no-slip conditions between the fluid and sediment particles, the
crosswise suspended sediment mass flux qm,bed(t) at time t [g m−2 s−1], through
a vertical plane A parallel to the river bank, is calculated as:
qm,bed(t) = Cm,bed(t) · uY,W (t) (5.8)
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where uY,W is the crosswise combined wave-induced velocity [m s−1]. Vertical
planeA [m2] has a height equal to the water depth at SSP A hSSP A [m] and a unit
alongstream width [m].
The cumulative suspended sediment mass transportQ∑,m,bed [g m−1] per unit
alongstream width [m] is then obtained from:
Q∑,m,bed(T0) =
∫ T0
0
qm,bed(t) · hSSP Adt (5.9)
Because vertical velocity profiles could not be measured with the available
measurement equipment, suspended sediment transport had to be estimated from
velocity measurements at one height above the river bed. Bearing in mind the
wave velocity profile in shallow water (according to linear wave theory, and re-
ported for ships by Mazumder et al. (1993)) and the small bed slope between the
non-collocated measurement devices, sediment transport is presumably underesti-
mated. Bed load transport is not considered in this study.
Calibration of the suspended solids profilers was carried out for specific heights
above the river bed and sampling took place at discrete time intervals, such that
calculation of the integrals in equation 5.7 and 5.9 is discretized accordingly.
5.4 Results
5.4.1 General
Over the 3-day measurement campaign, 70 ships sailed along the nature-friendly
bank protection, of which 5 were pleasure cruising while the others carried goods
traffic. Thereof, 46 ship passages were monitored with adequate completeness and
quality to be analysed. Up- and downstream sailing were in balance. 14 ships were
light draughted, 15 ships were fully loaded (utilized carrying capacity> 80%), and
12 ships had a variable carrying capacity < 80%. 2 ‘compound’ ship events took
place. One was the result of two crossing ECMT-Va ships; the other was created
by two closely following ECMT-III and ECMT-I ships. This implies that for these
4 ship passages ship-induced hydrodynamics and sediment dynamics could not be
separated from one another, and hence, they are considered as 2 ship events. In the
figures, these ‘compound’ events are encircled and assigned to the ECMT-class of
the largest ship.
Passage of pleasure cruising did not result in substantial wave patterns, and
current velocities were only marginally affected. Shear stresses stayed below the
critical shear stress τcr = 0.16 N m−2. No increased suspended sediment levels
were noticed. Pleasure cruising is therefore disregarded in the results’ interpreta-
tion and discussion.
Table 5.1 lists the characteristics of the shipping traffic, categorized by ECMT-
class. Sailing speed Vs is mainly just below the imposed speed limit of Vs =
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12 km h−1 (= 3.3 m s−1), except for ECMT-class Va (because of blockage coef-
ficient restrictions). The largest relative ‘primary’ wave height, i.e. transversal
stern wave, and the limited relative ‘secondary’ wave height, Hstern h−1 and
HSP,max h
−1 respectively, indicate both that the threshold of breaking is not -
reached (H h−1 = 0.78, advocated by Van Rijn (1990)).
On April 13, 2011, no pressure data were available from the fixed monitoring
system. For the 13 ship passages on this day, ship characteristics were deduced
from ships having a similar displacement ∆; the sailing distance from the off-bank
timber piling y was visually estimated.
5.4.2 Hydro- and sediment dynamic signature of a ship passage
Although the magnitude of ship-induced hydrodynamics varies, the temporal struc-
ture of all ship passages is similar. Figure 5.2 illustrates the ship wave action in
the confined, non-tidal Lys, displaying the hydro- and sediment dynamic signature
of two successive ECMT-IV ship passages along the measurement transect. Table
5.2 gives an overview of their characteristic parameters.
Ship A and B are ECMT-IV ships that are fully loaded and sailing upstream.
Ship A, being somewhat heavier than ship B, sails 1.8 km h−1 (0.5 m s−1) slower
and 5 m closer to the off-bank timber piling (Table 5.2). Approaching the mea-
surement transect, a small water level rise indicates the ship’s bow wave Hbow.
Subsequently, a drawdown ∆h, having the largest vertical amplitude, is created
during the ship’s hull passage. It is followed by the transversal stern wave Hstern
and the short period ‘secondary’ wave pattern (which is also noticeable during the
drawdown ∆h) (Figure 5.2A). Although the pressure sensors are installed before
and behind the off-bank timber piling (and in different water depths), no signifi-
cant difference between the ship wave patterns is observed, which indicates a clear
porosity effect through the off-bank timber piling.
Building up the drawdown trough is associated with a sharp increase in ‘pri-
mary’ wave-induced velocity, directed downstream because the ships are sailing
upstream, i.e. the ship’s return current ur, and towards the fairway because of the
ship’s displacement ∆ (uX,LP and uY,LP in Figure 5.2B). When the maximum
drawdown ∆hmax is reached, ‘primary’ wave-induced velocities also reach their
maximum as this corresponds to the lowest water level. Subsequently, these ‘pri-
mary’ wave-induced velocities drop back to almost zero, what roughly coincides
with the stern passage along the measurement transect. Thereupon, a second ve-
locity peak is observed, which indicates the transversal stern wave Hstern. This
refilling of the drawdown trough induces a flow reversal, by which the returning
water mass is able to hit the river bank with a potential large impact energy, i.e.
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the slope supply flow dynamics. The ‘secondary’ wave pattern is marked by rapid
oscillations in ‘secondary’ wave-induced velocity and direction (uX,SP and uY,SP
in Figure 5.2B). Clearly, the ‘primary’ wave pattern is the key contributor to ship
wave-induced velocities, and its magnitude tends to be highest during the draw-
down. The maximum combined wave-induced velocities UW,max are comparable
for both ships, but the maximum’s direction is oriented for ship A towards the fair-
way whereas for ship B this is towards the river bank (Table 5.2).
Both ship passages cause a significant increase in bed shear stress, up to one
order of magnitude higher than the critical shear stress τcr = 0.16 N m−1 (Figure
5.2C). ‘Primary’ and ‘secondary’ wave shear stresses, τW,LP and τW,SP respec-
tively, are quite similar during the formation of the drawdown ∆h, but after the
transversal stern wave Hstern, the latter prevails because of the stern-associated
‘secondary’ wave pattern. For ship A, which is stern heavy trimmed, the duration
of shear threshold exceedance is more prolonged because of its intenser stern-
associated ‘secondary’ wave pattern. The maximum of the combined ship wave
shear stress τW is also somewhat higher for ship A. Turbulent kinetic energy TKE
reaches the highest values during the ship’s hull passage and is thus mainly asso-
ciated with the drawdown hydrodynamics.
Exceedance of the critical shear stress τcr at bow passage causes an instan-
taneous increase of the suspended sediment concentrations SSC(z, t) at SSP A
(Figure 5.2D) for both ships. Ship wave-induced velocities and associated turbu-
lence lead to two suspension peaks: the first coincides with the drawdown trough,
the second results from the transversal stern wave’s behaviour. The magnitude
of these suspension responses correlates to the strength of the hydrodynamic trig-
gers, and depends on the vertical distance of the measurement height z to the river
bed. A small time lag is visible between the maximum suspension levels on the
different heights z. Because both ships’ ‘primary’ wave-induced velocities are
crosswise skewed towards the fairway, net suspended sand transport takes place
towards the fairway, which is considered to be a proxy for bed erosion (Table 5.2).
Closer to the river bank, at SSP B, reduced suspended sediment concentrations
are measured during a ship’s passage. The ship-induced drawdown ∆h results in
water withdrawal away from the river bank, and hence, the SSP B. Ship A even
causes surfacing of the river bed beyond the profiler’s location (Figure 5.2E). The
transversal stern wave Hstern, and its accompanying slope supply flow, activate
sediment (re)suspension near the river bank, of which duration and agitation are
closely linked to their hydrodynamic behaviour. Sediments might become avail-
able from two sources, the river bed and bank, depending on the magnitude of the
combined bank-oriented wave-induced velocities UW,bank. Comparison of the pre
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and post suspended sediment levels for the combined ship passages of A and B
indicates that the combined bank-oriented wave-induced velocities UW,bank were
high enough to dislodge silty bank particles.
In a confined, non-tidal waterway, the slightly different boundary conditions
for ship A and B lead to distinctly different ship-induced hydrodynamics, and
hence, large contrasts in sediment dynamics, being in this example more marked
for ship A.
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Figure 5.2: Time series of the hydro- and sediment dynamic signature of 2 ECMT-IV ships
A (first event) and B (second event). The grey dashed lines mark the ship passage (bow and
stern respectively) at the measurement transect. A. Water level fluctuations of the ship’s
combined ‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ wave pattern in the fairway (PS 1) and in the shallow
area (PS 2) B. ‘Primary’ and ‘secondary’ wave-induced velocity components in streamwise
uX (X-direction, positive downstream) and crosswise uY (Y-direction, positive towards
the river bank) direction. C. The combined ship wave shear stress τW , with indication of
the ‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ wave-induced contributions, τW,LP and τW,SP respectively.
D. Suspended sediment concentration at different heights z above the river bed, measured
with SSP A. E. Suspended sediment concentration at height z = 0.1 m above the river bed,
measured with SSP B.
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Figure 5.3: Maximum resultant velocity of ‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ wave-induced com-
ponents, ULP,max and USP,max respectively, of a ship passage, categorized by ECMT-
class. The ‘primary’ wave pattern clearly leads to higher velocities than the ‘secondary’
wave pattern.
5.4.3 Characteristics of ship-induced hydrodynamics
The Lys’ confined dimensions amplify the ship’s ‘primary’ wave pattern and its
wave-induced velocity components. Maximum resultant velocities related to the
‘primary’ wave pattern ULP,max are consistently the highest, up to ULP,max =
1.0 m s−1 (Figure 5.3). No clear distinction is observed between the velocity’s
magnitude and the ship’s ECMT-class, which roughly reflects the differences in
blockage coefficient m (cf Section 4.2, Figure 4.4(a)). Maximum resultant veloci-
ties associated with the ‘secondary’ wave pattern USP,max are roughly 50% of the
‘primary’s maximum but tend to level off around USP,max = 0.4 m s−1.
The velocity’s maximum is predominantly oriented towards the fairway for
the resultant ‘primary’ wave-induced velocity ULP,max and the angle of attack de-
pends on the sailing direction, being 330◦for upstream sailing and 210◦for down-
stream sailing (Figure 5.4). Accordingly, an angle of 30◦with the fairway axis is
the principal direction of the maximum resultant ‘primary’ wave-induced veloc-
ity. Orientation and angle of attack for the maximum resultant ‘secondary’ wave-
induced velocity USP,max are rather randomly (Figure 5.4). The maximum of
the resultant combined wave-induced velocity UW,max is clearly dominated by the
‘primary’ wave pattern, which often dictates the angle of attack. The maximum
bank-oriented combined wave-induced velocity UW,bank,max hits the river bank
obliquely at an angle independent of up- or downstream sailing. Its magnitude is
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Figure 5.4: Direction and magnitude of the maximum of the resultant wave-induced velocity
because of the ‘primary’ wave pattern ULP,max, the ‘secondary’ wave pattern USP,max,
and the combined ship wave patterns UW,max. For the latter velocity, the bank-oriented
maximum UW,bank,max is also indicated.
considerably high for one-third of the ship passages, amounting to UW,bank,max =
0.6 m s−1 and occasionally even up to UW,bank,max = 1.0 m s−1 (Figure 5.4).
From the data set of ship characteristics, a set of steering parameters determin-
ing (part of) the magnitude of the maximum resultant combined wave-induced ve-
locity UW,max [m s−1] is found using linear regression modelling. Up- and down-
stream sailing, sailing speed Vs [m s−1], ship displacement ∆ [m3], sailing dis-
tance to the off-bank timber piling y [m], the relative transversal stern wave height
Hstern h
−1 [-] and the relative maximum ‘secondary’ wave height HSP,max h−1
[-] are taken into consideration. To set up the model, singular events such as cross-
ing ships and push-towing are omitted. Analysis pointed out that the ship’s dis-
placement ∆, its sailing speed Vs and its sailing distance from the off-bank timber
piling y explain roughly half of the variance in the maximum resultant combined
wave-induced velocity UW,max (at 95% confidence level). An increase in ship dis-
placement ∆ adds the most to the velocity’s maximum. Up- or downstream sailing
direction is found to be insignificant, as expected given the Lys’ very small flow
velocity (cf Section 3.3.1).
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For this specific data set (N=36), following regression model is obtained for
UW,max:
UW,max = 2.3 · 10−4∆ + 0.1Vs − 0.3 · 10−1y + 0.5 + i (5.10)
where i is the random error term (N(0,σ2)), which is distributed normally with a
mean equal to 0 and a variance σ2.
Knowledge of the relative transversal stern wave heightHstern h−1 (only avail-
able for a subset of data (N=20)) attributes another 12% to statistical determina-
tion. The relative maximum ‘secondary’ wave height HSP,max h−1 is found to be
insignificant.
UW,max = 1.8 · 10−4∆ + 0.3Vs − 0.2 · 10−1y + 2.5Hstern h−1 − 0.6 + i
(5.11)
Note that the fitted coefficients are explanatory for this data set; validation is
necessary to enlarge their robustness and reliability to predict other ship wave pat-
terns in the same study site or at other locations.
The critical shear stress τcr = 0.16 N m−2 is exceeded in 85% of the ship pas-
sages. Duration of shear threshold exceedance is largely correlated with the dura-
tion of a ship passage along the measurement transect, which again demonstrates
the importance of ‘primary’ wave-induced hydrodynamics. It lasts 10 s longer than
the ship’s passage, except for 2 fully loaded ECMT-IV ships, and 1 ECMT-I ship
which sails fast at Vs = 15.8 km h−1 (4.4 m s−1) (beyond the limit speed) (Figure
5.5).
Both the maximum ‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ wave shear stresses, τLP,max
and τSP,max respectively, are generally higher than the critical shear stress τcr.
The ‘secondary’ wave pattern induces however higher shear stresses than the ‘pri-
mary’ wave pattern (Figure 5.6). Although wave-induced velocities of the latter
are higher, the influence of the wave friction factor fW and, indirectly, the wave pe-
riod T is important. The wave friction factor fW is more pronounced for the ‘sec-
ondary’ wave pattern, which results in higher shear stresses. The ‘primary’ wave
period ranges from TLP = 30 to 100 s, while maximum ‘secondary’ wave periods
fluctuate around TSP,max = 2-5 s. Consequently, the ‘secondary’ wave pattern has
the largest share in the combined ship wave shear stress τW (as also illustrated in
Figure 5.2C). Maximum values for the maximum ‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ wave-
induced shear stresses are up to τLP,max = 2.5 N m−2 and τSP,max = 4.1 N m−2
respectively, and the resulting combined ship wave shear stress amounts maxi-
mally to τW = 5.1 N m−2.
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Figure 5.5: Duration of exceedance of the critical shear stress t > τcr in relation to the
duration of a ship passage along the measurement transect, categorized by ECMT-class.
Both are largely correlated, which demonstrates the importance of ‘primary’ wave-induced
hydrodynamics.
Figure 5.6: Maximum values of the ‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ wave shear stresses, τLP,max
and τSP,max respectively, due to a ship passage, categorized by ECMT-class.
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5.4.4 Amount of ship-induced suspended bed and bank sedi-
ments
The transient nature of ship-generated waves makes that the duration of an individ-
ual ship’s hydrodynamic disturbance T0 is limited to 2 to 3 min at the measurement
transect.
Statistical regression analysis indicates that half of the variability in the cu-
mulative quantity of (re)suspended bed sediments C∑,m,bed(T0) [g m−3] can be
determined by the maximum resultant combined wave-induced velocity UW,max
[m s−1] (R2 = 0.57, at 95% confidence level). Process and response variables
are quadratically linked to one another. Although (re)suspension of the bed sedi-
ments depends on critical shear exceedance and associated turbulence, the amount
of suspended bed sediments mainly scales with the magnitude of the resultant
low-frequency wave-induced velocities ULP (cf Figure 5.4). However, statis-
tical determination of the time- and depth-averaged quantity of suspended bed
sediments (Cm,bed) reflects the ‘instantaneous’ importance of the aforementioned
ship-induced hydrodynamics. Cm,bed is significantly scaled with the maximum
combined ship wave shear stress τW,max [N m−2], the duration of critical shear
exceedance t > τcr [s] and, also, the maximum resultant combined wave-induced
velocity UW,max (R2 = 0.70).
For this specific data set (N=36), following regression model is obtained for
C∑,m,bed(T0): √
C∑,m,bed(T0) = 6.5 · 101UW,max + 11 + i (5.12)
For this specific data set (N=36), following regression model is obtained for
Cm,bed:√
Cm,bed = 3UW,max + 3.8 · 10−2t > τcr − 0.5τW,max + 3 + i (5.13)
A clear difference in quantity of suspended bed sediments is noticeable be-
tween and within the ECMT-classes, ranging from a moderate suspension of
C∑,m,bed(T0) = 1000 g m−3 to substantial amounts ofC∑,m,bed(T0) = 8000 g m−3
(Figure 5.7). An indicator for substantial suspension is the occurrence of a maxi-
mum resultant combined wave-induced velocity UW,max higher than 0.4 m s−1.
What remains in the water column after settling of the short-lived suspension
peak of sandy sediments, is the suspended load. Figure 5.8 shows the suspended
silt concentration added to the suspended load after a ship passage. 16 ship events
resulted in the dislodgement of fine-grained, silty bank particles. Thereof, 2 ship
events consisted of 2 closely following or crossing ships, of which the crossing of
2 ECMT-Va ships is the most remarkable.
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Figure 5.7: Cumulative depth-averaged concentration of suspended bed sediments
C∑,m,bed(T0) due to a ship passage in relation to its maximum combined wave-induced ve-
locity UW,max, categorized by ECMT-class. An indicator for substantial suspension is the
occurrence of a maximum resultant combined wave-induced velocityUW,max ≥ 0.4 m s−1.
(Encircled values are the ‘compound’ events, assigned to the ECMT-class of the largest
ship).
Figure 5.8: Amount of suspended silty bank sediments SSCsilt due to a ship passage in re-
lation to its maximum combined bank-oriented wave-induced velocity UW,bank,max, cate-
gorized by ECMT-class. When the bank-oriented wave-induced velocity exceeds 0.4 m s−1,
this might lead to a dislodgement of silty bank sediments, which tends to be linearly corre-
lated with this velocity’s maximum. (Encircled values are the ‘compound’ events, assigned
to the ECMT-class of the largest ship).
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Although ships of all ECMT-classes are able to cause a dislodgement of silty
bank sediments (ECMT-class I, II and III because of high sailing speeds Vs), sus-
pension of silty bank sediments is in half of these 16 ship events the result of
ECMT-IV or Va ship passages. The amount of these suspended sediments is
considerably lower than the suspended quantities of bed sediments. When the
maximum bank-oriented combined wave-induced velocity UW,bank,max exceeds
0.4 m s−1, this might lead to a dislodgement of silty bank sediments, which tends
to be linearly correlated to the velocity’s maximum. The angle at which the resul-
tant combined wave-induced velocity attacks the river bank is unimportant for this
dislodgement process.
5.4.5 Direction and magnitude of ship-induced sediment trans-
port
Substantial amounts of sandy bed sediments are (re)suspended due to a ship pas-
sage but these suspension events do not necessarily lead to a significant net sed-
iment transport. Cumulative crosswise sediment transport over the duration of a
ship’s hydrodynamic disturbance T0 might result in both bed accretion and ero-
sion behind the off-bank timber piling (Figure 5.9). Although ships of all ECMT-
classes (except ECMT-I) are able to cause, to some extent, suspended sediment
transport, significant (yet in absolute values relatively small) net crosswise sedi-
ment transport is only effected by ships of ECMT-IV and Va.
6 ship passages lead to transported bed sediment quantities of more than
Q∑,m,bed(T0) = 200 g m−1. A maximum crosswise wave-induced velocity
uY,W,max = ± 0.3 m s−1 tends to indicate a higher suspended sediment transport.
The direction of crosswise sediment transport is determined by the ratio between
the ‘primary’ wave-induced displacement flow (during the drawdown ∆h, and ori-
ented towards the fairway) and its slope supply flow (during the transversal stern
wave Hstern, and oriented towards the river bank). ‘Secondary’ wave-induced
velocities rather redistribute the suspended sediments. Over the 3-day measure-
ment campaign, the balance of the bed sediment budget is negative for the shallow
water area behind the off-bank timber piling. 800 g of sandy bed sediments are
carried away towards the fairway over a unit alongstream length, which amounts
to 128 kg over the total length (160 m) of this nature-friendly bank protection (cf
Section 3.3).
Dislodged silty bank particles are entrained after 16 ship passages, from which
follows their downstream advection (Figure 5.8). The overall amount of dislodged
silty bank particles adds up to 1800 g m−3 for the 3-day measurement campaign.
Sediment transport towards the fairway is considered as a proxy for bed and
bank erosion. Both processes did occur; silty bank particles were dislodged, and
the balance of the sandy bed sediment budget was negative. The estimated order
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of magnitude values suggest that the off-bank timber piling does not maintain a
‘controlled’ bed erosion and accretion.
Figure 5.9: Crosswise suspended sediment mass transport Q∑,m,bed(T0) due to a ship
passage (positive towards the river bank, negative towards the fairway) in relation to the
maximum crosswise wave-induced velocity uY,W,max, categorized by ECMT-class. When
uY,W,max ≥ |0.3|m s−1, significant higher suspended sediment transport is observed, re-
sulting in both accretion and erosion of the river bed behind the off-bank timber piling.
5.5 Discussion
Bed sediments are mainly entrained and pumped into the water column during the
formation of the drawdown trough. The partly superimposed ship wave patterns
cause the (re)suspension of substantial quantities of bed sediments, as reported by
Bauer et al. (2002); Houser (2011); Osborne and Boak (1999). Once the sandy
bed particles are dislodged and entrained because of critical shear exceedance, bed
sediments are instantaneously dispersed through the water column by increased
turbulent kinetic energy levels and wave orbital velocities, which both hamper
sediment settling (illustrated in Figure 5.2C). The cumulative depth-averaged con-
centration of suspended bed sediments C∑,m,bed(T0) depends however only on
the magnitude of combined wave-induced velocities UW (cf equation 5.12).
Still, the variability in this cumulative depth-averaged concentration
C∑,m,bed(T0) is not entirely described by these parameters. In addition to the
natural variability due to the stochastic character of turbulence under wave groups
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(Vincent and Hanes, 2002), it is suggested that sediment availability influences the
amount of suspended bed sediments as well (Figure 5.10). A prolonged duration
of critical shear exceedance t > τcr extends the duration of increased suspended
sediment concentrations at the location of SSP A. If the duration of critical shear
exceedance lasts more than 40 s however, the positive correlation tends to reverse.
The duration of increased suspended sediment concentrations drops back for a
longer exceedance time of the critical shear threshold. This counterproductive
effect took place during the passage of fully loaded and slow sailing ECMT-IV
and Va ships. Sediments being suspended and again deposited form a loose top
bed layer, more susceptible to resuspension than sediments of the undisturbed bed
layer.
This behaviour of reduced sediment suspension is also observed when two
ships of similar dimensions follow one another closely, as the latter gives rise to a
considerably smaller quantity of suspended bed sediments C∑,m,bed(T0). Such a
reduced or limited sediment supply is also documented by Althage (2010); Houser
(2011); Ravens and Thomas (2008); Schoellhamer (1996); Verney et al. (2007).
The maximum ship wave shear stress τW,max points out an enlarged availabil-
ity of bed sediments (Figure 5.11). As from a ship wave shear stress exceeding
1 N m−2, substantial higher amounts of suspended sandy bed sediments are no-
ticeable for the heights z = 0.1 m, 0.2 m and even, to some extent, 0.3 m above
the river bed. This shear threshold value τcr,new = 1 N m−2 describes more ac-
curately the critical shear stress, necessary to initiate motion of the undisturbed
bed layer. Lower ship wave shear stresses lead to a rather fixed maximum level
of suspended sediments, suggesting that only resuspension of the loose top bed
layer takes place. Ships of ECMT-class IV and Va always induce shear stresses
τW higher than 1 N m−2, those of ECMT-class III and II as well on the condition
of laden draught.
The shallow water area behind the off-bank timber piling gives rise to non-
linear transformations in the ship-generated waves and the confined dimensions
of the waterway imply that the ‘primary’ wave pattern dominates the ship wave
signature. On that account, the direction of crosswise sediment transport is de-
termined by the relative importance of the drawdown ∆h to the transversal stern
wave Hstern. The former is accompanied by a return current ur and displacement
flow, the latter is (frequently) accompanied by a significant slope supply flow.
The magnitude of these ‘primary’ wave-induced velocities shows linear co-
herency with the ship displacement ∆, sailing speed Vs, relative transversal stern
wave height Hstern h−1 and sailing distance from the off-bank timber piling y,
of which the first two are the key parameters (cf equation 5.11). They determine
the ratio between the ship’s sailing resistance (cf blockage coefficient m) and its
sailing speed Vs.
This is in line with previous research of Ten Brinke et al. (2004), who con-
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Figure 5.10: Duration of the peak of increased suspended sediment concentration due to
a ship passage (at location SSP A) compared to the duration of exceedance of the critical
shear stress τcr . The dotted line indicates t > τcr = 40 s.
Figure 5.11: Maximum suspended sediment concentration SSC(z, t)max, measured on
different heights z above the river bed (at location SSP A) compared to the maximum ship
wave shear stress τW,max. The grey dashed line indicates the transition value τcr,new =
1 N m−2 to significant suspension of bed sediments.
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cluded that the ship displacement ∆ and the distance between sailing line and river
bank y are the steering parameters for sediment transport. Schoellhamer (1996) too
stresses the importance of sailing speed Vs (using the depth-based Froude number
Frd) and blockage coefficient m, to which Rapaglia et al. (2011) added the ship’s
length L (thus, taking into account the ship displacement ∆) and the (shallowness
of) the water depth h. Although resuspension of bed sediments is caused by nearly
all shipping traffic, net crosswise sediment transport is only significant for ECMT-
IV and Va ships, which have a length L larger than 80 m, and the largest blockage
coefficient m. In the less-confined Rhine, Ten Brinke et al. (2004) found ship-
induced erosion mainly for ships longer than 60 m, which indicates once more the
sensitivity of these governing ship parameters.
Summarizing, it may be stated that a ship’s main variables length L, beam B,
draught D, which define its displacement ∆ and blockage coefficient m, and its
sailing speed Vs, do not vary independently for one another. Their interconnec-
tion, reflected by the subdivision of inland navigation in standard ECMT-classes,
dictates a ship’s hydrodynamic forcing, together with the waterway’s boundary
conditions.
The contribution of ship-generated waves to sediment transport is found to
be significant by a.o. Bauer et al. (2002); Houser (2011); Rapaglia et al. (2011);
Verney et al. (2007). Results on the magnitude and direction of sediment transport
are however very dependent on the local boundary conditions (confinedness of
waterway, bathymetry, ship types, sediment types), which are different for this
field study. A direct comparison with these results is therefore not feasible.
5.6 Conclusion
Ship-induced hydro- and sediment dynamics were monitored for 46 ship passages
along the measurement transect of the fixed monitoring system during a 3-day
measurement campaign from April 13-15, 2011. This short-term field study aimed
at quantifying the magnitude of ship-induced hydrodynamic forcing and its relative
importance to sediment dynamics in the shallow water area behind the off-bank
timber piling.
As elaborately described in Chapter 4, the confined dimensions of the water-
way amplify a ship’s ‘primary’ wave pattern, which is reflected in its wave-induced
velocity components. The maximum resultant of the ‘primary’ wave-induced ve-
locity ULP,max, which mainly depends on a ship’s sailing speed Vs and displace-
ment ∆, is significantly higher than the ‘secondary’s maximum resultant USP,max.
Maximum values for these resultant maxima are about ULP,max = 1.0 m s−1 and
USP,max= 0.4 m s−1 respectively. The enlarged ‘primary’ wave pattern strongly
influences the combined wave-induced velocity UW , and often dictates the angle
of attack of its maximum resultant. Maximum values for the resultant combined
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wave-induced velocity amount to UW,max = 1.1 m s−1.
The ‘secondary’ wave pattern induces however the highest wave shear stresses
because of its shorter wave period and correspondingly larger wave friction fac-
tor. Maximum values for the maximum ‘primary’ and ‘secondary wave-induced
shear stresses are up to τLP,max = 2.5 N m−2 and τSP,max = 4.1 N m−2 respec-
tively, and the resulting combined ship wave shear stress amounts maximally to
τW,max = 5.1 N m−2. As from a combined ship wave shear stress τW ≥ 1 N m−2,
an enlarged sediment availability is observed, i.e. sediments of the undisturbed
bed layer become dislodged. This higher shear stress value describes more accu-
rately the actual critical shear stress necessary to initiate motion of the undisturbed
bed layer, and is therefore the new critical shear threshold τcr,new instead of τcr =
0.16 N m−2.
Exceedance of the critical bed shear stress might lead to suspension of bed sed-
iments. The cumulative quantity of suspended sandy bed sediments ranges from
a moderate suspension of C∑,m,bed(T0) = 1000 g m−3 to substantial amounts of
C∑,m,bed(T0) = 8000 g m−3. Large differences in suspended quantities are ob-
served between and within the ECMT-classes, but the occurrence of a maximum
resultant combined wave-induced velocity UW,max ≥ 0.4 m s−1 is an indicator
for substantial suspension. Dislodgement of silty bank particles might take place
when the maximum bank-oriented combined wave-induced velocity UW,bank,max
exceeds 0.4 m s−1. The added suspended silt concentration due to a ship passage
amounted to maximum SSCsilt= 270 g m−3 (because of the crossing of 2 ECMT-
Va ships).
Based on the study area characteristics, dislodgement of silty sediment directly
implies their advection downstream. For the sandy bed sediments however, sus-
pension does not necessarily lead to a net sediment transport. Significant (yet in
absolute values relatively small) net crosswise sediment transport occurred due
to the passage of 6 ECMT-IV and Va ships, which caused a sediment transport
of Q∑,m,bed(T0) ≥ 200 g m−1. The direction of crosswise sediment transport is
determined by the ratio between the ‘primary’ wave-induced displacement flow
(during the drawdown, and oriented towards the fairway) and its slope supply flow
(during the transversal stern wave, and oriented towards the river bank). ‘Sec-
ondary’ wave-induced velocities rather redistribute the suspended sediments. Over
the 3-day measurement campaign, 128 kg sandy bed sediments were carried away
over the total length (160 m) of the nature-friendly bank protection.
Sediment transport towards the fairway was considered as a proxy for bed and
bank erosion. Both processes did occur; silty bank particles were dislodged, and
the balance of the sandy bed sediment budget was negative. Notwithstanding the
uncertainties inherent in sediment calculations, and the short duration of the mea-
surement campaign, these estimated order-of-magnitude values for suspended sed-
iment transport suggest that the off-bank timber piling does not maintain a ‘con-
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trolled’ (cyclic) bed erosion and accretion, and does not prevent bank erosion. A
reduction of the combined wave-induced velocity to UW < 0.4 m s−1 behind the
off-bank timber piling is required to achieve a significant decrease in sediment
dislodgement, (re)suspension and transport for both sediment sources.
6
Effectiveness of the nature-friendly
bank protection
to obviate bed and bank erosion
6.1 Introduction
Bank erosion and retreat is a point of interest and concern along navigable wa-
terways, being studied in a variety of environmental boundary conditions (Bauer
et al., 2002; Houser, 2010; Hughes et al., 2007). It decreases their structural in-
tegrity and increases the likelihood of failure (Ellis et al., 2002). Identifying the
processes of bank erosion and the key contributing factors is a difficult challenge,
particularly in such man-modified environments, where bank response may be trig-
gered by ecological and hydrodynamic forces acting over a wide range of spatial
and temporal scales (Houser, 2010).
In non-tidal and restricted fetch waterways, i.e. where wind wave energy is
low, failure of revetments, dikes or river banks is known to be the result of forces
related to extreme weather events (storms, flooding) and ship wave action (e.g.
Bauer et al. (2002); Dorava and Moore (1997)). When shipping traffic is heavy and
the sailing line is in the proximity of a shallow water area, ship-generated waves
have the potential to erode the river bed and bank (Bauer et al., 2002; Nanson et al.,
1994; Parnell et al., 2007; Verney et al., 2007).
The more confined a waterway is in depth and width, the higher the erosive
potential of ship-generated waves (Nanson et al., 1994). The admissible ratio of
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waterway cross section to ship cross section, i.e. the blockage coefficient m, is
then fully exploited and the large frictional resistance results in a correspondingly
high bank load (PIANC, 2008). Generally, the rate of bank erosion is linked with
the ship wave height and corresponding wave energy or flux (Bauer et al., 2002;
Dorava and Moore, 1997; Ellis et al., 2002; Houser, 2010; Hughes et al., 2007;
Nanson et al., 1994).
The particular design of the nature-friendly bank protection under study con-
sists of a double wave attenuating configuration: (i) the off-bank timber piling,
and (ii) the reed belt before the river bank. To assess the effectiveness of this type
of nature-friendly bank protection, the performance of its design must be evalu-
ated against the two main external hydrodynamic forcing parameters, i.e. flooding
events and ship wave action. In particular, it is important to evaluate its hydrody-
namic performance against ship-induced hydrodynamic forcing.
To this end, the objectives to be met are twofold: (1) is there a difference
in bank erosion rate between the nature-friendly protected and the non-protected
natural river banks; (2) if progressive bank erosion still takes place, is shipping
traffic the system-driving parameter?
This chapter addresses the results of two quantitative field studies. To meet
objective (1), a long-term topographic survey was carried out to compare morpho-
logical changes of the riverine environment given its nature-friendly protection
or naturally eroding bank condition, and to identify controls and triggers of river
bank retreat. To meet objective (2), a short-term study was conducted to estimate
the importance of an individual ship’s wave action on bed and bank erosion in a
nature-friendly protected bank area. To conclude, it is verified whether short and
long-term morphological changes can be linked with one another.
6.2 Methodology
6.2.1 Long-term topographic survey
Measurement of cumulative bank retreat over long periods is undertaken using
standard topographic measurement equipment. Morphological changes are bi-
monthly surveyed over one seasonal cycle, from October 2009 to September 2010,
with a Total Station (Sokkia SET510k, having an accuracy of 1-3·10−3 m). Ini-
tially, 3 locations where a nature-friendly bank protection was installed and 3 nat-
urally eroding river bank embayments were selected. Of these locations, one site
differed in that the naturally eroding river bank became nature-friendly protected
during the survey period (since Dec 2009). Because of this anomaly, it was de-
cided to disregard this site. Table 6.1 gives an overview of the environmental
characteristics of the used locations.
At every location, a time series of xyz-coordinates is obtained for the top and
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A
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23
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Figure 6.1: Riverine environment along the Lys. A. Nature-friendly bank protection con-
sisting of off-bank timber piling, which separates the fairway from the shallow water area,
and a reed belt (white dashed circle), planted at the base of the cut-bank (survey location
3). B. Naturally eroded embayment because of undermining and breaking of the armoured
concrete revetment (survey location 5). Dashed line illustrates a surveyed transect on which
the markers indicate 1. Top of the cut-bank, 2. Base of the cut-bank and 3. Edge of the
foreshore and end of the reed belt.
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bottom of the cut-bank and, if present, the edge of the foreshore at its base (com-
posed of slumped bank material) in order to monitor the topographic evolution
of the semi-circular embayment. The top was defined as the limit of the stable,
vegetated upper area, i.e. overhanging vegetation or grass sods are not taken into
account. The bottom of the cut-bank is marked as its intersection with the sandy
beach or foreshore, ignoring slump blocks or disjointed reed patches. Measure-
ments were irregularly spaced from one another, with the purpose that linear in-
terpolation between the points closely reproduces the morphological features. The
contours of the reed belt and patches were surveyed as well. Undercutting of the
cut-bank and the presence of slump blocks are documented with photographs but
not measured.
Within every embayment, two different transects, cross sectional to the water-
way, were selected to monitor in detail the morphological response of the (unpro-
tected) river bank given varying environmental boundary conditions. As selection
criterion in the nature-friendly protected embayments, transects with and without
reed belt at the base of the cut-bank are marked, whereas transects in naturally
eroding embayments are designated based on difference in slope and vegetation
cover of the cut-bank. Figure 6.1 illustrates the survey methodology.
The change in area of a transect is calculated using the trapezoidal integration
method. It is attempted to relate these eroded areas to various parameters and to
identify thresholds for acting morphological changes.
6.2.2 Short-term assessment of bed and bank erosion caused by
an individual ship’s wave action
While long-term observation of morphological changes and cumulative bank re-
treat is easily realized using topographic surveying techniques, it is difficult to
measure accurately bed and/or bank erosion due to an individual ship’s wave ac-
tion. Analytical methods are therefore an interesting option to evaluate the impor-
tance of an individual ship passage to erosion.
The 3-day measurement campaign, carried out to analyse ship-induced hydro-
and sediment dynamics (Chapter 5), took place in the nature-friendly bank pro-
tection where transects R1 and R2 of the long-term topographic study are located.
Making use of these high-frequency turbidity and velocity data, it is aimed at an-
alytically obtaining an estimation of bed and bank erosion depths due to a single
ship event. To this end, data of SSP A is used for the calculation of bed erosion
depths and data of SSP B for the calculation of bank erosion depths.
6.2.2.1 Analytical approach for estimation of bed and bank erosion depths
Adapting the analytical approaches of Bauer et al. (2002), an estimation of ship-
induced bed and bank erosion rates is acquired using a simplified erosion equation.
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A few important assumptions must therefore be taken into account: 1. sediments
are uniformly stripped from river bed or bank, 2. upstream sediment contributions
as well as from other erosive processes are negligible, 3. local sedimentation does
not take place during the time frame under study, 4. measured suspended sediment
and velocity data are representative of average conditions in the control volume
(for more details regarding these simplifications, see Bauer et al. (2002)). Figure
6.2 provides a schematized overview of the equipment deployment on the cross
sectional measurement transect, with indication of the variables used for calcula-
tion of river bed and bank erosion depths.
We applied a different methodology for calculation of erosion depths, depend-
ing on the sediment grain size ((fine) sand or silt). Bed soil analysis, indicating a
sandy top layer of the river bed (cf Section 3.3.2), supports the assumption that,
once dislodged, the finer silty fraction of the river bank stays in suspension and will
be advected downstream. Entrainment of sandy bank particles results in near-bank
settlement and deposition, where they become part of the top bed layer. Their con-
tribution is here indirectly taken into account in the bed erosion depth estimates.
Erosion of silty bank sediments is determined by difference in pre and post
ship passage concentrations of suspended sediments. A ship passage adds silty
bank sediments to the suspended load when the post ship passage suspended sedi-
ment concentration is higher than the pre ship passage concentration. This pre con-
centration corresponds to the suspended load averaged over a 15 min time frame
before a ship passage, the post concentration is determined after turbulence due
to ship-induced hydrodynamic forcing settled down. Rather than a time rate of
change in bank retreat, an overall value for the depth of the uniform stripped silty
layer EDbank [m] after a ship passage is calculated as (Bauer et al., 2002):
EDbank =
SSCsilt · VC
CAbank · ρsilt (6.1)
where SSCsilt is the added suspended sediment concentration [g m−3] in the
control volume VC , measured on height z = 0.10 m above the river bed (with SSP
B), and ρsilt is moist bulk density of silty sediments, here ρsilt = 1.5·106 g m−3
(NRCS, 2012). The contributing bank area CAbank consists of a unit alongstream
width [m] times the average local daily water depth [m]. The control volume
VC [m3] encloses the water volume through which the sediments are dispersed,
defined by the contributing bank area and perpendicular bed distance between river
bank and SSP B (here: 2 m).
The erosive potential of the grouped ship wave structure is analysed by its wave
energy E [J m−2] towards the river bank. Given that a ship’s ‘primary’ and ‘sec-
ondary’ wave patterns are often superimposed in confined waterways, this widely
used parameter grasps tersely their forcing characteristics:
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E = 1/8ρgH2in (6.2)
where ρ is fluid density, here for water: ρ = 1·106 g m−3 and g is gravitational
acceleration [m s−2]. Making use of linear wave theory with a shallow water ap-
proximation (similar to Bauer et al. (2002); Houser (2010)), an index wave height
Hin is calculated for every ship passage:
Hin =
2UW,bank,max√
g/hADV
(6.3)
where UW,bank,max is the maximum of the combined bank-oriented wave-
induced velocity [m s−1] and hADV is the average daily water depth at the ADV
[m].
Bed erosion is linked to the magnitude of bed sediment discharge caused by
a ship passage. Within the time frame of ship-induced hydrodynamic disturbance
T0, turbulent water motions are intense because of high kinetic energy levels, and
suspended sediment transport is solely driven by ship wave-induced velocities. As
a result, an estimate of the total erosion depthEDbed [m] after a ship passage is cal-
culated from the cumulative suspended sediment volume transport Q∑,s,bed(T0)
[m3] through a vertical plane A parallel to the river bank and perpendicular to the
crosswise wave-induced velocity uY,W (Bauer et al., 2002):
EDbed =
Q∑,s,bed(T0)
CAbed
(6.4)
where CAbed is the contributing bed area [m2], it encompasses the product
of perpendicular bed distance between river bank and SSP A (here: 6.5 m) and a
unit alongstream width [m]. The cumulative suspended sediment volume transport
Q∑,s,bed(T0) = ∫ T00 qs,bed(t)dt, in which qs,bed(t) is the suspended sediment
volume transport at time t [m3 s−1], calculated as:
qs,bed(t) =
qm,bed(t) ·A
ρsand
(6.5)
in which qm,bed(t) is the crosswise sediment mass flux [g m−2 s−1] through a
vertical planeA [m2], which has a height equal to the water depth at SSP A hSSP A
[m] and a unit alongstream width [m]; and ρsand the moist bulk density of sandy
sediments, here ρsand = 1.65·106 g m−3 (NRCS, 2012).
The time-dependent suspended sediment mass transport qm,bed(t) is the prod-
uct of back and forth crosswise wave-induced velocities uY,W (measured with the
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ADV) and average suspended sediment concentration over the water column (mea-
sured with SSP A) (cf equation 5.8). It accounts for the instantaneaous direction of
sediment transport, identifying bed erosion or accretion behind the off-bank timber
piling.
Note that the bed distance affected by a ship passage depends on the magnitude
of the ship-generated wave patterns. For consistency in the calculation of uniform
bed erosion depths, it is in this simplified approach always taken equal to 6.5m
(although it might be smaller in reality).
6.3 Results
6.3.1 Rate and mechanisms of river bank retreat
The rate of river bank retreat depends on the processes that act to destabilise and
erode the river bank and the processes that remove slump blocks accumulated at
the base of the river bank (Nanson et al., 1994). Figure 6.3 shows the total eroded
area for all transects over the surveyed seasonal cycle. Except for transect R6,
areal loss amounts to maximum 5 m2. No clear distinction in eroded area between
nature-friendly protected and naturally eroding embayments is found. Transects
R1, R7, R8 and R10 have comparable absolute areal losses, as do transects R3,
R4 and R9. Within site variability in total eroded transect area is only noticeable
for locations 3 and 5, despite the marked between-transect differences for every
location.
The bimonthly rate of change in eroded area differs between the measurement
periods and displays a rather erratic behaviour (Figure 6.5). Again, no distinct
dissimilarities in erosion intensity between nature-friendly protected and naturally
eroding sites are observed, apart from the singular results for transect R6. Erosion
seems to increase during winter months (period December-March) for the transects
without reed, giving the highest areal losses for transects R2, R7, R8 and R10.
The start of spring (period March-May) initiates a reduction in erosion rates as
vegetation regrowth takes place and weather conditions become less severe. No
correlation was however found between these periodic erosion rates and seasonal
varying climatic parameters (listed in columns 2 - 5 of Table 6.2).
Basically, two distinct retreat mechanisms are observed in the surveyed embay-
ments: 1. sediment wash out of the rhizome layer and destabilisation of the reed
fringe for reed belt areas and 2. undermining of the cut-bank and (partial) mass
failure for non-reed belt areas, irrespective of installation of a nature-friendly bank
protection. The observed rate of bank retreat varies widely within the embayments,
where it is linked to the type of erosive process. In addition, spatial heterogeneity
in natural properties (e.g. sediment composition, saturation) interferes undoubt-
edly, adding variability to the location-dependent erosion rate.
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Figure 6.3: Total eroded area of all transects over the surveyed seasonal cycle (Oct 2009 -
Sep 2010), with indication of nature-friendly protected or naturally eroding status; subdivi-
sion between nature-friendly protected reed and non-reed belt transects.
Figure 6.4: Bimonthly evolution of combined reed belt and reed patch area in the surveyed
nature-friendly protected locations.
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Figure 6.5: Bimonthly rate of change in eroded area of all transects, with indication of
nature-friendly protected or naturally eroding status; subdivision between nature-friendly
protected reed and non-reed belt transects. No distinct dissimilarities in erosion intensity
between nature-friendly protected and naturally eroding sites are observed, apart from the
singular high results for transect R6 (location 3).
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Table 6.2: Overview of periodic climatic and hydrodynamic parameters over the survey period October 2009 - Septem-
ber 2010
Average Precipitation [mm] * Days of Days of Number of
temperature [◦C] * frost [-] flooding [-] ship passages **
Oct - Dec 2009 10.09 215.73 0.00 4.58 2699
Dec - Mar 2010 2.26 179.20 26.94 9.25 3967
Mar - May 2010 10.75 65.26 1.08 0.08 3205
May - Jul 2010 19.13 73.79 0.00 0.29 4187
Jul - Sep 2010 19.52 292.70 0.00 2.33 2895
* source: HIC (1983-2012)
** source: W&Z (2009-2011)
Retreat mechanism 1 is linked with the seasonal growth cycle of reed (Figure
6.4). Reed decay and dieback result in reduction of the tensile root strength and
the mechanical stem resistance during winter months. In spring, new reed sprouts
shoot and regrowth takes place but re-establishment of a dense reed belt only oc-
curs on the condition that areal decrease during winter months was kept within
limits (location 2 (R3) and 3 (R5)). In destabilised areas (location 1 (R1), deterio-
ration of the natural reed belt defense continues, reed patches detach and the reed
belt fragments. It was not longer situated in transect R1 from July 2010 onward.
Retreat mechanism 2 is a commonly observed phenomenon along natural river
banks (e.g. Dorava and Moore (1997); Nanson et al. (1994)). A vertical cut-bank’s
lower part, subject to wave- and current-induced forcing, is undermined and con-
cavely erodes. Mass or beam failure result from (parts of) the overhanging river
bank. A gradual bank slope installs and detached slump blocks form debris at
the base of the sloping cut-bank. This slumped material creates an extra protec-
tion of the river bank until removal. Next, the sloping river bank steepens again
and a vertical cut-bank arises. Its nature implies that this cyclic trend occurs ran-
domized. Certain conditions might favour bank destabilisation but the bimonthly
observations pointed out that mass movement of substrate blocks does not directly
follow.
Horizontal retreat of the grass covered upper surface of the cut-bank is mainly
controlled by the presence of woody shrub, of which the root system largely re-
inforces the soil. Mass movement of substrate blocks does not directly result in
failure of the entire ‘overhanging’ river bank. First, the rooted area stays intact and
forms an (enlarging) overhanging sod, which eventually fails. Horizontal retreat
of the top is however greatly put off (Figure 6.6, location 1, 2, 4 and 6). Horizontal
retreat of the cut-bank in the bank-water zone is controlled by the retreat mecha-
nism. A cyclic back and forth behaviour takes place in case of undermining and
bank collapse whereas a steadily retreat is measured for reed belt areas.
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Figure 6.6: Bimonthly horizontal retreat of the top of the cut-bank. Presence of woody
shrub (at location 1, 2 and 5) slowed down the retreat of the river bank’s upper surface.
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6.3.2 Triggers and controls of river bank retreat
River bank retreat might be triggered and controlled by internal and external forces
acting over a wide range of spatial and temporal scales (Almeida et al., 2011;
Houser, 2010). This hampers any attempt to identify key contributors to bank ero-
sion processes and to define thresholds marking major changes in bank response.
Because (in)stability of the upper bank surface contributes to the absolute eroded
transect area, horizontal retreat of a transect in the bank-water contact zone is con-
sidered as dependent variable to hydrodynamically induced bank erosion. Note
that for reed belt transects (R1, R3, R5), the horizontal retreat of the reed fringe is
considered.
Given that the Lys is a confined, non-tidal waterway, flooding and ship wave
action are considered as external forcing parameters. Flooding events occurred
sporadically throughout the surveyed year, i.e. the water level raises to +6.1 m
TAW whereby the off-bank timber piling becomes submerged (HIC, 1983-2012),
but they are not correlated with the time rate of change in eroded area (Figure
6.7). The punctual disturbance that a ship passage causes locally is taken into
account by the number of ship passages over a bimonthly survey period. No corre-
lation is found between the amount of shipping traffic and the bank’s response for
both nature-friendly protected and naturally eroding locations (Figure 6.8). These
external triggers are thus not directly reflected in morphological changes on the
transects, and this for both the retreat mechanisms. Short-term changes like the
removal of slumped debris can however be attributed to ship-induced hydrody-
namic forcing. Significant flooding events only took place in the periods October-
December 2009 and December 2009-March 2010 whereas removal of slumped
material and horizontal retreat in the bank-water contact zone occurred within ev-
ery survey period. This infers that ship wave action is able to entrain these sedi-
ments.
A controlling parameter for bank erosion and retreat might be the bank’s dis-
tance to the fairway (Figure 6.9). It is evaluated whether this distance at a certain
moment (time i) influences the horizontal retreat of a transect until the following
survey (time i+1). In general, no distinct correlation between these variables is ob-
served; horizontal retreat persists independent of a distance change. Protection of
the cut-bank’s base with a reed belt shifted direct ship wave action to this area and
prevented hydrodynamic forcing to reach the vertical cut-bank over the surveyed
period (transects R1, R3 and R5). However, reed belt deterioration was observed
except for location 3 (R5), which remained unaffected throughout the surveyed
period. Although a reduced cyclic retreat is noticeable for the nature-friendly pro-
tected locations 1 (R2) and 2 (R4) compared to naturally eroding locations 4 (R7
and R8) and 5 (R9 and R10), it appears that off-bank timber piling does not suffi-
ciently attenuate ship wave action.
Incorporating a reed fringe as natural wave dampening barrier is valid only
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Figure 6.7: Days of flooding (water level> +6.1 m TAW) in relation to the horizontal retreat
of a transect in the bank-water contact zone over a bimonthly survey period. Occurrence of
flooding events does not demonstrate a direct cause and effect relationship to bank erosion.
Positive horizontal retreat indicates a retreat of the transect (and the river bank), negative
horizontal retreat indicates an advance of the transect’s base towards the fairway.
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Figure 6.8: Number of ship passages along the Lys in relation to the horizontal retreat of a
transect in the bank-water contact zone over a bimonthly survey period. No correlation is
found between this external forcing parameter and the bank’s response for both the nature-
friendly protected and naturally eroding locations. Positive horizontal retreat indicates a
retreat of the transect (and the river bank), negative horizontal retreat indicates an advance
of the transect’s base towards the fairway.
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Figure 6.9: Bank distance to off-bank timber piling (large rectangular and circular symbols)
and middle of the fairway (large triangular symbols) at survey time i in relation to horizon-
tal retreat of a transect in the bank-water contact zone at survey time i+1. The smaller
rectangular and circular symbols indicate the bank distance to the middle of the fairway for
the nature-friendly protected transects. No controlling function which obviates horizontal
retreat is found for this parameter, irrespective of installation of a nature-friendly protection.
Note however that for the reed transects, horizontal retreat is shifted to the reed belt area in-
stead of the (vertical) cut-bank. Positive horizontal retreat indicates a retreat of the transect
(and the river bank), negative horizontal retreat indicates an advance of the transect’s base
towards the fairway.
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on the condition that ship-induced hydrodynamic forcing is concentrated on the
reed stems (location 3). The reed belt is able to withstand mechanical stress on
its aboveground vegetation parts, seeing that quasi no stem damage arises and
abundant reed regrowth and expansion towards the fairway take place (Figure 6.4).
At locations 1 and 2, ship waves mainly act on the rhizome layer, washing out
sediments from the root mesh (up to 0.9 m, see Figure 6.9). Uprooting of plants
results when the reed belt looses its vital density (location 1).
The well-functioning of the reed belt at location 3 (with transect R5) might
to some extent be attributed to the water level on the sloping beach, which hardly
reaches the reed fringe. As the beach has a very gentle slope (3◦), ship wave energy
is greatly dissipated by bottom friction before surging in the reed belt. Contrary,
the reed belts at transects R1 and R3 are situated in a water level of 0.5 m and
exposed to direct wave attack. This indirect loading mechanism also applies for
transect R4, situated at a higher bed level.
A worth noting fact is the singular ‘standstill’ behaviour of transect R9, lo-
cated in a naturally eroding embayment. At this location, a gravel layer provides
additional protection to the bank-water contact zone and may dissipate the wave
energy adequately.
6.3.3 Contribution of an individual ship’s wave action to bed
and bank erosion
Over the 3-day measurement campaign, 70 ships sailed past the measurement tran-
sect at survey location 1. Hydro- and sediment dynamics of 46 ship passages were
recorded with adequate quality to be evaluated, of which 5 are pleasure cruising
(cf Section 5.4.1). The ship wave signature of the latter did not affect the riverine
environment and is further not taken into consideration.
Given the fairway proximity, maximum bank-oriented combined wave-induced
velocity, UW,bank,max, can be considerably high for ships of all monitored ECMT-
classes (Figure 6.10(a), and see also Figure 5.4). Not only a small blockage co-
efficient m but also the sailing speed Vs determines the magnitude of the bank-
oriented combined wave-induced velocities UW,bank. The corresponding index
wave height, Hin, is mainly situated between 0.15 m and 0.35 m but can amount
up to 0.5 m. Energetic impact of this grouped ship wave structure might result in
dislodgement of silty bank particles on the condition that its magnitude exceeds
E = 45 J m−2 (Figure 6.10(b)). The added suspended silt concentration SSCsilt
because of this impulse event tends to be linearly correlated with the ship wave en-
ergy. The 3 outlying values correspond to a fully loaded and fast sailing ECMT-IV
ship and the prolonged ship events due to two closely following ships of EMCT-
class III and I and two crossing ECMT-Va ships (encircled symbols).
Relying on these measurements, ship-induced hydrodynamic forcing on the
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non-vegetated river bank scoured a uniform silt layer ofEDbank = 0.5 to 3.6·10−4
m deep into the contributing bank area CAbank = 0.3 m2 (Figure 6.11). ‘Com-
pound’ ship events have a substantial influence on the scoured depth. Over the
3-day measurement period, ship wave action resulted in a total uniform stripped
layer of EDbank = 26·10−4 m of silty bank particles.
Cumulative suspended sediment volume transport of sandy bed particles
Q∑,s,bed(T0) is more dependent on the blockage coefficient m (Figure 6.12). The
ship’s underwater volume in proportion to the confined waterway dimensions de-
termines the magnitude of the ‘primary’ wave-induced drawdown ∆ and transver-
sal stern wave Hstern and their wave-induced velocities. Although the majority
of monitored ship passages leads to (re)suspension of sandy bed sediments, only
fully loaded ships of ECMT-class IV and Va induce a significantly higher (yet
in absolute values still relatively small) suspended sediment volume transport of
1.5-2.5·10−4 m3.
Bed erosion and accretion are balanced in occurrence during the measurement
days but not in magnitude (Figure 6.13(a) and 6.13(b)). Because of the prolonged
drawdown effects of some larger ships, a very small, uniform layer of EDbed =
6·10−5 m is eroded from the contributing bed area CAbed of 6.5 m2 due to the 46
monitored ship passages.
Comparatively translating these 3-day measurement results to the shipping
traffic in April 2011 on the Lys, a uniform silt layer of EDbank = 0.1 m is eroded
from the non-vegetated bank-water contact zone and the river bed is uniformly
lowered by EDbed = 0.2·10−2 m (for a unit alongstream bed and bank width).
Further extrapolation under the presumption of steady goods traffic relates these
results to a yearly uniform eroded silty bank layer ofEDbank = 1.2 m and a sandy
bed layer of EDbed = 2.8·10−2 m.
Although these results refer to a simplified description of reality, they indicate
that ship-induced hydrodynamic forcing is able to cause bed and bank erosion.
Ship wave action brings sandy bed sediments in suspension behind the off-bank
timber piling. The magnitude of suspended sediment transport is limited but it
is questionable whether a dynamically balanced bed sediment budget, implying
a controlled (cyclic) bed erosion and accretion, can be preserved. Bank erosion
results from the too strong energetic wave impact of several ships.
6.4 Discussion
Integrating the analytical short-term findings with the surveyed long-term results
demonstrates that river bank erosion still progressively takes place despite the in-
stallation of a nature-friendly bank protection. These morphological changes of
the riverine environment can partly be attributed to ship-induced hydrodynamic
forcing. Directly, heavy shipping traffic results in nearly continuous ship wave
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.10: Ship wave characteristics, categorized by ECMT-class, and their impact on
the river bank (focusing on the silty bank fraction). A. Index wave height Hin as a func-
tion of maximum bank-oriented combined wave-induced velocity UW,bank,max. B. Added
suspended silt concentration SSCsilt, measured at SSP B, in relation to ship wave energy
E. Dislodgement of silty bank particles might result on the condition that the energetic
ship wave impact E ≥ 45 J m−2. Encircled values correspond to ‘compound’ ship events,
classified in the ECMT-class of the largest ship.
Figure 6.11: Uniform eroded layer of silty bank particlesEDbank as a function of the added
suspended silt concentration SSCsilt in the water column due to ship-induced hydrody-
namic forcing, categorized by ECMT-class. Encircled values correspond to ‘compound’
ship events, classified in the ECMT-class of the largest ship.
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Figure 6.12: Cumulative bed sediment volume transport Q∑,s,bed(T0) through verti-
cal plane A as a function of the maximum crosswise combined wave-induced velocity
uY,W,max. Negative sediment volume transport indicates net transport towards the fair-
way (bed erosion), positive sediment volume transport indicates net transport towards the
river bank (bed accretion). Encircled values correspond to ship events caused by two closely
following or crossing ships, classified in the ECMT-class of the largest ship.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.13: Uniform eroded layer of sandy bed particlesEDbed as a function of the cumu-
lative bed sediment volume transportQ∑,s,bed(T0) due to an individual ship’s wave action,
categorized by ECMT-class. (a) All erosion depth values (b) Zoom on erosion depth val-
ues in square of (a). Negative erosion depth values indicates net bed erosion of the shallow
water area behind the off-bank timber piling, positive erosion depth values indicate net bed
accretion. Encircled values correspond to ‘compound’ ship events caused by two closely
following or crossing ships, classified in the ECMT-class of the largest ship.
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action (during daylight hours), which is able to dislodge and entrain bed and bank
sediments. The actual erosion rate depends on the balance between sediment re-
sistance and ship wave energy. Indirectly, ship wave action can accelerate other
erosive processes like mass failure by destabilising and undermining the base of
the river bank (Castillo et al., 2000; Houser, 2010; Nanson et al., 1994). The lat-
ter holds for event-based flooding too, with the annotation that this external force
does not regularly recur in the river Lys. Whether the cause of bank erosion is
eventually natural or anthropogenic, the latter is at least an additive trigger to bank
failure.
The varied nature of environmental boundary conditions impedes a straightfor-
ward approach towards decision-making on whether it is good practice to install
this type of nature-friendly bank protection in a confined, non-tidal waterway sub-
ject to heavy shipping traffic. A single row of closed off-bank timber piling as first
ship wave attenuator was not found to alter sufficiently the hydrodynamic regime
in the riverine area. Water exchange between fairway and shallow water area is
considerably high during a ship passage because of a too strong porosity effect
created by gaps between the timber piles (as discussed in Section 4.4 and 4.5).
Our results indicate no dynamic balance in the bed sediment budget of the shallow
water area (Figure 6.12) and a too strong ship-induced hydrodynamic forcing on
the reed rhizome layer (Figure 6.9). To counteract erosion of silty bank particles in
non-reed belt areas, ship wave energy E must be reduced below 45 J m−2, which
corresponds to a wave height of less than 0.2 m. One should however take into
account that fine sandy bank lenses are even then preferential erosion sites (Bauer
et al., 2002; Nanson et al., 1994). A second wave barrier is thus essential to prevent
direct ship-induced hydrodynamic forcing on the natural river bank.
Some hydrodynamic interaction and water exchange between both sections of
the waterway is however desirable, allowing a controlled cyclic bed erosion and
accretion, in order to preclude silting up of the shallow water area. This would
result in a narrowing of the waterway’s cross section and hence, hampering ship-
ping traffic. Besides, Coops et al. (1994) found that the positive sheltering effects
for reed growth, which are created by a wave attenuating structure, were reversed
when accumulation of silt and organic matter took place because of sub-optimal
rooting conditions. Physical vitality is imperative for the protective capacity of
vegetation. Good root anchoring provides an efficient nutrient uptake and plant
stability (Coops et al., 1991) which is essential for the wave attenuating capacities
of reed, while soil reinforcement is realized thanks to its rhizome mesh structure.
Ship-induced hydrodynamic forcing must therefore be concentrated on the
aboveground reed parts. Reed stems are able to mechanically resist loads of wave
heights of 0.2-0.3 m in a 0.5 m water column (Coops et al., 1996), being the gen-
eral boundary conditions in the river Lys. Its capacity as a wave attenuator will
however always depend on its seasonal growth cycle (dieback and regrowth) and
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corresponding variations in stem bending stiffness, being lower in February (dead
standing reed stalks) and June (young sprouts) compared to a fully developed reed
belt in August (Coops and van der Velde, 1996). Consequently, it is critical to
reduce ship wave action as shipping traffic stays steadily present throughout the
year.
A reduction in exposure to ship-induced hydrodynamic forcing might be ad-
ditionally obtained by a gently sloping beach fronting the reed belt. Wave energy
is then greatly dissipated by bottom friction and the water level is decreased near
the reed belt. Reed is most resistant to turbulent water motion in the higher wave
breaking or surging zone. Moreover, reed expansion benefits from this reduced wa-
ter depth gradient because its development towards higher water depths is limited
by its physiological plant response (Coops et al., 1994). Transect R5 at location 3
approaches these optimal environmental conditions well.
Due to the rather limited spatial and temporal extent of this experimental study,
these results are indicative of the occurring erosive processes and their contribut-
ing factors, still subject to validation by longer-term assessments. Longer-term
morphological changes in the riverine environment are more complicated, result-
ing from an interaction of various factors, of which some (e.g. bank saturation,
bank weathering) are outside the scope of this study.
6.5 Conclusion
To counteract progressive bank erosion, a nature-friendly bank protection consist-
ing of off-bank timber piling and a reed belt before the river bank was installed
in the confined, non-tidal Lys. To evaluate its effectiveness under heavy shipping
traffic, a short-term and long-term field study were carried out.
The long-term topographic study did not reveal clear differences in bank ero-
sion rates (total and periodic areal losses) between the surveyed nature-friendly
protected and naturally eroding embayments. Although these results did not demon-
strate a direct cause and effect relation between hydrodynamic forcing parameters
(occasional flooding events and frequent ship wave action) and bank erosion, they
qualitatively inferred that ship-induced hydrodynamic forcing is sufficiently high
to remove slumped bank material and to affect the bank-water contact zone.
The analytical results from the short-term study indicated that every ship pas-
sage is able to transport, to some extent, sandy bed sediments of the shallow water
area behind the off-bank timber piling. Ship-induced hydrodynamic forcing on the
river bank exceeding E = 45 J m−2, often results in dislodgement of silty bank
particles.
This bank protecting configuration would benefit from an improved design to
provide sufficient protection against ship wave action as, based on the data analy-
sis, it does not adequately prevent further bank erosion. It is however a valuable
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solution to translate a nature-friendly bank protection into a twofold wave attenu-
ating structure, of which the first structure is located in the waterway; especially
when limited riverine area is available. Transition between water- and land-based
ecosystems is thereby smoothly optimised using the shallow water area, ineffective
for economic waterway purposes, as an ecological corridor where a second, nat-
ural wave attenuating barrier must be installed to meet the technical requirements
of a bank protecting structure.
Planting of a reed belt at the base of the natural river bank is therefore a sustain-
able option in this waterway (given its ship-induced hydrodynamic forcing condi-
tions) on the condition that environmental growing conditions are more appropri-
ately met. To this end, it is necessary to reduce the transmission of ship-induced
hydrodynamic forcing through the first wave attenuator.
Given the predominantly sand-silty river bank conditions along the Lys and
the rather high cut-bank, it is questionable whether no additional measures must
be taken to prevent non-hydrodynamic erosive bank processes. Besides these stud-
ied hydrodynamically induced failure mechanisms, a third process of bank failure
is observed at various locations (location 1 and 2). Under the root layer of the
grass-woody upper bank surface, large mass failure of the cut-bank was some-
times noted, forming blocks of debris in the excavated cut-bank. This mechanism
might contribute also to bank instability.
The important thing is not to stop questioning.
Curiosity has its own reason for existing.
[A. Einstein]

7
Conclusions &
Recommendations
7.1 General conclusions
The general objective of this PhD-research was to contribute to a deeper insight
into an optimized design for nature-friendly bank protections in non-tidal, confined
waterways subject to heavy shipping traffic. The confined waterway dimensions
and very frequent hydrodynamic forcing on the one hand, and the ecological needs
of a riverine area on the other hand, makes its design a challenging task.
It was therefore aimed at quantifying the (impact of) ship-induced hydrody-
namics on a type of nature-friendly bank protection, consisting of off-bank timber
piling, which separates the fairway from the shallow water riverine environment,
and a reed belt, planted at the base of the vertical cut-bank. This particular type is
of interest for installation in confined waterways since it takes up little space in the
(generally) limited riverine area available.
To meet this twofold objective, we opted for an experimental approach on a
prototype in a ‘real’ situation. The Lys was selected as study area. The waterway
is a (EU) standard scale inland waterway and forms part of the priority TEN-T
project 30 ‘inland waterway Seine-Scheldt’ (EU, 2007-2020). This includes a.o.
the deepening of the Lys’ profile to meet future navigation standards and the in-
stallation of nature-friendly bank protection to counteract bank erosion. Hence,
the Lys is a nice example of (an attempt to) reconciliation of various ‘stakeholder’
needs, i.e. the economic EU Trans-European Transport Network and the environ-
mental EU Water Framework Directive.
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This experimental approach of prototype monitoring on various locations (and
configurations of off-bank timber piling) resulted in 2 deliverables:
 A fixed monitoring system
An extensive monitoring system was installed at a fixed location. This mon-
itoring system accurately measures the magnitude of ship-induced hydrodynamic
forcing on and the response of the nature-friendly bank protection. A variety of
physical processes related to ship-generated waves are therefore taken along its de-
sign, a.o. incident ship-generated waves, their wave-structure interaction with the
off-bank timber piling, related sediment supsension, . . . . This monitoring system
thus provides ample research opportunities to further investigate (and optimize)
various configurations of nature-friendly bank protection given these hydraulic
boundary conditions for shipping traffic.
 A mobile monitoring system
A flexible, mobile monitoring system was developed subsequently, in order
to enhance the dynamic measurement possibilities for ship-generated waves. In
this PhD-research, it was used to assess the hydrodynamic performance of various
configurations of off-bank timber piling. Because of its modular and lightweight
setup, it could easily be installed at various locations. This monitoring system
can however be applied in a variety of environmental boundary conditions for the
quantification of both wind- and ship-generated waves.
The acquired knowledge in this PhD-research is to be incorporated by the Ad-
visory Board for the use of nature-friendly bank protection along waterways, a
recent initiative of the Flemish government. The department of Civil Engineering,
represented by Prof. Troch, is corresponding member of this Advisory Board.
7.2 Answers to the research questions
The results of the experimental study, which were largely obtained through var-
ious measurement campaigns, are structured by research question. The answers
to the research questions summarize the work done to meet the twofold objective
described under 7.1.
1. What are the characteristics of the ship wave climate in a confined, non-
tidal and nature-friendly protected waterway?
The ship wave climate in the Lys was characterized based on its input and out-
put variables, i.e. the hydraulic boundary conditions for shipping traffic (input),
and the magnitude and behaviour of the ‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ ship wave pat-
terns in this confined, non-tidal and nature-friendly protected waterway (output).
A sailing ship is bounded to its limit speed Vl, which easily exceeds the im-
posed speed limit for all light draughted ships. The buoyancy of a ship is generally
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balanced to maintain a blockage coefficient m > 5. A captain tries to avoid such a
high ship resistance in order to be able to sail at considerable speed, which implies
a limitation on the utilized carrying capacity for ECMT-III, IV and Va shipping
traffic.
The confined dimensions of the waterway amplify the ship’s ‘primary’ wave
pattern, which dominates the ship wave signature. The maximum values for its
characteristic parameters are: a maximum drawdown ∆hmax = 0.35 m, a transver-
sal stern waveHstern = 0.50 m, and a maximum return current ur,max = 1.0 m s−1.
This highest ship-induced hydrodynamic forcing was caused by light draughted
shipping traffic of ECMT-class IV, sailing at a ratio of sailing speed to limit speed
Vs/Vl ≥ 1. The latter aspect is of greatest importance; the higher the ratio Vs/Vl,
the higher the ship-induced hydrodynamic forcing. Light draughted shipping traf-
fic is able to sail at Vs/Vl ≥ 1, where an increase in blockage coefficient m, i.e. an
increase in the ship’s ECMT-classification, results in a more pronounced ‘primary’
ship wave pattern. (Fully) loaded shipping traffic of all ECMT-classes (except
ECMT-I) caused a similar ‘primary’ wave pattern (for a similar ratio Vs/Vl).
Ship wave-structure interaction with the off-bank timber piling and the ship
waves’ shallow water behaviour were examined for various configurations of off-
bank timber piling. The magnitude of the ‘primary’ wave pattern, i.e. the max-
imum drawdown ∆hmax and transversal stern wave height Hstern , is preserved
on the condition that the water level is sufficiently high in the shallow water area.
The clear porosity effect of the timber piling yields a significant water exchange
between the fairway and the shallow water area, which frequently dries a part of
the riverine area. Combination of the large ‘primary’ wave height transmission
and the limited water depth along the river bank might lead to a severe impact of
the transversal stern wave Hstern on this riverine area.
Relative reduction of maximum ‘secondary’ wave heights HSP,max ranged
from 20% to 55%, but was rather location-dependent than factor-dependent. A
varying length of a single or double row of off-bank timber piling did not lead to a
higher ‘secondary’ wave height reduction, nor did the closure of lateral water in-
and outflow openings.
The future waterway layout includes an enlarged trapezoidal cross section be-
cause of the 1 m deepening of the bed profile. On that account, an increased block-
age coefficient m was calculated for all ECMT-classes except for ECMT-class IV
and Va (because of the (now vs future) difference in draught restrictions). The
shipping traffic’s limit speed Vl will increase, which results in a higher potential
sailing speed Vs. This will result in a higher amplitude for both ship wave patterns
and hence, a larger impact of the ship-induced hydrodynamic forcing. A restriction
to the imposed speed limit will therefore be even of bigger importance.
2. To which extent do ship-induced hydrodynamics contribute to sediment
dynamics behind the off-bank timber piling?
During a 3-day measurement campaign, the contribution of ship-induced hy-
drodynamics to sediment dynamics behind the off-bank timber piling was quanti-
fied for individual ship passages. Morphological changes caused by ship-induced
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hydrodynamic forcing were assessed based on their related suspended sediment
transport. Sediment transport towards the fairway was considered as a proxy for
bed and bank erosion. Note that the role of the reed belt as a second wave attenu-
ating barrier was not considered herein.
Quantification of sediment dynamics for the river bed and bank separately was
hampered by the large variability and overlap in bed and bank grain sizes. Relying
on the differences in sediment dislodge and transport characteristics for varying
grain size, a partial distinction between both sediment sources was made. For
the river bed, exceedance of the critical shear stress accounted for incipient bed
motion, after which suspension of the sandy bed sediments might take place. For
the river bank, the impact of a ship’s combined wave-induced velocity determined
its suspension of silty bank sediments.
The larger ‘primary’ wave pattern strongly influences the combined wave-
induced velocity, of which the maximum values were up to UW = 1.10 m s−1.
The shorter period ‘secondary’ wave pattern however, induces the highest wave
shear stress. The combined ship wave shear stress amounted maximally to τW =
5.1 N m−2.
The quantity of suspended sandy bed sediments ranged from a moderate sus-
pension of C∑,m,bed(T0) = 1000 g m−3 to substantial amounts of C∑,m,bed(T0)
= 8000 g m−3. Large differences in suspended quantities are observed between
and within the ECMT-classes, but an indicator for substantial suspension was the
occurrence of a maximum combined wave-induced velocity UW,max ≥ 0.4 m s−1.
Dislodgement of silty bank particles might take place when the maximum bank-
oriented combined wave-induced velocity UW,bank,max exceeded 0.4 m s−1. The
added suspended silt concentration due to a ship passage was considerably lower
than the suspended quantities of sandy bed sediments, and amounted to maximum
SSCsilt= 270 g m−3.
Dislodgement of silty sediment directly implies their advection downstream.
For the sandy bed sediments however, suspension does not necessarily lead to a net
sediment transport. Significant (yet in absolute values relatively small) net cross-
wise sediment transport occurred due to the passage of 6 ECMT-IV and Va ships,
which caused a sediment transport of Q∑,m,bed(T0) ≥ 200 g m−1. The direction
of crosswise sediment transport is determined by the ratio between the ‘primary’
wave-induced displacement flow (during the drawdown, and oriented towards the
fairway) and its slope supply flow (during the transversal stern wave, and oriented
towards the river bank). ‘Secondary’ wave-induced velocities rather redistribute
the suspended sediments. Hence, dislodgement of bed sediments occurs mainly
by the ‘secondary’ wave pattern, while transport of bed sediments results from the
‘primary’ wave pattern.
Sediment transport towards the fairway was considered as a proxy for bed and
bank erosion. Both processes did occur; silty bank particles were dislodged, and
the balance of the sandy bed sediment budget was negative. The monitored order-
of-magnitude values for suspended sediment transport suggest that the off-bank
timber piling does not maintain a ‘controlled’ (cyclic) bed erosion and accretion,
and does not prevent bank erosion. A reduction of the combined wave-induced ve-
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locity to UW < 0.4 m s−1 behind the off-bank timber piling is required to achieve
a significant decrease in sediment dislodgement, (re)suspension and transport for
both sediment sources.
3. Is this type of nature-friendly bank protection effective to obviate river
bed and bank erosion?
The nature-friendly bank protection under study consists of a double wave at-
tenuating configuration: (i) the off-bank timber piling, and (ii) the reed belt before
the river bank. In a confined, non-tidal waterway, flood and ship waves are con-
sidered to be the external hydrodynamic forcing parameters on the river bank. Its
effectiveness to withstand these hydrodynamic forcing parameters was evaluated
against the morphological changes that took place in naturally eroding embay-
ments under identical loading conditions. Since this type of nature-friendly bank
protection incorporates a natural wave reductor, morphological changes were sur-
veyed over one seasonal vegetation cycle.
The survey did not reveal clear differences in bank erosion rates (total and
periodic areal losses) between the nature-friendly protected and naturally eroding
embayments. Although these results did not demonstrate a direct cause and effect
relation between hydrodynamic forcing parameters (occasional flooding events
and frequent ship wave action) and bank erosion, they qualitatively inferred that
ship-induced hydrodynamic forcing is sufficiently high to remove slumped bank
material and to affect the bank-water contact zone.
Consequently, this bank protecting configuration would benefit from an im-
proved design to provide sufficient protection against ship wave action as, based
on the survey, it did not adequately prevent bank erosion. It is however a valuable
solution to translate a nature-friendly bank protection into a twofold wave attenu-
ating structure, of which the first structure is located in the waterway. Transition
between water- and land-based ecosystems is thereby smoothly optimised using
the shallow water area, ineffective for economic waterway purposes, as an ecolog-
ical corridor where a second, natural wave attenuating barrier must be installed to
meet the technical requirements of a bank protecting structure.
Planting of a reed belt at the base of the natural river bank is therefore a sus-
tainable option in this waterway on the condition that environmental growing con-
ditions are more appropriately met. To this end, it is necessary to reduce the trans-
mission of ship-induced hydrodynamic forcing through the first wave attenuator.
7.3 Suggestions for future research
An experimental approach on a prototype in a ‘real’ situation provides the unique
added value to measure and assess the situation ‘as is’, given all the influenc-
ing, sometimes confounding, (and unforeseeable) variables over, preferably, their
largest range of occurrence. Its major asset is however also its drawback: the
research has a certain site specificness and mutual separation of influencing pa-
rameters is less straightforward.
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The ship wave climate on the Lys, which is a (EU) standard scale inland water-
way with a typical trapezoidal cross section, corresponds to ship-generated waves
on other canallike waterways. A further analysis of the large data set of ship events
will increase the robustness of the acquired ship wave-related parameters (reduc-
tion of the data spread for the different parameter categories). The data set might
be useful for e.g. the design of (protecting) structures subject to the impact of
heavy shipping traffic. Given its wide range of monitored parameters, it might be
used to validate various formulas which predict ship-induced hydrodynamics (e.g.
formulas in GBB (2010)).
The importance of ship-induced hydrodynamics to sediment dynamics in the
shallow water environment is not yet fully understood. Bed load sediment trans-
port and seepage failure were left out of the PhD-research. An extension on the
field study, which takes these processes additionally into account, will gain more
insight in the balance between bed erosion and accretion in the shallow water en-
vironment, and their controlling and triggering processes.
Furthermore, the extended data set will improve the power of the regression
models, which relate various ship characteristics (e.g. ship displacement, sailing
speed) to ship-induced hydrodynamics and sediment dynamics. Rather than being
a mere explanatory model, the predictive capability of the fitted coefficients, to
predict ship wave action in the same study site or at similar shallow water locations,
would increase.
The use of off-bank timber piling as a wave attenuating barrier for the ship-
generated waves of pleasure cruising is worth investigating. Because of their lim-
ited displacement, their ‘primary’ wave pattern is very small and the ‘secondary’
wave pattern dominates. Although the measured reduction of the maximum ‘sec-
ondary’ wave height was rather location-dependent than factor-dependent, it de-
serves a closer look to eliminate possibly confounding factors. Especially the im-
pact of speed boats must be examined, since they can easily operate in the semi-
planing range. By sailing with the same speed boat at varying distances and sailing
speeds along the measurement transect of the fixed monitoring system, the wave-
structure interaction and the waves’ shallow water behaviour are quantified in a
controlled way. In the same way, various configurations of off-bank timber piling
can be monitored using the mobile monitoring system.
The fixed monitoring system provides a valuable, flexible measurement setup
to further optimize the design of this type of nature-friendly bank protection. A
reduction of ship-induced hydrodynamics behind the off-bank timber piling must
be obtained to improve its technical and ecological functionality. Hereto, the use
of a second parallel and off-bank wave attenuating barrier is an interesting research
path. Installed at the edge of the shallow water environment to preserve the eco-
logically valuable shallow water area, the porosity of this structure is essential. It
must change the impact of, mainly the ‘primary’, ship wave pattern in such a way
that its direct impact on the (temporarily dead) reed belt is limited while silting up
of the shallow water area is prevented.
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A
Particle size distributions
of sediment samples
River bed and bank soil samples were taken on various locations in the nature-
friendly bank protection where the fixed monitoring system is installed, in order
to get a better view on the spatial heterogeneity in river bed and bank sediments.
Water samples were also taken in the shallow water riverine area.
Particle size distributions of these samples are determined by Mastersizer 2000
analysis (Malvern Instruments). Soil classification of the river bed and bank sam-
ples is according to the USDA classification system (NRCS, 2011).
A.1 Soil samples of the river bed
Undisturbed soil samples were randomly taken in the top layer of the river bed
behind the off-bank timber piling using a Kopecki ring. This top layer is classified
as ‘sand’ (Figure A.1).
A.2 Soil samples of the river bank
Undisturbed soil samples were taken on the non-vegetated areas of the eroded river
bank, i.e. where no reed belt was present. The river bank was sampled around the
still water level using a Kopecki ring. Soil textures are classified as ‘silt loam’,
‘loamy sand’, ‘sandy loam’ or ‘sand’ (Figure A.2).
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(a) Sand (b) Sand
(c) Sand (d) Sand
(e) Sand (f) Sand
Figure A.1: Particle size distributions and soil classification for samples of the river bed
behind the off-bank timber piling
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(a) Silt loam (b) Silt loam
(c) Loamy sand (d) Sand
(e) Loamy sand (f) Sand
Figure A.2: Particle size distributions and soil classification for samples of the eroded river
bank
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A.3 Sediments in the water column
Water samples of suspended sediments were taken manually (Figure A.3a to A.3d)
or using an ISCO sampler (Figure A.3e and A.3f). Note that, dependent on the time
lag between the water sample and a ship passage and the sampling height z above
the river bed, a depth-averaged water sample was used for the determination of
the particle size distribution of the sediments in the water column. In this way, a
minimum laser obscuration of 10 % was obtained in the Mastersizer, necessary to
analyse particle sizes.
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(a) at height z = 0.05m, 45 s after ship passage (b) at height z = 0.1m, 88 s after ship passage
(c) at height z = 0.05m, 68 s after ship passage (d) at height z = 0.05m, 135 s after ship passage
(e) at height z = 0.2m, 3 samples (f) at height z = 0.3m, 3 samples
Figure A.3: Particle size distributions for water samples, taken in the shallow water riverine
area

B
Various configurations of
off-bank timber piling
During the months June - December 2011, several off-bank timber piling configu-
rations were successively investigated on their wave-structure interaction, i.e. ship
wave transmission and reduction, making use of the mobile monitoring system.
The configurations under study include layouts with a single or double row of
off-bank timber piling, of which the bank connection is realized in various ways.
These different layouts are monitored at 9 locations (cf Table 4.6 and 4.7). Table
B.1 provides a summary of the locations’ different layouts.
Figure B.1 shows the plan view of two bank sites which are nature-friendly
protected by a single row of off-bank timber piling parallel to the fairway (with
and without bank connection). For the monitored location 4, below on the figure,
the river bank is additionally protected by a reed belt. This figure illustrates the
general position, with respect to the fairway, of nature-friendly bank protections
installed along the Lys. Specific plan and side views of the locations are added in
Section B.1.
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Figure B.1: Plan view of the monitored location 4, which consists of a single row of off-bank
timber piling, parallel to the fairway and without bank connection. A reed belt additionally
protects the eroded river bank. At the opposed bank side, a layout of this nature-friendly
bank protection with bank-connected timber piling and without reed belt is shown. (source:
Google Earth)
B.1 Plan and side views of the monitored locations
Figure B.2a indicates the layout for the monitored locations 1 and 3. They are
nature-friendly protected by a double row of off-bank timber piling parallel to the
fairway. In addition, the bank connection at location 1 is entirely closed by timber
piling and riprap.
The other 7 locations are piled with a single row parallel to the fairway, which
varies significantly in length between the monitored locations. The lateral water in-
and outflow to the shallow water riverine area is bounded by the length of the bank-
connected timber piling, which determines the variable width of the water in- and
outflow openings in locations 5 to 9 (Figure B.2c, B.2d and B.2e respectively). For
locations 6 and 9, the bank connection is made by combined use of timber piling
and riprap. Location 2 is entirely closed laterally (Figure B.2b), whereas location
4 has no bank-connected piling (Figure B.2c).
Location 2, locations 4 and 7, and location 9 additionally have reed vegetation
patches planted at the base of the eroded river bank, as illustrated in Figure B.2b,
B.2c and B.2e respectively. This natural wave dampening barrier is not taken
into consideration for the characterisation of the wave-structure interaction of the
timber piling configurations.
Debarked timber piling is applied for all locations but location 4, where the
timber piles are milled.
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Location 1 and 3
Riprap
Timber piles 
(debarked)
(a)
Riprap
Location 2
Timber piles 
(debarked)
Reed belt
(b)
Location 4 and 7
Timber piles 
(debarked)
Timber piles 
(milled)
Reed belt
(c)
Location 5, 6 and 8
Riprap
Timber piles 
(debarked)
(d)
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Timber piles 
(debarked)Riprap
Location 9
Reed belt
(e)
Figure B.2: Various configurations of off-bank timber piling, monitored with the mobile
monitoring system to investigate their wave-structure interaction (Adapted from plan and
side view maps of W&Z (drawn up date: April, 2011))
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